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Almo Man Wins Demo
Derby At Fair Last Night

:hat
day
r to
the

Jody Griffin, of Almo, was the big
winner in the Nationwide Demolition
Derby at the Murray-Calloway County
Jaycee Fair last night. .
-wimiing the first heat, Griffin
came back to outlast the other heat
winners to take first place in the feature
heat at the Demo Derby.
For his efforts, Griffin took home two
,trophies, one for the first heat and one
for the feature race, and $140 in prize
•
money.
Second place in the feature race was
Joe Tucker, of Murray, who won a
trophy and $40 prize money for second
place. Third place was Chester Gamer,
of Murray,who won $20 and a ribbon for
third.
Other heat winners in the
preliminary heats were Joe Tucker, of
Murray, who won $40 and a trophy as
winner of the second heat; Roger
Runyan and Randy Dodd, who tied for
first place in the third ,bPat,
the winhome $30 and a trophy each; and Craig
OPEN SHOW WINNER—GreelaildTifitis—of Hoplcinsville was
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Hargrove, of Murray, who won $40 and
grand
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Fair. With the
a trophy as winner of the fourth heat.
show held Tuesday at the Murray-Calloway County Jaycee
Mrs. Libby Conley was the winner in
winner is Joey Pendleton.
the cash- giveaway by the Jaycees last
night Mrs. Conley, Route Three, held
the winning ticket, good for $1,000, at
the fair last night.
Tonight's cash amount to be given
away is $500. That amount will be
increased by $500 each night if there is
no winner. If there is not another
winner until Saturday night, the
Jaycees will keep drawing tickets on
that night until there is a winner. Ticket
holders must be present at the drawing
to wia.
In the' Jersey gattle show, held
Tuesday, Greenland terms,' of
Hopkinsville, had the grand champion
jersey of the open division, in both the
fair show, and the Parish Show,
sponsored by the Kentucky Jersey
Cattle Aseociation.
Krit Stubblefield had the grand
champion of the youth division.
Today at the fair, 'the HolsteinFriesian cattle show will begin at 10
had a.m. At five p.m., the Open Rabbit
YOUTH DIVISION WINNER—Krit Stubblefield, of Calloway County,
p.m., the
Show Show will be held. At seven
the grand champion winner in the youth division of the Jersey Cattle
feature attraction of the day will be the
at the county fair Tuesday.
All American Rough Riders daredevil
driving team, and a fireworks display
will also be held.
Thursday at one p.m. will be Kiddies Day, with the 4-H and FFA Dairy Show
at six p.m., and the horse and mule pull
atseven p.m.
The Calloway County Sheriff's
Department reported this morning that
vandalism had been reported at the
fairgrounds last night.
Sheriff's Department officials said
that batteries and gas tanks were stolen
from seven cars that had been entered
in the demolition derby last night and
that a drink machine at one concession
stand had been vandalized.
• The thefts of the batteries and gas
tanks were discovered this morningwhen drivers went to the fairgrounds to
pick up their cars. ,The drink machine
was reported to have received heavy
damage from the vandals.
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City Council
Meets Thursday
DEMO DERBY WINNER.—Jody Griffin, of Almo, receives his trophy as
winner of the feature event of the Nationwide Demolition Derby from fair.
queen Miss Paulette Hooks. Griffin won the first heat, and then went on to
win it all in the feature race last night at the Murray-Calloway County
Jaycee Fair.

An audit of the Murray Natural Gas
System will be presented to the Murray
Common Council at its regular meeting
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in City Hall.
- Also scheduled on the agenda for the
meeting are reports on the Murray
general fund budget for the first s,A
months of the year and a report
second quarter police court fines and
forfeitures.
The meeting is open to the general
PUblic

at tti_ Murray-Calloway Coun81.000 WINNER—Mrs.Libby Conley was the winner of $1,000 in the cash drawing
Conley'.
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and
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President
tlaycee Fair last night. From left, Fair Board

Exhibition Of Ivan Wilson's
Waterthlors Slated At MSU
A three-week exhibition of more than
100 watercolors by Ivan Wilson, retired
art teacher and departmental
chairman will open Sunday, July 17, in
the Clara M. Eagle Gallery of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center at Murray State
University.
Wilson, a native Calloway Countian
Who makei-Jiii
taught on the Western campus (or 38
years before his retirement in 1958. The
new fine arts center on the Bowling
Green, campus was dedicated and
amed in his honor in October,49'71-:`:e Ivan Wilson Center for Fine Arts.
Bern near Hazel 88 years ago, Wilson
received his early education in a
southeast Calloway County rural school
before going to Western as a student in
1911. Before he had time to finish his
undergraduate degree, teaching ' parttime and going to college part-time,
Western's first president, Dr. Henry
'Hardin Cherry, had asked him to teach
drawing and penmanship.

Telephone Co-op
Slates Meeting
MAYFIELD — The 22nd annual
members' meeting of the West
Kentucky Rural Telephone Cooperative
will be held Saturday, July 16 at 7 p.m.
at the Mayfield High School Commons,
700 Douthitt Street, in Mayfield.
Reports will be presented by Glen B.
Sears, general manager, and Bethel
Richardson, auditor; during the
business session.
The cooperative serves 12,000
subscribers in areas of Graves,
Carlisle,
Marshall,
Calloway,
Hickman, and McCracken counties in
Kentucky — and Henry and Weakley
-counties in Tennessee, arid orWates 18
exchanges in those counties.
Board members.whose terms expire
this year 'and -who were recently
nominated for re-election include
Cortez Schmidt, Graves County,
Stanley Jones, Carlisle County, and W.
F. Cary, Henry County, Tennessee.
Several gift certificates and
extension telephone service free for one
year will be awarded at the close of the
business session. Entertainment will be
furnished by # group from Marshall
County and refreshments will be
served.
Stanley Jones, Carlisle County, is
president of the cooperative.
•

inside today
Two Sections —22Pages
of Dr. and Mrs. Charles May of
daughter
Kathy May,
Murray, has become quite an accomplished ..coog even
though she's still in high school. Kathy and her recipes are
the subject of today'st king Corner on page 13.

hot and humid

STILL GOING—Several cars are still going in this heat of the Nationwide
Demolition Derby it the disunity fair last night Jody Griffin was the overall
- winner irbe took first place inn feature heir
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Mostly sunny,- hot and humid
today and Thursday. Fair
tonight. Isolated thunderstorms,
possible late this afternoon or
evening.
Highs today in the mid to upper
90s. Lows tonight in the mid to
upper 70s. Highs Thursday 97 to
102.
Light winds from the south to
southwest today and tonight,
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Robbery Suspects

Are Apprehended

School Board To
Meet On Thursday
Several Items of rOutine business are
on the agenda for the regular meeting
of the Murray IndePeodent School
Board Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the
board offices at 9th and Poplar.
In addition to the regular items, the
board will hear a'-report from Murray
High Band Director Joe Sills on the
Marching Bands of America contest
won by the MHS band and will consider
a contract between the board and
Murray State University to provide
space for the Head Start program.
The meeting is open to the general
public.
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Two armed robbery suspects were
apprehended within hours after an
armed robbery -at,Judkins Grocery, on
Highway 121 South, 1atniat,
s
according to the Calloway
Sheriff's Office.
Harry Davis and Thomas R.' Bore
were charged with armed robbery after
they were apprehended in New concord
by sheriff's deputies.
The robbery occurred at about 7
p.m. and the suspects were arrested at
11 p.m. The two are being Held in the
Calloway County Jail.
They are alleged to have robbed the
store with a shotgun, taking over $135
and some cigarettes. The stolen
property was recovered, according to
the sheriff's office.

County Man Charged By Federal
Grand Jury; Is Sentenced Here
A -Calloway County man, Buddy Lee
Workman, has been charged in a sixcount tridi-cfment by a federal gcand
jury in Louisville. Workman, was
charged with operating an illegal
distilled spirits operation in Calloway
comaty in the indictments handed dawn
earlr this week.

today's index
Classified Ads
_Comics
Crossword
Dear Abby
Deaths & Funerals
Horoscope
Local Scene
Opinion Page
Sports

developed into a full-fledged
department with several faculty
members.
Although he started painting in oils,
he switched to watercolors in 1934 after
learning, quite by accident, that he
could "do much more with watercolors
than with oils." In the years to come,he __
'produced 3,614 watercelors, mini-awhich have been exhibited in leading U.
S. and European galleries.
One of his earliest exhibits was in the
William C. Nelson Gallery in Kansas
City. Mother circulated throughoutthe
11.S*. taugh the Old Studio Guild of
New York, and in 1961 a showing in
Paris, France, gained the critics' high
praise for the works of this "humble
professor, who was born to draw."
Each of his watercolors is carefully
numbered and dated, and included in
the Murray State,exhibit which will be
Ivan Wilson.
"Silent Voices," the second watercolor
Ten years later, after teaching and
work he- Produced. It was painted in
spending summers at the Chicago Art
1934.
Institute, where he received his only
See WILSON,
formal training in art, he finished his
Page 12, Column 5
degree. After that, he spent his
:,--agnmers at Peabody College,
Nashville, and received his master of
arts degree at the age of 44.
In the -meantime; he had taught 13
years at Western and the few classes in
drawing that he was teaching had

The offenses allegedly Occured
between Jan. 1 and Feb. 4 this year.
Workman is charged in the indictment
with failure to obtain proper
registration, the manufacture of about
100 gallons of distilled spirits and the
possession of about 53 gallons of
moonshine whiskey.
In Calloway County Quarterly Court
this week, Workman entered a plea of
guilty to charges of "possession of
alcoholic beverages in dry 2ption
territory for the purpose of saleand
"unlawful transaction with a minor."
County Judge Robert 0. Miller
sentenced Workman to a 30 day stay in
the county jail with an additional60 day
sentence suspended on the condition

that "he not traffick in alcoholic
beverages for one year," County
ttorney -Sid Easley --un- Lesley
explained that the 60 day additional
sentence could be immediately
imposed if Workman were ta be found
guilty of trafficking within the. next
year.
In addition to the jail sentence,
Workman foregoes his right to appeal
and was fined $200 plus court and jury
costs, Easley said.
Also sentenced in Quarterly. Court
was GraceNorkman, Workman's wife.
She was sentenced to serving three
weekends in the county jail with the
remainder of her 30 day -.sentence
suspended under the same conditions
applied to her husband, Easley. said.
She was found guilty of possession of
alcoholic beverages for the purpose of
sale and was also fined 8200 plus court
costs. Easley added.
The alcoholic beverages confiscated
were ordered to be turned Over to the
state Alcoholic Beverage Commis.sten
by Judge killer.
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New books at the Calloway
County Public Library included the following:
YOU CAN FIGHT FOR
YOUR LIFE, ,,by Lawrence
leShan. Evans:
After two decades of
and
re -search
psychotherapeutic work with
cancer patients, Le Shan
offers his evidence and insights into why some individuals get' cancer while
By Abigail Van Buren
others do not — and why some
DEAR ABBY: I am a 6I-year-old bachelor who never
victims are able to
married because I took care of my widowed mother who cricer
for their
successfully
fight
just died at the age of 93.
I am somewhat withdrawn and never had any lives while others rapidly
girlfriends, although I'm told I'm above average in looks. succumb to the disease.
RAISE THE TITANTIC, by
I am acquainted with a gal who looks about 30 and used
to work in my bank. We were both invited to the same Clive Cussler.
party last Christmas, and I haven't seen her since because
of high
blending
A
she's not at the bank anymore.
with sound
melodrama
I sent her *me flowers for St. Valentine's Day, and she scientific research (the
wrote roe a-very nice letter thanking me.(I'm enclosing a Titantic could be raised
copy of it.1
Should I call or write to her to thank her for the note, today), this novel will satisfy
the connoisseur of that
and ask her to dinner?
I have about $140,000 in the bank so l'could probably doomed liner's incredible
afford a wife if I could get one. Or do you think I'm too old history and appeal to anyone
to be considered eligible?
with a taste of pure adventure.
BASHFUL IN ARIZONA , THERE'S A RACCOON IN
MY PARKA,by Lyn Hancock.
DEAR BASHFUL: I think you're too ELIGIBLE to be Doubleday.
considered OLD.From her note I would say she is panting
Filled. with nature and
to date you. Don't waste any more precious time. Call and
conservation lore, history, and
ask her to dinner!
humor, Lyn Hancock's acof adventure in the
count
DEAR ABBY: I've been hearing so much lately about
life after death, and since I've donated my eyes and Pacific Northwest will make
kidneys to the organ banks I'm kind of worried for fear many readers want to exthere might be something to this.
perience it all for themselves.
After all, if I do come back, gee willikers, I don't want to CRUSADERS, CRIMINALS,
be walking around with some of my parts missing, do I? CRAZIES, by Frederick
Can you advise me?
Hacker, Norton.
JACK IN ST. PETE'S
In this book, one -of- the
world's acknowledged experts
• DEAR JACK: Don't worry. If there- IS life after death, °tithe psychology of terrorism
when you return you'll have all the parts you need.
recounts the roots of the,
DEAR ABBY: A young mother whose baby had died plaque of terrorism afflicting
_
said she felt no consolation when friends saia, "Don't the world...
GRAPHOLOGY,by Thomas
worry, You'll have another baby." She went on to say, "if
my husband were to die, .I doubt that anyone would say, .Aylesworth. Watts.
'you'll have another one.'"
A guide to handwriting
Well, don't you believe it. Within a month after my analysis: they say it can- tell
husband died, people were'saying, "You're still young and something'about the perattractive enough to. find another man." I wasn't even sonality of the writer and his
thinking about finding another man.ijust wanted to get
or her physical or mental
over my grief.
and a little about- the
state,
Another thing that bothered me after becoming a widow
was the number of people who said, "If there is anything I writer's future.
can do for you, just let me know."
All you people out there who really want to help a
widow: Don't wait for her to call you, call HER, and invite
her to dinner or to a movie or on a family outing, the way
you did when her husband was still living.
I'm not out after anybody's husband, but I do need to be
.around adults, and to feel that people still care about me.
I'm 35 and the mother of three.
YOUNG WIDOW

Older Man Wants
To Start Dating

NEWCOMERS CLUB—Ruby Duncan, left of the Sherwin-Williams Decorating Center, shows ,Kathryn
Outland, Wekome Wagon hostess, some of, the
wallpaper samples at the June meeting of the Welcome
Wagon Nevkomers Club held at the Sherwin-Williams
Center. Ms. Duncan showed a film on window treatments and presented each one with a complimentary
paint brush. Plans were discussed by the dub for the ice
cream social on July 14 for the dub when the Senior
Citizens band will entertain. New member Carol Fields,
formerly of Paducah, won the door prize, and Jean
Fleming was named as Member of the Month.

Wtd
Ralloberry,
ARTS & CRAFTS THAT ARE
HANE9PIC'D FOR YOU
•
For iolortootion or to sporoll Cd 1s3-404.
CLASS SCRIBBLE
Snowier of '77
haw Class - 3 Sessions lesedispoiat Chas - 4 Selseens
You buy materials, inaructions $20.00 ( including materials) August
free. July 14, 21, and 28 Thursday 3, 10, 17, and 24 Wednesday 10:00 10:00-12:00p.m.

12:00 p.m

2
La .11.16.
""
Meal.
Seasions - You buy nuiterials, in-

grauvhsg awn .3 sessions - You buy
materials, iastructions free. August

structioas free. July 12, and 19
,2:004:00 p.m.
4,11,and 18 Mirada)
Tuesday 2:00-4:30 p.m.
DAYTIME CLASSES WILL BE ARRANGED FOFCGORUPS OF FOUR
OR MORE.
'Gasses ars bold at The Wild Idaaploarry
'Class fee required um regatration

Thru 7/21
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7:25,9:00
tCAMP'S,
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Last Chance
Before Fall

LIBRARY NOTES

Pictures from
Lyndia Cochran
Dance Recital May
Be Picked Up

CRAFTS FOR
FOLK
WORLD FRIENDSHIP, by
Florence Temko. Doubleday.
Step-bY.:Itip instructions
show„how to make handicrafts
from all over the world.
Colorful illustrations included
throughout the book.
FLOWER FABRICATIONS,
by Jean Wilkinson. Butterick.
This volume pays tribute to
the proud tradition of making
flowers, a craft that dates
back more than 125 years. It
shows you how to create
flowers that last forever and
look like nature's own.

Friday, July 16
At 501 Lynnwood Ct.
(Corner of Sycamore & Lynnwood,
Just East of Murray High School)
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!Summer Clearance!
Savings of

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. James L. Fox of
Dexter has been dismissed
from the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
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No Passes

7:20,9:35

Thru Thur.

8:30,10:20
Burt Reynolds Jackie Gleason

ndit

PG

July 1, 1977
Adults 132
Nursery 9
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Jones (mother
Brenda), 532 Raven Bowling
Green, Baby boy Vick;
(mother Linda), Rt. 9, Benton.
DISWITSSALL,„. Mrs,Donna J. Lyell, 1103 S.
9th, Mayfield, Danny W.
Dowdy, 305 Chestnut Murray,
William T. Downs, Rt. 6
Murray, Mrs. Rosezell
Ferguson, Rt. 2 Hazel, Mrs.
Martha A. Ashlock, -Rt. 2
Paris, Tn., David W.Sawyers,
Rt. 1 Hardin, Rex C. Ramsey,
Rt. 1 Almo, Mrs. Virginia
Todd and Baby Girl, Rt. 5
Murray, Mrs. Betty J. Strode,
Rt. 3 Box 400 Calvert City,
Mrs. Delores J. Belt, Rt. 1 Box
379 Calvert City, Mrs. Peggy
R. Boddy, Rt. 1, Benton, Cindy
C. Anderson, Rt. 6 Mayfield,
Mrs. Lillian A. Bellew, Rt. 5

Wedding
Gowns
1/4l/2 off

PATIENT AT HOSPITAL
Bryant Walls of Murray has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.

Big
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Begins Friday, July 15th
We will close at noon
Thursday, July 14th
to mark our prices down

Bare
Up
Beautifully
• lb

igurkingintm flag, 41.tb.
Db.,,,iind(enter

Qraham & Jackson
1)1 r.4, nt n‘vn

Murra:,

• as •.

Slim Your
Body ond
Woo Your
Mind For
Whotever The
Occasion or
Dm* of the
Year

Hours
9:005:30
Mon.-Sat.

The Shonrcase
121 By-Pass
Murray, Ky.

alc*************************
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SEAFOOD SHOPPE,S

United
Figure
Salon
Dixieland Center

711 South 12th Street
Murray,Ky.
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Order Pirate's Dozen from Long John of our Seafood Shoppes. So come to
Silver's and you can count on 13 delicious Long John Silver's and bring a big appeI"
-Orcrispy Chicken Peg Legs.
Pirate's Dozen is perfect
Tr"--"Elao
for you to enjoy on the
patio, at a picnic or at any
S.

*

*
*
* *

41100,

Reduction Sale!

or
la
n.

Alterations
Extra

Cadiz, James E. Brandon, Rt.
5 Murray, Dennis Daneil, Gen.
Del., Murray, Mrs. Hontas
Hutson, 708 Poplar, Murray,
Miss Wanda J. Graham, 708
Poplar, Murray,• Mrs. Ola I.
Nix, 1106 S. 16, Murray, Mrs.
Henrietta Cathey,• Rt. 2 Box
281, Dover, TR, Lawrence R.
Farmer, 1319 Poplar, Murray,
Mrs. Bessie M. Dedmon, Box
62 D Shamrock Ct., Buchanan.
Tn.

114

a

One Group

Thru 7/21
7:30 Only

w

*****

HOSPIIAL NEWS

PG

01

On All Spring &
Summer Merchandise

PADUCAH PATIENT
Mitchell D. Nesbitt of
Murray Route One has been a
patient at the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.

• DEVILED CHEESE
SPREAD
If you're turning to lighter
foods .such as broiled fish,
dress broiled fish with this
deviled cheese spread: Mix
two cups (8 oz.) shredded
cup,
Cheddar cheese with
chili _sauce, two tablespoons
prepared mustard and one
tablespoon prepared horseradish. Spread on broiled
fish and broil an additional
• one to two minutes or until
cheese melts. This makes
1 and two-thirds cups; may
also be used for spreading
bread or appetizers.
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Every'se has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
Call. 90069.
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700,
Endow stamped,self-addressed envelope please.

7:20,9:35

1.
gr

3P.M.-5 P.M. Only!

DEAR WIDOW: Try Parents Without. Partners
They're a great group. And a timely reminder to those who
are still lucky enough to be going two-by-two: Invite a
widow,divorcee,or any single male or female to your next
party or family outing.

,OF
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Hart and Outland Vows
Solemnized, Cooper Home
Hart,
Deborah
Miss
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Hart of Murray Route
Five, was married to Danny
Outland, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Hardy Outland, also of
Murray Route Five, on
Saturday, June 25, at the
lovely country home of the
groom's uncle and aunt, Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmy Cooper.
The Rev. Thomas Perkins
officiated at the double ring
ceremony read at 6:30 p.m. as
the couple stood in front of the
mural in the 4ing room of the
Cooper home. The chandelier
in.the living room made a
lovely glow in the candlelight.
Palms on white standards
were on each side of the improvised altar.
Bride's Dress
in
The bride, given
marriageday her father, wore
a beautiful floor length
wedding dress of white
organza and lace featuring a
lace knit top with ruffled
neckline and long lace sleeves.
The skirt was formed of tiered
ruffles. She carried a bouquet
of yellow and white daisies
awl baby's breath.
Miss Jan Cooper, cousin of
the groom, was .the
honor and wore amidi
sundress with a black top and
stripped skirt with white trim.
Serving as best man for Mr.
Outland was Randy Walker.
'The bride's mother wore a
blue and white double knit
suit, and the groom's mother
was attired in a yellow dress.
.11--si elf-a a.-K---as
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COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

Wednesday, July 13
Kenlake State Park activities will include medicinal
plant walk at 10:30 a.m. at
campground bath house,
treasure hunt at 1:30 p.m. at
hotel" front porch, pool extravaganza at hotel pool at
2:30 p.m., softball at campground bath house at 4:30
p.m., fishing seminar at hotel
meeting room at seven p.m.,
and sing-a-long at hotel
garden room at 8:30 p.m.
Land Between the Lake
events will include a woodland
stroll starting at Center
Station at four p.m.
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women are
scheduled to meet at seven
p.m.
Wesleyan and Ruth Wilson
Circles of First United
Methodist-Church Women will
meet jointly at the social hall
of the church at 7:30 p.m. with
Helen Hodges as the special
guest speaker.
Hannah Cirfk of First
United c';ocell'Inst Church
have an ice cream
Women
social.

Thursday, July 14
Grove 126 WOW will meet at
the Murray Woman's Club
House at six p.m.
United
Independence
Methodist Churl) Women will
meet at 7:30 pin.
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include "ghosts
,of the past" tales around the
campfire meeting at the
Buffalo Range parking lot at
8:30 p.m.

Thursday, July 14
,
Murray Chapter Nu.92 R A.
M.and Murray Chapter No. 50
R. & S. M. will meet at 7:30
p.m. at the Masonic Hall.

Charlotte Shroat and Ward
Humphreys Simmons have
returned home after attending
Friday, July 15
a session of the Longview
Club
Sam
Twin Lakers Good
near
Camp
Riding
will hold its monthly campout
Georgetown.
KOA
Landing
at Paris
They participated in the
Kampground with Ned and
horseback riding, swimming',
wagonas
Wilson
Beth
sailing, canoeing, and other
masters. A potluck supper will
sports and activities which the
be served Saturday night.

Kenlake State Park activities will include nature
walk at 10:30 a.m. at camhouse,
bath
pground
scavenger hunt at hotel front
porch at 1:30 p.m., decoupage
class in recreational hotel
room at 2:30 p.m., water
balloon toss on hotel front
porch at 330 p.m., tennis
lessons at hotel tennis court at
4:30 p.m., slide show on
Kenlake park at seven p.m.,
and Lakeside Singers at 8:30
p.m., both at hotel meeting
room.

Hold Monthly Meet

e Showcase
121 ay-Pm
K-1F-1114FA Ripe ezir-xia...T.A Pc*

Mrs. Robert Hill
Honored.Shower
Mrs. Robert A. Hill, the
former Felicia Housden, was,
complimented prior to her
wedding with a personal
shower held by Nix Ann
Osbron, Tamra Osbron, and
Rhonda Housden at the
Osbron home.
For the informal occasion
the honoree opened her many
lovely gifts for the guests to
view.
Refreshments were served
by the hostesses. Twenty
persons-were present or sent
gifts.

NOW IN PROGRESS*
*Girls*
Sizes 0 to Preteens

*Boys*
Sizes 0-20

OFF
MORE

Beat The Heat
With These Bargains!

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Miss Kathy Travis of
Murray has been dismisied
from
Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.

camp offers. They also rode in
the camp horse show held on
Friday, July 1.
Charlotte is the daughter of
Edward M. Shroat and Vernie
Shroat, and Ward is the son of
A. W. Simmons, Jr., and
Edwina Simmons.

July Clearance

1/2 Price

or-I1F-A

Twin Lakers Club 70

The Twin Lakers Good Sam
Qub will have its monthly
carnpout at the Paris Landing
ROA Kampground starting
Ellis Center will be open
Priclaj, Jtaly 15, and confrom ten a.m. to three p.m. for
tinuing through Sunday. July
a( tivities by the Murray
17.
Senior
with
Citizens
Ned and Beth Wilson will be
demonstration on "making a
the wagonmasters with the
Christmas wreath" by Ray
assistants being Charlie and
Ralph at 10:30 a.m., sack
Gayle Adams.
lunch at noon, and table
All members are invited and
games at one p.m.
are welcomed to join
guests
Citizens
Senior
Shopping for
will be held at 9:15 a.m. and the Crimpers for the weekend,
Kenlake State Park ac- 11:30 a.m. and call 753-0929 for according to Ned Wilson, club
tivities will include kiddie transportation.
president.
walk at hotel front porch at
eleven am,, macrame
necklaces in hotel recreation
dinosaur
room at 2:30
egg hunt at 3:30 p.m. and
Kenlake games at 4:30 p.m. at
hotel front _porch, state park
slide presentation at hotel
meeting room at seven p.m.,
and 9iprQ..danc-e at campground bath house at 8:30
p.m.

Thursday. July 14
Twilight Cabaret will
present a musical variety
Reception
by _YellOW sdandiel_in silver
alloway County
Blood River Associationi1
ring The ceremony a holders. The two, tiered -show-at-the -C
at two p.m. Baptist - Young Women will
Library
Public
revption was held for family wedding cake was topped with
The show is free and open to meet at the Fellowship Hall of
and close friends.
a bride and groom statuette. the public.
the ,First Baptist Church at
The table was overlaid with
Miss Jan Cooper served the
seven p.m.
a white linen cloth and cen- cake and Mrs. Robert Houston
Citizens will
Senior
Hardin
tered with an arrangement of served the punch. Guests
Murray Association of Life
workday from 9:30
yellow daisies, yellow day signed the bride's register have a
the
will meet at
'underwriters
at
p.m.
three
a.m. to
lilies, and greenery, flanked book.
•
noon at the Triangle Inn.
center.
' The new Mr. and Mrs.
Outland left later for a short
selhii kik- -as larAnis fable
wedding trip and are now at
home on Murray Route Three.
No, are pleased hi
Mrs. Outland is a 1977
announce that Rita
graduate of Murray High
School and is now employed at
Crittendon, bride-elethe Murray Division of the
ct of Phil ‘ft.:Cuiston.
Mr.
Company.
Tappan
has selected her
Outland, a 1975 graduate , of
Spring & Summer
stainless and crystal
Calloway County High School,
• from our complete
Merchandise
Motors,
is employed at Taylor
; bridal registry.
Hazel Highway, Murray.
Excluding New Merchandise)
Rita and Phil will
•
be married an August
6. 1977.

Mr.and Mrs.Danny Outland

Shroat,Simmons Return From Camp ,

7h

StePoe
adder
Open
Mon.-Sat. 10-6
Except Fri. 10-8

Bag & Beads
Dixieland Ctr.

Children's
Fashions

e

Bel-Air
Shopping
Center

753-7598

July 11-16, 1977
at the
Jaycee
Fairgrounds

1977 Murray-Calloway Co.

JAYCEE
WEDN(SDAY,JULY 1 3:477
tO:O0 AM. — Hofstein-Friesion Cottle Show
5:00 P.M. — ()pegJobbit Show
500 P.M. — Family Night
All American Rough Riders
7:00 P.M.
Fire Works

FRIDAY

THURSDAY
1:00 P. M. - Kiddies Day
6:00 P. M. - 4-N FFA Dairy Show
7:00 P. M. - Horse S. Mule Pull

10:00 A. M. - Beef Cattle Shows
7:00 P. M. - Music Show

Wag

Program of Events

FOR THE
THURSDAY, JULY 14 1 977
1:00 P.M.
Kidc es Day
4-H & FFA Dairy Show
6.00 P.M.
Horse & Mule Pull
:00 P.M.

* Ky. Lake Music
Barn Show

0

FRIDAY,)LA1'15,1977
Beef Cattle shows
10:00 A.M.
TOO P.M. - Music Show
SATURDAY, JULY 16, 1977
10:00 A.M. — Hog Show
10:00 A.M. -- Form Bureau Day
6:30 P.M.
Tractor Pull

* Horse & Mule
Pull

•11111111=SIPA..=.14.;.=-X% '
111",4111ra --eeisaglia.,
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Opinion Page

Looking Back
10 Years Ago

•

Agree Or Not

Its

.

in I 'mini

Constitutionality
OfLease Questioned

Alan-Valentine, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ottis Valentine, will graduate from
Artillery Missile School at Fort Sill,
Okla.,on July 18.
Participating in the Water Safety
program of the American Red Cross
Chapter at the Murray State pool were
.130 children and adults, according to
Ronald McCage,chairman.
Barry Joseph, president of the
Kirksey Unit of the Boys of WOQ•Amen,
holds a candle to the note held by Sentry
Darrell R. Butler in a ceremony
celebrating the final payment on the
Kirksey Woodmen building.
Judy Kelso of the Calloway County
High School chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America was elected
first vice-president of the Kentucky
Lake District of the FHA at the
executive meeting held at Murray
State.
Lawrence Anderson of Murray
University School and Susan Nance of
Murray High School are two students
among the thirty young journalists
enrolled at the first summer yearbook
workshop at Murray State University.

F'HANKFORT - State Auditor
T. J. Corporation whose incorporators
George Atkins is probably on the right
are builder Walter Malmer, Dr. 0. M.
track when he disagrees with Gov.
Patrick, a physician, and Dr. John
Julian Carroll's contention that a
Sutterlin, a dentist, all of Frankfort.
controversial new lease is above
Atty. William Curlin, who was
suspicion.
Carroll's campaign chairman, handled
The state proposes to lease a -new
the legal details for the corporation.
archives and library building from a
Atkins complained, as did other
private developer at $4.95 per square
builders, that the full terms of the lease
Service
• CepIev News
foot with the annual rent totaling
proposal were not explained to them.
$628,000. This is not the real kicker in
They assumed it carried a 30-day
the conLrovertial contract. The kicker
cancellation clause like the standard
clause ig that the state agrees to buy the
state lease.
new building for $3.3 Million if the lease
The Malpractice Insurance Fund for
is cancelled before 1990.
doctors, passed by the 1976 legislature,
Respected private legal counsel I
required physicians and 'surgeons to
have talked with questions the
contribute to the fund and the state
constitutionality
of
would contribute a share each year. .
such
an
Garth H. Edwards, son of Mr. and
arrangement, obligating future
ROM THE GOVERNOR'S DESK
Local builders who submitted bids
Mrs. Joe R. Edwards, has enlisted in
legislative sessions to appropriate
the first time the library was proposed,
the U. S. Marine Corps and is now
money to pay the rent.
didn't lower their bids on the second goundergoing recruit training at Rarris
The private attorney refers to the
round. They said their bids would have
Island,S. C.
Kentucky Supreme Court's recent
been lower if they had known about the
Total assets for the Bank of Murray
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
decision holding the state malpractice
.
guarantee clause that would run until
at the close of the period for June n,
citizens
all
of
ages.
Its purpose is to
insurance law, passed by the 1976
1990, or the state would buy it for $3.3
1957, were $11,427,433.23, according to
answer questions andsolve problemslegislature,
unconstitutional. The
million if the lease is cancelled before
the published report of the bank.
fast.
you
If
have
a
question or a
opinion cites several sections int he
1990.
Deaths reported include Edward Y.
problem not answered in these
constitution, but in simple layment
Actually, the lease at $4.95 per square
Turner,age 66.
An editorial in one of Kentucky's fin/ So far, More than one hundred
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114
-sa34-91104441slative-sessien---4
-newspapritu
.Mrs. -George-I-Hart-of Mszrray will
"
ter day said very
4--a-gl
" eGKI-41"""'
thousand Kentuckians have joined
ess- 44ser.44-cannot obligatauture legislatures.
the state since the state cannot build a --Dayton St West Alexandria, Ohio - simply something with which I
appear on the program for the second
Operation Identification. We know
45381.
Senior
'citizens
will
receive
The state leases many properties
building for that price, or even the $3.3
wholeheartedly concur and would like
annual leadership conference of the
Operation Identification is working in
prompt replies, but you must include a
throughout the state for state offices,
million price.
to pass on to you here: "Crime is
Marion County, Montgomery County, ..Kentucky Congress of the Parentstamped,
self-addr
essed
envelope.
The
for storage and other purposes, but the
Another good feature is that the
Teacher Association at Lexington July
everyone's problem and prevention is
Owensboro,
Campbellsville,
most useful replies will be printed in
standard lease usually contains a 30private owners will pay local and state
23-25.
everyone's answer."
Anchorage, parts of Lexington and
this
column.
day cancellation tlause. This
-taxes on the 'building, whereas, if the
Good quality fat steers sold
You
might
believe
that's
Fayette County, parts of Louisville.and,
' for $20 to
HEARTLINE: LhAve heard a lot
Controversial new lease obligates- the- ---state-owned the building, it would be
oversimplification. I -don't think so. A
$21 this week 'at the Murray Livestock
-Jefe
about
rson
unethical
insuranc
County,
e
and
agents.
Can
state until 1990 or for a $3.3 million
communit
ies in
tax free.
Company.
willingness to be involved,to encourage
both Kenton and Campbell coiirrtles,
you give me any information about how
purchase price if the lease is cancelled
Another reason is that a private
oPportuni
steps
to
ties
for
down
cut
the
and many, many others.
before then.
builder doesn't have'to pay the. to pick a good one? N.T.
trinie to occur in our homes and
These communities are shining
ANSWER: It is hard to find•a good
Larry Van Hoose, executive director
prevailing wage required under state
businesses, to look out for one another..
examples of good crime
insuranc
e
agent,
just
al
it
is
hard
of the Kentucky Republican-Party, said
to
prevention
and federal contracts. The prevailing
Fred M. Crawford, son of Mr. and
because they are attacking burglary
find a good doctor, dentist, or lawyer. . all of these things do lead to
the party is studying the matter. He
wage is more than $6 an hour for
Mrs. Wade Crawford of Murray, is
preventio
crime.
of
n
and larceny through community-wide
There are several million insurance
said the problem is that the Republican
serving as an electronics chief with the
common labor.
Another area with which I will deal in
participation
agents in the United States and their job
in
Party Would have to pay the costs of the
Operation
Armed Forces.
The question is, is the lease
citizen
discussio
involvem
is
n
later
ent
a
Identification. In addition, they are
is to help you solve your insurance
law suit if one is filed challenging the - constitutional?
The Rev. Buren Richerson is serving
strengthening laws which put and
in
improving the security of their homes as
problems.
constitutionality of the lease deal.
Malmer said the initials of B. T. J.
pastor of the Sugar Creek Baptist
whosornmit seriotis crim&' and
those
keep
places
Here are tips about selecting a good
of business through
When Gov. Nunn was in office," Van
Church.
don't stand for anything, but a town_
prison WP know th.1 iii stwrossit141,1ui..
43perationNelgtibOthtiod Watch.
-agentHoose said, the Democrat Attorney
Wag suggested it stands for "Bilk The
J. N. Waggoner and Leon Hale have
have adopted the-hard line on the use of
I want to see every Kentuckian take
.1. Get a full-time agent with
General was always suing the Nunn
offices for the Waggoner-Hale Real
Jerks," meaning the taxpayers.
prisons
keep
to
the
hardened
criminals
experience. Be cautious with partadvantage of these Crime Check
administration- and the taxpayers paid
Another wag, suggested the initials
Estate in the Gatlin Building, Murray.
off the street, the serious crime rate has ,
timers who sell insurance as'a sideline.
programs, especially Operation
the bill." Then, Van Hoose added,
stand for "Bill, Terry and Julian,"
Mr. and
dropped.
2.
Try
to get recommendations from
Identification, which - very simply - Kansas City, Mrs. Bobby Watson of
"we'd have to pay the bill," referring to
referAng to Curlin, McBrayer who is
Mo., have been the guests
There's
some
evidence
of
that
in
those with experience in dealing with
takes the profit out of burglary and
Vie GOP.
Carroll's apparent choice to succeed
of their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lexie
Kentucky. But, as; said, I'll take time
insuranc
e
agents.
larceny.
The controversial lease is with the B.
him as governor, and Gov. Carroll.
•
Watson and Mr. and Mrs. Fred
for a fuller discussion of that in a few
3. Look for agents with special
You see, when you have indelibly
Wilkerson.
weeks.
education
and
professional
marked an item of property with your
More than.one hundred relatives and
A.:crime that is'having a serious
qualifications in the insurance
own social security number or other
friends
of the Sills family held a reunion
economic
impact
in
Kentucky
is the
business. Look for the initials C. L. U.
special marking, you have just about on July 6 in Stewart
County,Tn.
crime against property-burglary and
and C. P. C. U. This means Chartered
ruined that belonging as a theft item.
larceny. It is a crime we are doing
Life Underwriter and Chartered
Then, when you warn tbe potential
something about, however. These used
Property and Casualty Underwriter.
thief, with Crime Check stickers on
to be big-city crimes, but now, like
4. Test the agent yourself to see if he
your doors, windows and auto, that you
people,
crime has moved to the suburbs
can communicate with you and answer
are protected, he's not very like to
and the countryside and virtually no
By The Associated Press
your questions. Keep looking until you
bother your goods.
community in our Commonwealth is
Today is Wednesday, July 13th, the
find a good agent.
Operation Identification was, at first,
immune to burglary and larceny.
194th day of 1977. There are 171 days left
Every time you buy insurance, the
a little slow getting off the ground, so I
In Kentucky, the average loss from
in
the year.
agent gets as much as 10 to 50 per cent
HAYS, Kansas -. In the late Kansas. Small pumps are at work in
believed that the best example for the
burglary three years ago was $250
TodayrsTighlight in history:
of the first year's premium and a
afternoon light, the water from the countless planted fields thloughout this
rest of Kentucky was for State
dollars. That's too much,-to be sure, but
percentage of the premium thereafter.
On this date in 1863, rioting against
irrigating machinery on a distant field region. Both Kansas and Illinois also
Government to be actively involved in
today
the average loss from such a
the Civil War military draft broke out in
He
is
being
paid to help you, so be sure
appears as a rolling wave against the have substantial supplies of coal. The
marking, personal property of our
crime is $800, more than a 200 per cent
New York. Some 1,000 people were
you get the service you are entitled to.
sea Of green. It is a beautiful scene, but huge coal production of the future will
employees. In mid-May we launched a
increase.
The cost of such thefts that
killed in three days of disorders.
Here
are
some
of the things your
the beauty of these plains is lost on come from Wyoming, Utah and
program to enlist all ten thousand
are reported to the police exceeds $40
On this date:
insurance agent is supposed to help you
millions of Americans back East who Montana. It's imperative that mines in
Frankfort-based state employees in
million dollars a year in Kentucky.
In 1787, the U.S. Congress enacted an
with.
aren't accustomed to this special these states be opened as rapidly as
Operation Identification.
When you consider that one in every
ordinance .for the government of the'
1. ?take sure you get the right kind of
landscape. The richness of this region possible in order to reduce America's
Right now, there are more than one
ten homes and businesses in Kentucky
Northwest Territory.
policy in the first place.
as a food producer also is lost ton dependence on oil from the Persian
thousand - property
engraver
s
is burglarized each year, then you know
In 1822, the Greeks defeated the
2. Explain the policy to you and
Americans in many areas.
circulating in the offices of state
Gulf region.
why we in State Government look upon
Turks
answer
at Thermopylae Pass in Greece.
any
of
your
governm
questions
In a way, it's too-bad that the nation's
ent.
about
it.
Employees
The Western states also are rich in
are
burglary as our top crime prevention
In 1878, the Russo-Turkish war _
3. Keep you up to date on new
rapitaL wasn't moved tn the renter of I I • II II • .
encouraged to take the.se_tonls
_
target.
-45-* irisurance coverages and developments
with them, engrave all potential theft
the country - to its heartland. The treasure hous of mineral resources
.
For a moment, though, let's pause
In 1919, the first dirigible to cross the
that
may
be
of
interest to you.
items in their bomes, and return for
Eastern location of our law-making Once the energy producing capacity
of
and examine our emphasis here, crime
4. Help you submit claims and help
Atlantic, Britain's R34, completed its
another employee to use.
center gives our government a this region is developed, it is logical
prevention not crime reaction. For
round trip.
you collect from, your insurance
continuing Atlantic region orientation. that major new industrial facilities
Concurrently, the Frankfort Police
will
company.
years we have practiced th0 procedure
In 1960, a Democratic National
Witness President Carter's opposition be located in the Rocky
Departme
nt
and
the
Frankfort Kiwanis
Mountain
5. Show what kind of losses you may -- that always placed law enforcement
Convention in Los Angeles nominated
to water projects which are so vital to states.
Club are involved in mapping the city
officials in the-posture of trying to get at
Sen. John Kennedy of Massachusetts
into sections for canvassing with
the central and Western parts of the
Anyone who travels across the land 'suffer and what kind of protection you
problem after the crime had been
afor president.
need
and
what
kind
you
nation.
literature and engravers. It's these
don't need.
from southern Illinois to Colorado gets
conunitted. I have always viewed
In 1970, the FBI described the Black
If he is not doing a good job, you're
The central-Western areas of the a glimpse of the possihilities of the
kinds of projects that make crime
crime prevention, dealing with the
wasting your money. Look around for a
Panther party as the most dangerous
country seem destined to play an future in the American interior.
prevention work and drive the thieves
problem before it becomes a problem,
new agent.
garnodviol
ups in ence-pnrie
increasingly important role in the life of America has the opportunity to create a
the u tne
crazy by driving them out of business.
d Staes.o of the extremist
.the best of all possible approaches.
as
Here arehsome ways for you to get
America. Food, fiber, energy and new inland empire, maximizing its
I am not saying crime prevention is
That is exactly what we are trying to
help with your insurance problems.
Ten years ago: Newark, N.J.,
fool-proof, but these are basic
minerals are the keys to national agricultural
and
industrial
do...act before the crime is committed.
1. Ask your employer. Some
officials asked for National Guard and
strength and . survival, and the development in the heahland of the
securities for your. homes and
I know that you have heard much in
employers have large personnel or
state police assistance as violence and
American heartland is- rich in these country.
businesses and are proven deterrents to
recent months about Operation Crime
insuranc
looting continued for a second night in a
e.
departme
resources or has the capacity -. to
nts
thefts
that
and
break-ins
.
will
If foreign oil producers force
Check, Operation Identification, Home
officially or informally help employes
ghetto area. There also was racial
produce these elements in national America to look inward and
I..am urging you and every other
Security, and Neighborhood Watch.
with theirinsurance problems.
rioting in Hartford,Conn.
strength.
citizen of this Commonwealth to get in
concentrate on new industry and'
These are all parth of our Crime Check
2. Ask your insurance agent or broker
Five years ago: At the Democratic
The importance of food as a national energy-resource development,they will
on this offensive against crime. After
program. In Kentucky communities
for
help. Agents earn good commissions
National Convention in Miami Beach,
you become a victim it is too late. You
asset remains somewhat obscure to be doing the American people a great
where police agencies and citizens have
-tin your business and they are supposed
presidential
many of our citizens. The Kansas-. favor. Enormous opportunities exist for
can get information about Operation
nominee
George
behind our Kentucky Crime
united
to
do-more
McGovern picked U.S. Senator Thomas
than just sell you a policy.
wheatfields, for example, are as much continuing growth in the interior of the
Identification and our other Crime
symbol,
Check
the
numbers
of
They are also supposed to answer your
Eagleton of Missouri as his presidential
a strategic asset as the intercontinental country.
Check programs from your local law
burglaries and larcenies have been
questions, advise you and help you
running mate.
missiles in silos - more so, in fact.
enforcement agency. If they do not
substantially reduced or at least
collect onyour insurance. _
One year ago: T*elve nations
_ __Americals_capacity _tn_produc.e huge
have a marking machine to loan you
prevented from increasing.
3.
Write
your
state
concluded a meeting in Paris on
surpluses of food gives it enormous
representative or
they can get one for you.
In October of 1975, we launched
• senator. He or she will usually forward
security in a world where food supplies
exploitationi of minerals in the
Next week we'll take a look at the
Operation Identification in Kentucky.
your
complain
t
to
the
state's
are diminishing.
Antarctic after 1989.
Miiiray Ledger teTimes
expensive crime of shoplifting.
insurance
We know that the philosophy of crime
department.
Congress, however, must be more
Today's birthdays: Broadcaster
Publisher
prevention works where the majority of
Walter 17. Apperson
4. Write your state's insurance
Dave GarrowaY is 64. Infielder Kevin
alert to the need for more water to meet
Editor
R Gene McCutcheon
the, citizens join such programs as
department.
The Murray ledger--&-1'4nes is published
Bella of the Cleveland Indians is 22.
the nehds of America's farmers. Water
WRITE A LETTER -every afternoon except Sundays. July 4, ChristOperation Identification and engrave
HEARTL
INE:
I
have
is a precious commodity,as the current
worked
Thought for today: Act the part, and
under
mas Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Letters
to
the
editor
are welcomed
their appropriate number of frequently
the Railroad Retirement System my
Murray Newspapers, Inc. 103 N. 4th St.,
you
Western drriught makes clear. America
will become the part - William
and encouraged. All letters must be
Murray. Ky. 42071. Second Class Postage Paid at
stolen kinds of items in their homes anti
whole life except when I was in the
James, American philosopher, 1842Must turn to its northern neighbor,
Murray,Ky 42071.
signed by the writer and the writer's
service. Can my time in the military
businesses. If you can identify an item
SUBSCRIPTION RATES' In areas served by
1910.
Canada, to obtain water needed in the
address and phone number-must be
camera. S2.56 per month, payable in advance
service be creditable as railroad
stolen by an engraved number the theif
1980s and 1990s. Efforts must be made
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, Harincluded for verification. The phone
service undet the Railroad Retirement
din. Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington, Ky., and
is not likely to steal it in the first place.
now to make Congress aware of this
number will not be published.
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear. Tn., $17.50 per
Act? CS.
He cannot get rid of the item and if he
national requirement.
year By mail to other destination!. $32.50 per
Letters should be typewritten and
ANSWER: A person's military
doesn't he then possesses the best
sear
The American heartland is a happy
double-spaced whenever possible
Member of Associated Press. Kentucky Press
service
evidence
to
can
convict himself.
be creditable toward his or
land in 'many respecth. While it isn't
Association and Southert Newspaper Publishers
and should be on.topics of general
her railroad retirement if -he or she
Association
isolated, it is somewhat insulated
interest.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
entered
the
armed
forces voluntarily or
It has been found by researchers that
against the worst social trends that are
republish local news originated-by The Murray
Editors reserve the right to
while the United States was-at war or in
ledger & Times as well as all other AP news
athletics d6 not build character! If-a
manifested in the New York area and in
condense
or
reject
any
letter and
TF.I.F.PHONE NUMBERS
a state of national emergency. Also, an
tackle, a pole vaulter, a forward or a
40 the San Francisco Bay area. The family
Business Office
limit frequent writers.
753416
employe must have worked in the - He is the Rock,his work is perfect: A
Classifred Advertising
shortstop has character, he had it when
753-1916
remains a very strong institution in the
Address
correspo
ndente
Retail , Display Advertising
to:
God of truth and without iniquity, just
753-1919
railroad industry during the same year
he was born, and rpany champimili are
middle part of this cowAry.
Circulation
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
753-1916
and right. Dtuteronomy 32:4.
he or she entered military service, or
short
News and Sports Dept
on it. The researchers learned
753-1915
Oil is to be found in many parts of the
Times, Box 32, Murray,Ky.42071.
How reassuring it is to worship a God
doing the preceeding year.
that. athletics only build co-ordina
heartland iidt from southern Illinois to'
tion„,
who is perfect in all: LOVE.
muscle,ego and bank accotutts.

FIRST DAY 13ACK MOM VACATION?"

20Nears Ago

.

hEARANE

30 Years Ago

Sensing The News

_its

Today in History

The Inland Empire

•••••

Isn't It The Truth

Bible Thought

ft

4
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MEDLINK

m

ety

Kraft

re
to

Prices Good Thurs., July 14 thru Wed., July 20
MOP!

Cheese

• n,

CD)
S/A110Lit

White Cloud
Bathroom
Tissue

ASHMAN

,fly

ty

SaniFlush

•of
ts

34-ox.
Savo 10'
with ow coupon
below

Saxe
30'

- 06M
0000000 bOOVOOT6666-66

Heinz

k

FROZEN
FOODS

nd

in
ow
is

Norton.

y

29,
to
Y.

t.
3lb. bag

to

Pot Pies

19*
59c
49C

Donuts

4
12 in box

Frosty Acres 10 ot.

Strawberries 2 for 89c
Frosty Acres Shoestring

is

M IIII II IN II
Bel Monte
Early Juno

•
Register each time you
are in the stoatfor the
$100given away each week

-

"

Ever Fresh Glazed

Red Ripe (23 to 25 Lb. Avg.)

This Week's
Winner:

Beef, Makes,Torkiy

(41 iivP44
Z:
SWEET PEAS

Bernice
Westerman

*Nothing to Buy •No Cards To Puach •All You Do IS
Register Each Time You Aro TIN Store Drawing Wednesday at 11:00 p. m. Now Contest Starts Thursday
Morning.
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....,
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Peas
900Iu %Dir.:: •
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Flavor Kist
Saltine
Crackers

.Employees of Porkers and their Families noteligibte to win...Adults
only may register .You do not have to be present to win.
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Swift Sweet Cream

Tony

Dog Food

Armour Westerner Brand

14mt4 novo.
16•1
Savo 26'

Sliced
Bacon
Pure Fresh Lean

Ground Beef

COUPON
SaulFlush

Try Our Store Baked

Hams&IBA).
--Chickehs

with this

eoupofl
Offer
Expires
7-20.17

"If You Matc lur •ua ity... ou ant :eat I ur rice
Home Owned
and
Nome Operated
Joe M. Parker
• and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners

We Reserve the
.‘ Right to Limit
Quantities
We Accept U.S.
Government
Food Stamps

Downtown Shopping Center

HOURS: 7

m..9 p.m. Mon. Sot.
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and injured five,
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authorities said.
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'Bel-Air Shopping Center

Tissue

Bounty

$ AM-10 PM
EVERY DAY

Liquid

LIQUID

These Items On Display
Throughout The Store

220z. BC

70z 4/s1c")

Cheese

Scot Lod
roll 48'
qt $129
Wisk

t-Dri
roll 2/89'

Towels
Hyde Park

4fc'll

Tissue
Scot Lad Sweet

6 oz 4/99
'

Peas

'
140 ct 49

Snacks .

Metzger Riverside

A
GN
BOByLO
The Piece

9
'
7
/
5 02 1

Hyde Pork Facial
200 ct 1/99'

Tittle

7 oz, 5/s1 w

nc ghetti
Spa
Armour Vienna

Every Day Low
SheffPrices

Sausage -

Bogged

S.

Triple Pock

Ice

'
6 69

Kroft

iir SAVE

Pringles
Wyler

Mayonnaise

qf

sl"

12 oz. 69

Lemonade
Jumbo Teri

roll 59C

Towels

Produce
Dept.

rr ;?..q.:‘,41)LO
4
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PORK CHO
USDA Choice Sirloin
lb

Steak

7

USDA

753-7360

sr,

ice T-Bone
lb $1 99

Stea
3 Lbs. or More
Ground Beef'

JANE MORGANTI

Central Shopping Center
Phone 753-8,09 for Appt.

S1 29
4,-64

'
4 roTi 79

Tissue

Check Our
Prices
on
Special Photo
Packages
WILSON
WOOLLEY

Family Hair Care Center

Gt. Size

Towels

Northern

13 et. Frozen

ROFFLER of Murray

2202 88
'

Joy

Tide

Golden Groin Mac It

Napkins

Now Working At:

roll 61
'

Towels
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Slag is much cheaper to use
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Coal waste is a cheaper, more than slurry, costing about 15
at
durable and more abrasive cents per square yard
road surfacing material than installation compared to 37
blacktop, cents for slurry, flalcomb
conventional
Kentucky Transportation' said.
It's also more durable and it
Department engineers have
s its black color—a
retain
found.
Experiments in using the safety benefit for motorists.
waste material to resurface It's also less slick then slurry,
shoulders along Kentucky he said.
he
interstate highways have - In fact, Halcomb said
boiler
using
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thoug
first
the
proven so successful that
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agency's engineers are slag on snowy and icy roads
said
He
slick.
less
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planning to use
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practical.
g for a material to take
lookin
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well
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"We'r
the results we've received," the place of the once-plentiful
maintenance engineer E.C. supply of cinders.
Halcomb said he decided it
Halcomb said in a telephone
interview Tuesday. "This is. might be worth trying out the
coal slag as a surfacing
the route we want to go."
The coal waste used by the material, and was, given the
state agency is known as "wet go ahead by the department
bottom boiler slag." It's secretary.
Two 10-mile stretches of
produced by electrical power
er along Interstate 71 in
rn
should
plants burning easte
Boone and Gallatin counties
Kentucky coal.
Cinders from the boiler drop were resurfaced with the slag
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the Highway Administration last
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cost.
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sand,cement and asphal
Within the next few weeks,
Halcomb said he plans to
expand the use of slag to
include the road surface as
well as the shoulder. He said
the department plans to experiment with two sections
of road in Franklin County.,
If it works out the way the
department engineers hope,
using boiler slag f...ould save
Coll
money on road surfacing, last
longer, and make roads safer,
Halcomb said.
He said that the surface is so
abrasive, "it will cut your
Photography
shoe soles off it you drag them
along it". He said that's a
valuable property for roads
tend to become slick when
that
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COUPON
Limit I Per Family

COUPON
Limit I Per Foms

Bar Soap

Lux

Dial

Liquid

Both Sao

3/894

Expires 7.19.77
Good Oely_ It Storey's

32oz bot

894

Exp,res 7-19-77
Gent! Only Al Storey's
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,rco I Per Family

d Sandwich

Bags
Oct bow

254

Expires 7-19-77
600d My AI Storey's

COUPON
COUPON .51211
Limit 1 Per Family I Limit 1 Per Fomily

COUPON
Li,mt I Per Family

COUPON
E,,,t 1 Per fon-Wy

Glad Family
Pack Trash

Hunt's Tomato

Heinz Baby

Sauce

Juices

2/69"

6/79'

Bags

2Oci bow '9

30C, cur

69

Expires 7- 1 9 77
Good Only Al Storey's

Expires 7 .9 :)ood Orr' A. ittiriti

or con
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Soo Oele At Storey

Woolite

Liquid
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sports

s Means Lower
F4akarYgarine

59c

1 lb. qtrs.

Ryan Lo-Cal

SAVE

$143

Milk

Carew Heads Up List
For AL All-Star Team
Every DayLow ShelfPrices
Pure Vegetable

$1"

Crisco

Kraft

I

gal.

Mirrray Ledger & runes

3 or.

MIRACLE WHIP

Kraft'

Velveeta

vb $189

Gold Dollar

Vinegar

Kraft Orange

Juice
Lad
Biscuits

Creamer
Oats

• Si09

Singles
s,„„,„c
Advance

13 oz

Limit 1 Per Cast. with 57.50 Add. Per
Excluding Tobacco & Dairy Products

41'
/if Peanut

Buffer

18 oz -89C

With Iron

13 oz

59'

Farmers Choice French

Queen City

Fries

BACON

2113.

59'

Frozen

Cool Whip

9 oz

75'

• Soft pretty

Time

4 roll

at

Unsweetened

Kool-Aid

pkg.

11'

5 lb.

8T

Sunflower

Flour
Morton

26 oz

20'

Meal

5 lb

95'

6j;latin

3 oz

11'

qt

46'

Salt
Sunflower

Stokely

Gatorade
Mrs. Alison

Cookies

pkg

3/$100

Reelfoot

Lard

2 lb

89'

12 oz

55'

Kellogg's

Corn Flakes
Hot Dogs

/b

89'

lb

45'

Family Pack

Fryer Orts.
USDA Choice Family Pock

Cube Steak

Expires 7 r; 77
Al Sir.,er
Good

90'

18 oz

54'

lb

Limit 1

Per

Fan,.ly

Old English
Lemon

Polish

89

Milk

14 qt

$360

Hyde Pork Large

Eggs

doz.

68'

Bonnie 25 lb.

$399

Del Monte Cut Green

Beans

16 oz

Mason

Jars

8 ct.

34'

Major League
Standings

Ryans Win
Father-Son
Play At Oaks

Electrolysis

$169

COUPOWiTiTri

Carnation

Dog food

Enfomil

21P
Frosty Morn

34 nr ran59
4

1 lb

12 oz

Every Day Low ShelfPrices

SaniFlush

99'

Quaker

Kroft American

Lirnit'l Per FormlY

gal.

Queen of Scot Coffee

Scot

COUPON 51222

34'

Sur-Gel

first
The
Minnesota
baseman, having his _greatest
season in an alreadyillustrious career, gathered
4,292,740 votes, more than any
player in the eight-year
history of- the fan balloting,
according to the final
tabulations released Tuesday
by Baseball Commissioner
Bowie Kuhn.
,
Carew easily outdistanced
first base runnerup Chris
Chambliss of New York,
nearly doubling Chambli.ss'
votes. Carew
2,373,906
received 15,005 votes more
than National League-leader
Steve Garvey, the Dodgers'
first baseman.
Before this season, just
three players had reached the
Press
Associated
By The
three million mark in
NATIONAL LEAGUE
selections. 'The two next
East
highest vote-earners in the AL
were catchers Carlton Fisk of
Chicago 52 32 .619
— Boston with 3,476,028 and
48 36 .571 4
Phila
Thurman Munson of the
-47 39 .547 6
Pitts
Yankees with 3,362,177.
2 Outfielder Carl Yastrzemski
1
S Louis • 46 41 .529' 7/
2
1
Montreal 39 46 .459 13/
of Boston and third baseman
2 George Brett of Kansas City
1
34 51 100 18/
N York
West
_
also topped the three million
Los Ang
57 30 .655 - plateau.
2
1
46 38 .548 9/
Cinci Joining Yastrzemski in the
40 49 .449 .18
S Fran
starting oatfield4or-the game,
2 which will be played July 19 t
/
39 49 .443 181
Houston
39 52 .429 20
S Diego
Yankee Stadium, are Reggie
2 Jackson of the host team and
/
31 55 .360 251
Atlanta
Tuesday's Games
Richie Zisk of the White Sox,
Pittsburgh 5, Montreal 4, 12 who was elected to the AL
innings
squad in his first season in the
Philadelphia 5,St. Louis 4
league.
New York 4, Chicago 2
The Yankees' will have
Atlanta 4, Cincinnati 3
another starter in the AL.
Los Angeles 8, Houston 0
lineup in second baseman
San Diego 7,San Francisco 3 Willie Randolph, an easy
Wednesday's Games
2,846,479
with
winner
Pittsburgh (Candelaria 8-3) selections to 2,053,642 for Don
at Montreal(Rogers 9-7),(n
Money of Milwaukee.
St. Louis(Underwood6-10)at
In the closest'race in-TiVePhiladelphia (Christensen 6-5), years, defending league
(n)
cluuripion New York just
'Chicago (Burris 9-8) at New missed having another starter
(n)
York (Koosman
at shortstop when Rick
Atlanta (Easterley 2-4) at Burleson of Boston edged out
Cincinnati fSeaver9-5(n)
Bucky Dent of the Yankees by
Los Angeles (Hooton 8-3) at 3,426 votes. It will be the first
Houston(Lemongello 1-11 ),(n) start in the game for Burleson
San Francisco (Halicki 7.43)
at San Diego(Griffin 5-7), In)
Thursday's Games
Chicago at New York
St. Louis at Philadelphia,(n)
Atlanta at Cincinnati,(n)
Los Angeles at Houston,(n)
Only games scheduled
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East
Nicky Ryan and his son,
Pct. _ GB David, won the annual lather-r4‘
48 36 .571 — Son Golf Tournament this past
Boston
I-2
49 38 .563
Bait
weekend at the Oaks Country
2
1
/
49 38 .563
N York
Club. Both shot 77 for a
40 42 .488 7
Cleve
combined total of 154.
2
/
39 46 .459 91
Detroit
Mickey Boggess and his son,
2
/
91
39 46 .459
Milwkee
Michael, were second while
2
/
31 54 .365 171
Toronto
Stan Key and Dan Key were
West
third.
50 34 .595 —
Chicago
In other news from the Oaks
4
.548
38
46
K.C.
Country Cluh, the., monthly
2
/
47 40 .540 41
Minn
meeting of the Quad State
43 41 .512 7
Texas
Turf Association was held
41 42 .494 8'2 Monday, with the Oaks being
Calif
2
/
37 48 .435 131
Oakland
the guest club. The afternoon
37 53 .411 16
Seattle
was highlighted by golf while
., Tuesday's Games
a dinner meeting, which was
Cleveland 7, Boston 1
well-attended, was held at the
Detroit 2, Toronto 1
Holiday Inn that evening-.
Kansas City 8, Chicago 3
Also, the Oaks Match Play
New York 5, Milwaukee-2
Tournament is now underway
Tex§s 4, Baltimore 3, 10 in- and several matches have
nings
been completed. The tourney
Oakland 3, Seattle 2, 10 in- should end the last of the
nings
month. There are four flights
California 3, Minnesota 0
and four places will be
Wednesday's Games
awarded in each flight.
Toronto (Lemanczyk 7-7 and
Junior golf was, not. held on/
Vuckovich 4-71 at Chicago Monday. July'4, and then this
1Wood 3-2 and Knapp 7-41,2. It- past Monday, the rain along
n)
with the lighting caused its
Boston ( Jenkins 7-61 at Cleve- cancellation. Junior golf will
land (Gar1an46,-9), IflI
Monday
next
resume
Baltimore I Palmer 10-81 at afternoon and golfers who
Texas (Ellis 5-71, In)
wish to participate should sign
Detroit ( Arroyo 5,7). at Kan- up in the pro shop.
sas City I Colborn 10-9),( n )
m
New York (Hunter 5-3) St .74emeesamosnommil
Milwaukee (latnn_fri4
For Information
• Seattle (Abbott 4-7) at Oakland (Langford 7-7),(n)
Regarding
Minnesota ( Goltz 9-61 at Ca li-ia ( Hartzell 3-6), (.n) •
Thursday's Games
Toronto at Chicago
(Permanent
New York at Milwaukee
Boston at Cleveland, I
Removal of Nair)
Baltimore at Texas, In,)
Detroit at Kansas City,(
Seattle at California,-4.n-t
Only games scheduled
NEW YORK(AP)— Maybe
it was Rod Carew's near-.400
batting average. Perhaps the
close races in both American
League divisions caused it. Or
maybe major league baseball
Is just more popular than
ever.
Whatever the reasons, more
2 million fans cast
1
than 12/
votes in All-Star balloting and
that enabled five .American
League players to top the'
three million mark in votes.
The biggest beneficiary of the
voting increase was Carew.
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Football Physicals To
Be Given At Calloway

Cubs, Cards Lose But
Phils, Bucs Get Wins

All Calloway County -High School students interested in
participating in the football program at Calloway County
High School thisiall should report to the board of education
office on Friday, July 15. At this time representatives of the
Calloway County Health Department will give blood pressure
and urinalysis tests.
Students whose last names begin with the letters AM
should report a(8:30 a.m. and those whose last names begin
with letters N-Z should be at the board office, located next
door to Calloway County High School,at 9:30 a.m.
Friday evening at 7:30 p.m., all participants should report
to Jeffrey Gymnasium at CCHS at which.time a doctor will
perform routine physical examinations.
Stan Outland, head football coach, stressed that all these
examinations will be free of charge to the football players.
Students who plan on participating in the football program
should be present at both the morning and evening sessions
Friday. Those who are not able to attend Friday, will have to
see their family doctors for the examinations at their own expense.

Herndon Fires Gem In
Pony League, Wins 2-1

cly BERT ROSENTHAL to be traded after the season.
Dodgers58, Astros 0
AP Sports Writer
He did not elaborate.
Los Angeles' Doug itall
Jim Fregosi pulled the
In addition to Fregosi, Phil spacitd four hits for his fifth
third-place Pirates within six
Garner
homered
for
games of first-place Chicago Pittsburgh, connecting with straight victory and 10th in 11
decisions-the best record in
in the. National League East one on.
leagues-in
major
the
Tuesday with a 12th-inning
Meta 4,Cubs 2
blanking Houston for his
homer that lifted Pittsburgh to
"It's good to be back on the
a 5-4 victory over the Montreal list of the living," said New second shutout of the season.
"That's the best game he's
Expos.
York's Jon Matlack after
pitched
all season," said
Fregosi, obtained
by ending a seven-game losing
Pittsburgh from the California streak with his first victory in Dodgers' Manager Tom
Angels June 15, has been in 19 two months,against Chicago's Lasorda.
Ted Martinez collected
of the Pirates' 27 games since Rick Reuschel, the NL's only
three hits and scored three
then with a .341 batting 12-game winner.
runs for the Dodgers, -who
average and 11 runs batted in.
Rookie Steve Henderson's
While the Pirates were two-run homer-only the ended a three-game losing
winning, the frontrunning fourth off Cubs' relief ace streak.
Braves 4, Reds 3
Cubs were'losing to the New Bruce
Sutter
in
78
Paciorek's sacrifice fly
Tom
York Mets 4-2 and the second- innings-provided the winning
place Philadelphia Pinnies margin. Henderson's drive in the ninth inning produced
were moving within four followed a single by Lenny the winning run and Phil
games of first place with a 5-4 Randle off Reuschel in the Niekro and Rick Camp
collaborated on a five-hitter as
decision over the St. Louis eighth.
Atlanta handed Cincinnati its
Cardinals.
Phillies 5, Cards 4
third straight setback. The
In the NL West, the firstPhiladelphia rookie Randy
place Los Angeles Dodgers. Lerch also gained his first Victory was the ninth for
increased their lead to 9/
1
2 victory in two months, Niekro since May 17, when he
games
over
runner-up allowing nine hits against St. was 0-7.
Padres.7, Giants 3
Cincinnati with an 8-0 romp Louis. Afterward, he said,
Jerrx Turner drove in three
over the Houston Astros while "How!needed this one. Every
the Reds were bowing to the game means a lot, but they runs, Gene Richards knocked
Atlanta Braves 4-3. In the were getting bigger and in two and Mike Champion
other game, the San Diego bigger each time, trying to and Dave. Winfield each
collected three hits, lading
Padres ended San Francisco's break what!call a curse."
six-game winning streak,
The curse stemed to be San Diego past San Francisco.
whipping the Giants 7-3.
haunting Lerch again when he Dan Spiliner saved the victory
While
Fregosi
has surrendered a two-run homer for rookie Bob Owchinko with
expressed- delight at being- to -Mike - Tyson- in the ninth four innings of scoreless_ _
with the Pirates, outfielder inning, tying the score 4-4. But relief.
Dave Parker has not. Parker, in the bottom of the ninth, the
one of the league's leading Phils scored the winning run
batters, said Tuesday he was when St. Louis right fielder
having a- problem with the Roger Freed dropped a fly
club's management, and if it ball.
could not be solved, he wanted
The Phils" Mike Schmidt,
the major leagues' home run
leader, slammed his 26th
homer of . -the season. But
HARNESS RACING
Schmidt, who had missed the
Prospective football players
EAST RUl'HERFORD,N.J.
three previous games with a at Murray High SchooL should
- Escort, competing in his
hairline fracture of the right take note:
first stakes race of the ye
v ar
liOrplinger, said he did not
Physicals will be given at 7
withstood a stretch run by Na
ink he would play the next p. m. Thursday at the
Lobell and won the 8212,500 - codple of games because the fieldhouse at Murray High.
final of the Meadowlands Pace
finger was bothering him
Practice for the Tigers is
Tuesday night.
- ag
less than three weeksaw-ek.

Tony Herndon came up with one of the best pitching performances in the Pony League this season as he hurled the
DOWN THE PIPE-Tony Herndon of the Pony league Dodgers fires one down tbe middle of filo
Dodgers to a 2-1 win over the Phils Tuesday night.
plate.
Herndon pitched his club to a2-1 win and fanned nine men while walking jest este lea. oatIn the other contest, the league-leading Indians got crushed
performance.
standing
20-3 by the Orioles.
(Staff Pitafes by Mao Orwidas)
Herndon gave up just three hits in the game and had a
shutout going until the Phils pushed one run across in the
home half of the seventh.
Herndon, who was overpowering on the mound, fanned
nine men and walked just one.
In addition to his pitching, he knocked in what proved to be
the Winning run when he picked up an RBI single in thefifth
inning to give his team a 2-0 lead.
Herndon had two hits in the contest for the Dodgers while
Bob Frye, James Bynum, Eric Lovins and Barry Lee all had
one hit. For the Phils, Robin Roberts,Bruce Taylor and Steve
Walker had one hit apiece.
In-the other game:the Indians were -4-6 coming into the
There is one good thing the close, f not winning the game. Murray was to have played
In the first inning, Bob at home tonight with Jackson
night but the Orioles changed that with explosions in the fifth Murray American Legion
and sixth innings.
baseball team can say: they Thurman singled and. later but that game has been called
The Orioles got off to a 3-0 lead in the top of the first as don't have to play the scored when Tommy Chavis off •
David Story and George Bell picked up RBI hits. The Orioles Paducah American Legion
doubled to the opposite field
Menai
ab
h
made it 4-0 with a single run in the second but in the last of the team anymore this season.
down the line. in right.
2
1
third, the Indians scoregthree times and trailed only 4-3.
Paducah tied the game with Taylor-as
4
0
There is also one bad thing
4
1
The prioles picked up two more in the fourth togo ahead 6-3 the Murray American Legion
an unearned run in the fourth Th orman-3b
Chavis-cf, p
4
i
Todd Bradshaw accounted for one of the runs with a hit. team can say: They won't
Oakley-rt,c
4
o
be off Murray righthander Larry Cherry-lb
4
1
Theo in the fifth, the Orioles scored seven to put the game playing them this season,'
Watkins.
but
3
M. McCuiston-c
o
away.
Watkins
was rolling merrily Sims-rf
1
i
instead of a regular season
4
o
Utley-2b
Gary Starks, Bradshaw, Story and Bell all had RBI hits in game, Murray must
play along and had two men on with Watkins-p
o
2
the frame.
two
out
in
the sixth inning and Robertson-cf
o
0
Paducah in tournament action
32
5
Totals
In the sixth, the Orioles added six more with Bell and Mike later in the month
was still in a 1-1 tie. His second
at the River
000 105 004 0-5-1
Paducah
Boggess each having two-run doubles.
, walk of the inninaiaded-the Murray
100 000 010 24-4
City.
Bell had four hits in the contest and drove in five runs.
'stiaSes then Bart Carney
For the fifth time
Starks, Story and Bradshaw each had three hits while season, Paducah
crushed the singled to send in two runs,
Boggess had two. With one hit were Don Hargrove and Gary Murray Legion
team. The making it a 3-1 game.
Sims.
With one swing of the bat,
scene of the murder was at
For the Indiana, Gary Utley, Charlie Santagado, Robert Holland Staditirn
-Nes-day the lead -doubled-when Roy
Santagado, Todd Rutherford and Stacy Smith all had a hit night as
Bohannon crashed a three-run
Paducah rolled
apiece.
homer into the bleachers in
Murray 10-2.
Don Hargrove pitched the first three frames for the Orioles
For a little over five innings, leftfield. Watkins retired the
and gave up three runs while Scott Hill pitched shutout ball ' it
looked as if Murray might next man and exited from the
over the final three frames.
hill.
stand a chance of staying
He gave up six runs in his
six innings with three of the
runs being earned. He fanned
seven batters ahd walked
three.
Murray added one in the last
of the eighth to trail 6-2.
With Tommy Chavis firing
bullets on the mound, it 'appeared the Paducah scoring
was over for the.night, Chavis fanned the first two
men
up the ninth to run 'his
the sixth straight for the
By KEN RAPPOPORT
acknowledge the applause.
string to seven strikeouts in
streaking
Rangers.
AP Sports Writer
Indians 7, Red Sox 1
the eight batters he had faced.
A's 3 Mariners 2
Jim Crawford felt like Mark • Andre -Thornton's two-run
Then Chavis hit control
Jim Tyrone's infield single
Fidrych, the way the crowd triple and a booming two-run
problems, issuing two walks.
scored
Marty Perez with the
saluted him. He also looked homer by Charlie Spikes
After an error scored'a run,
like Mark Fidrych, the way he highlighted a four-run fourth winning run in the 10th inning
Rico Sutton drilled a long shot
as
Oakland
pitched.
defeated
Seattle.
inning that carried Cleveland
Enrique Romo, who took over into dead center. He sent
"It was_4 nice feeling," the over Boston.
home two runs and on the
lefthander said in reference to The Indians raked Boston for starter Gary Wheelock, hit
same
play, came around to
a Fidrych-type ovation he starter Reggie Cleveland, 7-5, Perez with his first pitch.
received after Detroit's 2-1 for 10 hits and six runs in 51-3 Mitchell Page sacrificed the score on an. error.
Murray committed four
victory over the Toronto'Blue inninti,
while
Dennis runner to second and Wayne errors in the contest.
Gross
was
Jays Tuesday night.
walked
Eckersley picked up his ninth
For Paducah, Kent Canter
•
The crowd of 25,000 at Tiger victory against seven losses intentionally.
went
the distance on the hill.
478.13 blackwall plus $1.73 F.E.T. per tire
Stadium had originally come with relief help from Rick. Winning pitcher Vida Blue,
F78-14 whitewall plus $2.37 F.E.T. per tire
878.13 blackwail plus $1.80 F.E.T. per tire.
878-13 blacliwall plus $1.80 F.E.T. per tire
He struck out seven and
No Trade Needed
No trade needed.
7-11,fired a seven-hitter.
No trade needed
to cheer "The Bird", but the Waits.
walked two. He allowed just
Angels 3,Twins 0
Detroit pitching hero suffered
Cushion Belt'Polyglas
four hits to Murray.
Nolan
a sore shoulder and was gone Royals 8, White Sox 3
Ryan
joined
'Power Guide'
'All-Weather 78'
Amos
Murray
drove
Otis
five
in
runs
falls
to
10-13
for.
the
teammate Frank Tanana as
from the game with merely
Plus F.E.T.
Sias
Sale Price
Whitewalls Polyester
Goodyear's Smooth
Per tire.
with a two-run homer _and the American League's only season and
will
host
two outs in the first inning.
C78.14
2
for
$53.90
Plies!
$2.01
Four
bases-loade
Clarksville
Full
Riding
triple
d
Polyeste
John
and
to
r!
a
6:30
p.
m
12-game winners, recording
Crawford came in at this
(78.14
2 for $55.90
$2.26
juncture and established his Mayberry hit a towering his fourth shutout in pitching twinbill in Holland Stadium
F78-14
;for $59.90
$2.42
homer
.Friday.
to
lead
Kansas
On
City
Sunday,
G78-14
F.E.T.
Plus
2
for
Murray
$61.90
$2.58
California
commanding presence right
over Minnesota
WHITEWALLS
Sale Price
laze
sizes
2.popular
.
par tire.
G78-15 .
Chicago.
2 for $63.90
Dennis with a four-hitter. Ryan, 12-8, will Play host to Scott City.
$2.65
away, silencing the Toronto over
Salo Price
Plus F.E.T.
lit.
E711-14
&
Whitewalls Slietly More
Mo.,
Leonard,
8-9, coasted to his passed Juan Marichal on
and
in
2 far $45
$2.26 to $2.42
all
probability,
the
F76-14
batters on four.singles and no
the
F78-14
$2.37 ea.
2 for $45
WHITEWALLS ONLY
garhes will be played at
ninth complete game behind all-time strikeout list
c7814&
runs the rest of the way.
2 for $49
$1.70 to $265
by
G78-14 _
2 for $50
$2.53
ea.
G78-15
Plus F.E.T.
Reagan
lusty
the
attack
while
Field.
Steve fanning eight to boost his
Size
Sale Price
, The Tiger Stadium audience
per tire.
WHITEWALLS ONLY
Stone,
Then
9-7,
the
took
loss.
'Served
next
Limited
Come
Firit
Quantities
First
-Monday,
Murray
career total to 2,307, good for
M78-15
then, turned their affection
21.; $77.90
$2.88
H78-14&
2
far
$60
$2.80
$2.88
I
to
plays
Yankees
Brewers
5,
a
2
178.15
twinbill at Fort
/178-15
2 for $113.90
$3.12
the No. 19 position. toward Crawford.
H78-14
2 for $75.90
Willie Randolph scored the
Campbell.
$2.80
They chanted for Crawford
No trade needed
)78-15
2 for $79.90
$3.03
to show himself after the decisive run in the third
No Trade Needed
inning,
blasted
and
two-run
a
Available
Stores
All
Not
In
All
Available
Silos
Sizes
All
Not
At
All
stores
NotiiIISizes Available At Al stores
gaine, yelling: "We want
homer in the bighth, leading
Salo Ends Sat Night
Salo Ends Sat Night
Sale Ends Sat Night
Crawford!
We
want
Crawford!" The pitcher New York over Milwaukee.
Don Gullett, 8-3, and Dick
eventually came on the field to
Tidrow,._ who relieved in the
seventh, held the Brewers to
Bryant Signs
four hits as the Yankees broke
On first class prices.
/IF
ATLANTA ( AP 1 - The a three-game losing streak.
Not all sizes available in all stores.
Milwaukee
lost
has
seven
of
Atlanta Falcons' top draft
chpice; 270-pound offensive its last eight games.
Rangers 4, Orioles 3
taikle Warren Bryant of
Toby Harrah lined an RBI
KeptUcky, has signed p series
ENJOY "CREDIT'POWER" WITH YOUR
411110107IIIIII
of one-year contracts with the single in the bottom of the 10th
OWN GOODYEAR REVOLVING CHARGE
inning,
to
lead Texas over
ACCOUNT • Goodyear Revolving Charge
team, the National Football
•'Our Own Customer Credit Plan
League club announced Baltimore..Harrah's single off
..Master Charge • BankAmericard
0090117c Ka,
altimore
reliever
Dick
'Tuesday.
t American Express Money Card
• Diners Club • Carle Blanche
Randy Cartwright
Terms of • the agreements Drago, 2-2, came after • Bert
Campantris walked and
were not revealed.
The Falcons now have moved to third on a perfectly
signed all 13 of their selections executed hit-and-run play by
in last May's 4977 college Juan Beniquez.
'Store Noun: 7:30 A.M. until 6:00 P.M. Daily'Open Friday until 8:00 p.m:
The Orioles, who had won 10
darft, head coach Leeman
Ill NIT-Tommy Chavis of the Merray American legion
Mgr. R. Cartwright
Mgr. B. Davis
Mgr. T. Temkin
Mgr. E. Witte
of 11 games going into the
Bennett said.
baseball teem tags a rip and connects with•devisee down
the
721
Jefferson
12th
St.
S.
100
Broadwa
S. Stateline
600
W.
315
y
game,
lost
chance
a
to
*gain
The 6-foot-6, 270-pound
line is, right-field to drive in•rim. Osiris, Moe moo hi and pitMurray,
Ky.
Paducah,
Mayfield,
Fulton,
Ky.
Ky.
Ky.
Bryant was the sixth player first place in the American
ched Mist had• string of seven strikpeats in eight batters
753-0595
442-5464
247-3711
472-1000
League East. The victory was
chosen in the left.

Paducah Rips Legion.
Fifth Straight Time
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Physicals For
Tiger Gridders
Set Thursday
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Crawford Gets 'Bird'
Reception At Detroit
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Turner Named To Post
At Eastern Illinois
By Mike Brandon
Ledger & Times Sports Editor

person to do such in the
league.
He shares four other records
One of Murray's most at Murray State in relay
distinguished athletes and events. They include the incitizens is leaving.
door mile-relay, the outdoor
Tommie Turner, an All- mile-relay, the 440-yard relay
American and an Olympian and the 880-yard relay.
during his track career at
Along • with
Ashman
Murray State, has been Samuels, Fred Sowerby and
chosen as the assistant track Leroy McGinnis, Turner was
coach at Eastern Illinois on the outdoor mile-relay
University in Charleston.
team which- set a school
Turner has been serving as record of 3:06.1 and at one
an assistant football coach at time, ranked as the third best
Murray High and head coach time in the world.
of the girls' track team.
After his graduation in 1971,
At Eastern Illinois, he will Turner became a graduate
be teaching in the physical assistant in track under Bill
education department and will Cornell at Murray State. Then
ube imainly in charge of the in the summer of 1972, Turner
sprinters. He will coordinate made the trip to Munich as a
the indoor track training member of the United States
program.
Olympic Team.
Eastern Illinois is a strong
After the Olympics, he
track school and is in the taught high school for one
NCAA's Division Two.
semester in Washington, D.
"They have the kind of C., before returning to
program that I've been Murray.
looking forward to getting
At Murray High School,
involved in," Turner said.
Turner has been primarily
"I really like the people and responsible for working with
the facilities there. It's a step. the receivers. He's also been
I've been wanting to get my an assistant in the freshman
foot in the door at the college program.
level and with my credentials,
"I think it will be more of an
If I can gain some more ex- advantage working with
-pecienee;-maybe-i-een--get-it college age kids," Turner
head coaching job in the said. .
future."
"The skill level of tIT people
In 1966, Turner came to I'll be working with will be
Murray State out of high totally different. I can use my
school in St. Louis. He was track experience more and
red-shirted his freshman year. they'll be able to better unOver the next four years, he derstand and relate to what
became one of the best I'm saying," he added.
sprinters in the world.
Charleston is 130 miles east
His 45.4 in the 440-yard dash of Turner's native St. Louis.
still stands as a Murray State Murray is some 225 miles
school record as does his 1:09 away from St. Louis.
in the 600-yard dash. The
"In addition to being closer
latter mark,at one time,tied a to home, I'll have a more set
world record:
schedule and have more time
For three consecutive off. I'll have more time to visit
years, Turner won both the rnamjyaj slo-sainesit the
220-yard and 44Olard dashe-e- things I like to do," Turner
in the Ohio Valley Conference added.
Championships and is the only

Turner will, be making
several trips to Murray after
he has left. He plans to be back
for the MSU Homecoming and
of course on November 12,
Eastern Illinois plays the
Racers in Stewart Stadium.
"I could name a thousand
people who have helped me
through my years at Murray.
Bill Furgerson recruited me
and then Coach Cornell had
me for most of my career. I
have great respect for both of
them.
"Coach Cornell and I have
had such a great relationship
over all those years. I'd-do
anything for him and he'd do
anything for me.
"And I could name Coach
Hina and everyone at Murray
High. My experienrethere has
been very rewarding."
A year ago this past spring,
Turner received one of the
greatest honors of his career
when he was elected to the
MSU Sports Hall of Fame.

Swim Team
To Meet At
PoolThursday
Members of the MuD-ay
Swim Team are requested to
be at the Murray-Calloway
Park pool at 3 p.m. Thursday.
The team will be participating in a dual meet at 5
p.m. Thursday with undefeated Paducah in Bob
Noble Park.
The fee for the bus trip will
be three dollars per member
and each person is reminded
to bring along enough money
for the dinner stop on the way
home.
The home season will end
Saturctay as Murray _hosts_
Greenville." The meet will
begin Saturday at 9 a.m.

HARDWARE STORE
Shop at your True Value Hardware
Store—Your local independent hardware merchant with national chain
buying power.

IA

1-1WE

14

4 LAWN
CHIEF

The Astros and the Pirates
- picked up easy wins in Kentucky League Play Tuesday
night.
In the opening contest, the
Astros cruised to a 17-7 Win
over the Twins. Gabe Amos
hurled the final three innings
of the four-inning game. He
gave up two_ runs and got
credit for the win for :the
Astros.
Trailing 7-6 after two innings, the Astros scored eight
times in the third inning.
Amos had the only RBI hit in
the frame.
For the Astros, John McFerron had two hits as did
John Mark Potts while Amos
added, one. For the Twins,
Kyle Smith, David Randolph
and Steve Wells all hit safely.
In another game called in
the fourth inning, the Pirates
won 20-3 over the Cubs.
Mike Wilkins hurled the -first
three innings for the Pirates
and got the win. He gave up
two runs while fanning eight
and walking two.
The Pirates ended-the game
with 12 runs in the third. Ed
Crutchfield had two hits in the
frame and three RBI's.
Crutchfield finished with
three hits and five runs batted
in on the evening. Dennis
Thurmond, Wilkins, Todd
Contri and Scott Adams all
NEW FUTURE—Tommie "Titbit' Tenter, a fouler Allhad pne hit.,
American, Olympian end member of the Murray State Sports
The only hit for the Cubs
the insistent trick coach at
came off the bat of Quentin NA of Fenn, has been selected is
Uniyorshy.
Eastern
Prescott. s

itrz.
Final ,1 Reduction Sale!
Begins Friday, July 15th
We will close at noon
Thursday, July 14th
to mark our prices down

kites
OHIO

"
-.010111

r

I

4101114
10-hp TRACTOR

95

with Electric Start.
36-inch CUT

Powerful 10-hp synchro-ba;anced engine with ignition
lock, electric start and throttle controls mounted on
dash. Floating front "wcshbone" suspension, 5
cutting heights. 3 forward speeds plus reverse with
1036E7
autorn'ative-type clutch and disc brakes.

AC

WEED
EATERS
CLIPPIE
TRIMMER

39999
7-hp 25-in. RIDING MOWER
With recoil starter, throttle control and safety key
switch. 3 forward speeds plus reverse. Automotivetype differential. Single clutch and brake pedal. Lever
725-R7
controlled cutting height. Padded seat.

5-hp 25-in.
RIDING
MOWER

Spark Plugs

2995

Trims quickly, easily along
. walks, drivewity, fences.
Specially treated --fishing
307
line cuts 8" path.

Regulars
s

TRU-TEST
•

794 ea.
Resistors •

.
4

37499
3 forward speeds plus reverse with dependable 5-hp
engine. Recoil start; safety key shut-off. Fully baffled
4-525R7
deck. Single clutch/brake pedal.

89' qt.

894

STOVE &
LANTERN FUEL
OMIT

COLEMAN
2-MANTLE
LANTERN

Mark Fire
AUTO
RAMPS

GASOUNE
STOVE
U:INTEPA/ FUEL

•

'199

„..$1994

Holds up to 5000 lbs. a full 11" off the ground—so you
can make repairs. change oil. etc. Hearfgaie Mal with
built-in tire stop for safety. R75

Astros, Pirates
Kentucky Winners

Big

SUMMER_ r,aivc
'AT

$166
SPECIAL
GAL
I

;4Salellt
4 31)
1
Now,
rn
oneva
HOOVER VACUUM BAGS
forallyou
r24: 4\-'-') 504 II
cleaning eeds!
— VALUABLE COUPON

Hoover

CONVERTIBLE
Upright Vacuum Cleaner

slipper Bag

tin<voar

Hoover Celebrit
with Powerma
Nozzle
Peak h.p.
Qt.

•Triple-Action
•All-Steel Agitator

oov

11111.11.1111111.1

4.01111111111111•111111...

bag!11
'

ar••••••••.....

,
$99`n

•4-Position Carpet
Selector
•Big Disposable Bag

The Hooverd
Quik-Broom

$59

Useitlike
an upright
for quick
pick-ups!
.11

Lightweight,
easy to use
for those quick
pickups.
Optional
attachments
for above
the floor
cleaning.

$2495

igurkinglytat Kag,4Ith.
Dixieland Center

Qraham & Jackson

MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
Chestnut Street
Ace-7104a
Phone 753-2571

j

HARDWARE STORES

Dountown Murra;
• "0.

•.•
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Fire Code Violation Charged At Southgate
1.0191SVII.I.E, Ky. (
mg on an army of law
students, an attorney for
victims of the Beverly Hills
Supper 'Club fire has
uncovered a 30-year-old
Souttwate, Ky. building code
that apparently required a
sprinkler ystem at the night
spot %A here 164 people died.
-The code says any stage

facility that gives theatrical,
operatic
or
musical
performances must have fire
sprinklers," attorney Stanley
Chesley said in a telephone
interview from Cincinnati
Tuesday pight.
Southgate and state fire
officials have maintained that
sprinklers were not required
at the plush nightclub. They

also have said they've
released "all city records"
pertaining to the rite.
Chesley said that a student
Kentucky
Northern
at
University's Chase Law
School uncovered the building
code, which the Southgate City
Councilapproved in 1947.
"We have some students
Avorking on a research

•,
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SA" x 1/2"

Nylon
Grass
Trimmer

2 Cu. Ft.

•
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Garden -Hose

1111
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III • II
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In

MI

LII
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Garden

"<4

Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept.

Pliers

Tufted Nylon

Chrome Finish-Fully
Drop Forged
Reg. 97'
Umit 2 Per Customer

5

•
, Quart
Canning
Jars

.

Specia

-phig;4x

Shallow-R
Humpback

22"

Painted

$557

$597

Ultimate Hold
11 oz. Can

Bars59

Baby Oil
Family Size 16
Bottle
Baby Powder
Family Size 24 oz.
Sale

Vaseline
Intensive
Care Lotion
Oaks of regular or
fresi herbal
10 es.

n94

Fresh

H ERBAL

Shah of Polyester
& Cotten. Print
heats, Ihrghy
styles & golf
shirts

Dish Cloths

lpana Toothpaste
With Fluoride
Family Size 7 as. Tube

4
Alka StItzor
•

54'

l m
a
•

Dresse

N
.
•
.
N

.
I

Sport Shirts

edlastablo

Sale

Large Selection
Ladies
Summer

Men's Short Sleeve

"IPAISIM

Pain Relief and Antacid
25 Tablets

- Waltz
Gown
45%
Polyester
35% Cotton

10.
1

Blue, Pink S. Yellow

Your Choice7

Alka-Seltzer

Ladies Summer

St. Joseph
Aspirin
100% pure pain reliever. 100 Tablet,

69

Sale

IIIIME•11111•••111•11111111•11111111•111111W11111•11•••Bi
laIR•111•••111 IN III M

.
I
IU

INTENSIVE
( ARE

By Gillette

89'

Kitchen
Helpers
Fin*
Quality

Vaseline

Cricket Disposable
Butane Lighter

Sale

S4'

MU
•
min
ll
E
ll
E

Metal6r

Size's S-M-L-Xl.

Vaseline
Intensive
Core

Choice of regular
or oily. 8 oz. Bottle

Plastic Dishwasher Safe47

S shelf. 1201E36W:72K $15"

Bath Size

20/20
Eye Drops

Clairol
Herbal Essence
Shampoo

Ii

$997

r

Dial
soap

2.
49'

88'

•

3 shelf - 12Dx36Wx3711

Sale

No. 60600

Sale

Sale

per box

Canning
A=7
/5° Funnel •.
•

4 shelf - 12Dx36Wx6011 $1

imps ill 1 site

Gem
Manicure
Kit

1PrIe•••

44' 69'

Cured "Ouchless"
Plastic Bandages
off

8 Standard emery 4 Pro
Size Emery, 1 Cuticule
Stick
Reg.590

•
•
,•
•
U.

Pints - SO Count
Quarts - 40 Count

5 shelf - 111Dx36W17211 $1 997

Tackle Boxes
v.i.es to 14.95 $300

•

Freezer
Bags

Shelves
Plain

Urn

$167

3% Gal 211

12 Per Box

•

Reg. 2.47

Mason
Lids

44kegolat Discount Price

All
Rebel

Thousands of
flame

/
1 2 Gal!'9
97

Magic
Button

Rural Mail Boxes

2020

•

Adjustable Metal

mis

Removes
redness
and sciothes
0.5 oz.

Forgemaster

,

12 Per Case

99

•elm
.
N
UI

Breaker Bar

197

with lids

Machete
Special

574

$357 to$1

4100 '
11

Pressure
Sprayer

Steel Craft 6"
- Slip-Joint

,

We have the largest selection of fishing and hunting equipment in this area

••

—3 Ply—
From

A

M
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1

Retial 1.00
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Root had confirmed that the
sprinkler requirement was in
effect both before and after
the nightclub was rebuilt
following the 1970 blaze.
A telephone call to Root's
home Tuesday evening wasn't
returned.
A.J. Jolly, a member of
Root's law firm, which has
been retained to defend the
city, said by telephone from
Southgate that he didn't think
the code will make any
difference in the legal
aftermath of the tragedy.

Black & Decker
Electric

Peat
Moss

;nth. f'Tr

JU...Na,

Prices good Thru Sun,6 p.m.

Majestic

os am •• III ir dr_ si_11_111_111_,

0V

great secret. It should be
perused by a lot of people."
Chesley also said that in 1967
the Southgate council adopted
the National Building Code,
which he said requires
sprinklers in "any building
which is restored in excess of
50 per cent." The Beverly
Hills Iunderwent extensive
rebuilding after a 1970 fire.
Chesley has filed several

project," Chesley said. -One
of our investigators made a
,request under Kentucky's
sunshine law to see and make
photocopys of all ordinances
and city council meeting
minutes since 1942."
He declined to speculate on
why the code had been
wrapped in obscurity for so
long, but said, "This is no

lawsuits on behalf of victims' with
State
Police
relatives against the city of Commissioner Kenneth
Southgate and others. All told, Brandenburgh. "I'm sure
suits totaling 8400 millinn have we'll take a look into it,"
been filed in connection with Southworth said by telephone
the May 28 fire.
from his home in Versailles.
Meanwhile, Kentucky Fire Southgate Mayor Ken Paul.
Marshal Warren Southworth and
Fire
Chief
Ron
said he wasn't aware of the Riesenberg said they, too,
code, but added that his office were unaware of the
would contact Southgate requirement for sprinklers.
officials today.
Both said they would have to
"I don't have any knowledge discuss the matter with their
of that (Code)," said city attorney, Albert Root.
Southworth,' who is heading The Louisville Courierthe state's investigation along Journal today reported that

Sale59
4

U.

25%

.
E
.
N
.
N•

off
Sizes
XL-XXXL

Style
Baby
ShaMpoo
Gentle - Mild and
•
fective
15 oz. Bottle

pm

Your Choke of
Solids, Patterns
or Stripes

Shoe
Clearance

•.
E•
.11
•

Sandals
Casuals
Thongs
Scuffs

Great Savings
°
/
0 off
4
0
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JUST SHOP THESE FOOD SPECIALS
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the
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Store Hours:
7-9 Mon.-Sat.
12-6:30 Sun.
Ky.
512 So. 12th Murray,
To Limit Quantities
We Reserve the Right

Prices Good Through
Tuesday, July 19
Owned & Operated By Charles Johnson

111

Flavorite

BACON

*FROZEN FOODS*

Rainbow Hamburger

Field's

DILL CHIPS

WIENERS
BOLOGNA
Krey Sliced

Godchaux Dark Brown

SUGAR

Hunts Tomato

37° SUGAR
3/$100
3/$100

Frosty Acres Crinkle Cut

POTATOES

Godchaux Light Brown

SAUCE
Niblet

Bush Baked

BEANS
TUMBLERS

FISH STICKS

16 oz- Pkg.

*PRODUCE
46 oz. 57°
55
$7

Yellow

ONIONS

lb

Sunkist

Plastic

Godchaux
10 01 16 ct

49°

Frosty Seas

Texsun Unsweetened Grapefruit

CORN

20 oz. bag

SUGAR

Sib.

93

Chef-Way Cooking

LEMONS
BANANAS

doz. in bag

lb

75°

59°
19°

Skippy - 18 oz.

PEANUT BUTTER... 98°
CHEESE

Wishbone - 1000 Island or French, Italian

Kraft American Single-Sliced

12,oz.

U. S. No. 1 Red

16 oz.-8 Bottle Ctn.

Johnson's Coupon
Heik 57

STEAK
SAUC. E
unift,

.

Per Customer
Expires 7-1947

Limit 1 Per Customer
Expires 7-12-77

99

S
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Deaths and Funerals
Erie D. Cunningham

Mrs. Charlton is

Dies At Home With

Dead At Age 84;
Funeral Thursday

•

Alvie Taylor Rites
Being Held Today

The funeral for Alvie Taylor
of Murray Route Three is
today at two p. m.
Mrs. Grover (Beatrice) being held
of the Blalockchapel
Charlton 'of Hazel died at the
Coleman Funeral Home with
Tuesday at 10:30 p.m. at the
Rev. Johnson Easley ofMurray-Calloway County the
ficiating and Mrs. Otto Erwin
Hospital. She was 84 y.ears of
organist. ,
age and was born January 16, as the
Serving as pallbearers are
1893,to the late Elisha Orr and
Bobby, and Ronald
Ada Myers Orr of Calloway James.
Lockhart, David Smith,
County.
Sills, and E. R.
The Hazel woman is .sur- James
Schroader. Burial. will follow
vived by her husband. Grover
the Elm Grove Cemetery.
Charlton, to whom she was in
Taylor, age 77, died
Mr.
married in October 1911; five
Monday at 10:20 p. m. at the
daughters, Mrs. Brent
Westview Nursing Home. He
(Kathryn) Lanston, Murray,
was a retired farmer, and was
Mrs. James (Azzlee 1 Kelso,
May 16, 1900, to the late
born
Georgia, Mrs. Wayne ( Oina
and Minnie Taylor of
Add
Reese. Arkansas, Mrs. Billy
County.
Calloway
.
Rachel) Broach, Puryear,
survived by his wife,
is
He
Tn., and Mrs. Ray (Betty )
Opal Lockhart.Taylor, to
Camerson,
six Mrs.
whom he was married onsons, Estell Charlton, Benton,
September t 1921; one
Homer Charlton, Murray,
daughter Mrs. Lavelle Smith,
James Charlton, Huntsville,
Murray Route ,Three; one
Charlton,
Ala.,
Doris
Mrs. Ennis Herndon,
sister;
Paducah,,Halton Charlton,
Baytown,Texas; step brother,
McKenzie, Tn.,. and Hal,
Moses Outland, Paducah
Charltor., l'uiyear, Tn.
Two; two grandRoute
Mrs, Charlton is also surchildren, David E. Smith and
vived by -one-sister, Mrs.
Mts. Paula Sills; great
Chester Spann, and. one granddaughter,- Stacey Anne
brother, Fonza Orr, both of
Sills.
Hazel; twenty-nine grandchildren; thirty-eight great
grandchildren; three great
great grandchildren; several
nieces and nephews.
•
The deceased was a
member of the -1-iaz(1 Baptist

Rites Thursday

Three Inmates At San Quentin
Killed In Outbreak Of Fighting

Erie D.. Cunningham of 613
Ellis Drive, Murray. died
Tuesday at one p. m. at his
• home. He was 86 years of age
and a retired farmer and
carpenter.
Mr. Cunningham was a
member of the Cherry Corner
Baptist Church. Born January
16; 1891, in Trigg County, he
was the son of the pie Josh
and Mattie Cunningham.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Isabelle Elkins Thompson-- Cunningham, 613 • Ellis
Drive, Murray; one daughter,
Mrs.
Clifford
(,Mable)
Blalock, Murray Route Six;
three sons, Rudy (Debs)
Cunningham, .-Hentitin, Dale
- Cunningham, Camden, Mich.,
and Alfred Cunningham, 1105'
Sycamore Street, Murray;
one , sister, Mrs. Alfred
(Bessie) ,Hines, Florence,
Miss.; two brothers, Almon
Cunningham, Benton, and
Robert Cunningham,
Madison, --Tn.; six grandchildren; eight great grandchildren.
Also surviving are five step
daughters, Mrs.• Ruble
(Laverne) Thurman and Mrs.
FiniS (Eidith) Hutchens,
Murray Route Eight, Mrs.
_Aubrey (neap-w.f.* wiliou_
by, 1726 Miller, Murray, Mrs.
*flits (Wilma Jeafir-Mders,
Murray Route One, and Mrs. vices will be held Thursday at
Bill ( Macie) Wilkerson, two p.m. with the Rev. James
Ypsilanti. Mich.; fourteen Garland and the Rev. James
Kelso officiating.
step grandchildren.
raT hTis -bee ri---Grimdscas--'
vill--- -serve- SSscheduled for ThuAday at two pallbearers and burial, will
p. m. at %the chapel of the follow in the South Pleasant
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Grove Cemetery with the
Home with burial-VI-telt/11TV' - arrangeineAts.by-the Miller
Funeral Hon* of Hazel where
- the McCuiston Cemetery.
may call.
friends
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

tl••

SAN'QUENTIN, Calif.(AP)- Black
Muslim and Nazi inmates battled with
clubs and knives in racial clashes that
killed three convicts and injured five in
• an honor block at San Quentin prison,
authorities said.
"The lid's flying off," Mike Luxford,
acting prison information officer, said
after the conflict Tuesday. .
••The hospital looks like a
battleground. There was blood and
people everywhere. It's an incredible

mess.BRO. GORDON SMITH,
formerly of Detroit, Mich.,
now of Gadsden, Ala., will
be the speaker at the gospel
meeting to be held at the
Hickory Grove Church of
Christ from July 17 through
the 22nd with services each
evening
at
7:30.
A
homecoming with a basket,
dinner will be held Sunday,
July 17, followed by a singing
at 2:30 p.m. Bro. Smith has
been preaching for the
Church of Christ for the past
eight years. The singing will
be directed by Bro. Jim Hurt
who invites the public to attend the services.

Prisoners are being kept in their cells
in a lockdown that officials say will
probably last a week.
Luxford said there have been three
major racial fights in the last 10 years
at the prison.
"But when three people are killed,
it's a pretty large-scale incident ...
Anytime somebody loses their life over
the color of their skin, nobody wins," he
said. "The climate here is all tension

FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)-The state
administration says it's surprised that
it has exceeded its vneral fund
collections estimate for be last fiscal
year rather than fall(m short by
millions of dollars as first feared.
"The sales tax collect.ons saved us,"
South Pleasant Grove Martin, Th.; Raleigh United
United. Methodist Church.will Methodist Church, Memphis, Revenue Commissi iner Maurice
Carpenter said Tuesday. "We went
have its summer revival July Tn.; First United Methodist
over our estimate and we're proud of
17-24 with services at 6:30 p.m. - Church,Humboldt, Tn., First
on Sunday night, July 17, and - United Methodist Church, it."
The final tally shows thestate took in
at 7:45 p.in.-claring the week. FaltonOnd is now pastor.a.th•
$520,000 over its projection for the
The Rev. William G. Adams Fountain Avenue United
will be the visiting preacher. , Methodist Church in Paducah. general fund--which finances most
Rev. AcTaiiii-iv-at- born and
The South Pleasant Grove government operations and services.- -reared on a farm in Graves choir will provide music each
County and,. 'was graduated evening under the direction of
from Boaz High School. He Mrs. L. D. Cook, with Mrs.
attended Western State Otto Erwin at the organ and
University, was graduated Tommy Gaines at the piano.
Continued From Page 1)
from Murray .State UniverProviding special music
Sunday night will be Miss
"This is one of the most outstanding
Edwar4 Farmer of Hardin
Gilliland
Melinda.
10,--J_7 exhibits it will be our privilege to have
Rotitere-died- Monday at
Btownsville, Tn., who is a
10:25 , a.m. at the Benton
in the Murray State gallery this year,"
former Miss Lambuth College
Municipal Hospital. He was 62
Dick Jackson, the Eagle Gallery
in Jackson, Tn. On Monday
years of age. director, said. "It is our hope that
night Mrs. Vernon Shown of
Mr. Farmer is survived by
everyone in the area who loves or is
Murray will provide •the
two sisters, Mrs. Stella Jones
interested in art will visit the gallery
special music.
Of Hardin and Mrs. Elizabeth.
and view this outstanding work."
On Friday night at 6:30 p.m.
Canup of Benton.
The public is invited to visit the
a potluck supper will precede
The funeral is being held
gallery at any time it is open. Its open
the evening worship.
today at two p.m. at the chapel
hours are from 8:30 a. m. until 3:30 p.
*All persons are invited, said
of the .Collier Funeral Home.
m. Mondays through Fridays, and from
the pastor the Rev. Dr.
Benton, with the Rev. C. C.
1 until 4 p. m. on Saturdays and
William P. Mullins, Jr
Brasher and the Rev. Don
Sundays.
Phelps officiating. Burial will
follow in the Soldier Creek
Cemetery.

To Be On Friday
Mrs. Ruth Washburn of 204
.North 13th Street, Murray,
died Tuesday at 10:20 p. m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, She was 76 years of
age and the wife of George
Edward Washburn who died in
September 1952.
The Murray woman was a
member .of a Baptist Church.
She was born July lb, 1901, in
Calloway County and was the
daughter of the late William
Mohundro Ross and Daisy
Shelton Ross.
Mrs. Washburn is survived
by three daughters, Mrs.
Kathryn Lewis, 204 North 13th
Street, Murray, Mrs. Dan
(Loudea n Manley, Laconia.
Ind., and -Mrs. Frank HaMs
(Lucille) Moss, Colonel
Heights, Va.; one son, Charles
Edward Washburn, Corydon,
Ind.; twelve grandchildren•
four great grandchildren.

Wilson...

Rev. William G. Adams
sity, and attended Memphis
Theological Seminary when it
was located at McKenzie, Tn.
services
for Elvis
Funeral
He isolarried to the former
Hicks are being held today at
Iris Manette Grace of
two p.m. at the chapel of the
WASHINGTON AP - bikes propped against the
Hickory. They are the parents
Goodwin Funeral Home,
When
OE
three .100.S..and,..theXialtg—T.-. G. Gordon Liddy goes dining room table, sheets over
Cadiz, with -the -Rev.--Ronnieome on- Sept. 7 after 52 one chair, a front window in
grandchildren. They
five
Sivells officiating. Burial will
months in prison, he will find a want of repair.
in 1937 and
Mayfield
moved
to
follow in the Matheny
he worked for .the United clean house and five children "I was a little disappointed
Cemetery.
grown to adoleseenee -in- his -that it would be as long as
States Postoffice there for ten
Mr. Hicks, age 80, of Cadiz
absence. „ September," Mrs. Liddy said
years.
Route Two, died Monday at
"The first thing I'm going to in an interview only an hour
Rev. Adams entered the
- Funeral services will be 9:30 a.m. at the Park Lawn
do is clean this pace up," after she heard on her car
ministry
in
Methodist
United
held Friday at three p. m. at Nursing Home in Hopkin1947 and has 'served the Liddy's wife, Frances, said radio that her husband would
the chapel of the Blalock- sville.
appointments: - Tuesday after the U.S. Parole be. paroled. She was driving
following
"Coleman Funeral Home with
He is-survived by one son,
Circuit;
Associate Commission set the date for near the Watergate complex
Lowes
burial to follow in the Murray Cleveland Hicks, Cadiz; one
when she heard the news.
United her husband's release.
First
minister
City Cemetery.
daughter,
Elvira
.
Mrs.
She looked around her home Liddy, whose planning and
Mayfield.
;
Church,
Methodist
Friends may call at the Barrow.Washington,Ill.; four
and apologized for the clutter.. direction of the Watergate
funeral gine after ten a. m. granddaughters; two great Christ Church,. ?darted:burglary set in motion the
Paducah;
First
Lone -Oak,
on Thursday.
grandchildren.
events that forced Richard M.
United Methodist Church,
Nixon's resignation, is in the
Prices of stock of losal interest at noon
Elia, today. furnished to the ledger di
federal minimum security
Times by First of Michigan, corp of
prison at Allenwood,Pa.
Murray,areas follows
He has received several job
Heublein Inc
244 Ali
Mrs. Liddy said,
offers,
McDorudds Corp.
45,4 Jilt
Ponderosa Systems
The Dexter-Hardin United
vs
unc including "two that are
Kimberly Clark
45,
1
interesting." She added that
Methodist Church will hold its
Union Carbide
47,1 4.34
W.H.Grace
Vacation Bible School starting
/Stec she and her husband want to
130
Monday, July 18, and con- -Texaco
remain in the Washington
General Elec.
55 +-tre
GAF
10.
1 Jib area because their children,
tinuing through Friday, July
Georgia
carr
3acific
19's 4%
two girls and three boys, ages
22.
Pfizer
72,2
.1
COME SEE—Our new stdre located iri
Jim Walters
Classes for children, ages
33N At 13 to AS, participate in school
Kirsch
inc activities. They are on the
two through the sixth-grade in
the Lakeway Village Shopping Center,
Matey
35N A.
Franklin Mint ......... .
i
1 IN 4- N swim team and in student
school
will
be
held
from
9:30
to
next to Uncle Lee's, Hwy. 79 E
.- 11:00 a. in. each morning,
prices of stocks of local interest at government.
Paris,Tenn.
noon today furnished to the edger &
Mrs. Liddy, who said she
according to the pastor, the
Times by l!M Sunon Co ar•
Rev. Steve Shapard, who
gets up at 4:30 a.m. every day
VUL
-A
Le12L
C:28
invites all children in the area
to drive one son to swim
to attend. '.
Airco - - -

STOCK MARKET

Mar-Kel Lighting
Factory Outlet Store '-§
-17:1-

Dexter-Hardin Will
Have Bible School
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Krause Not Arrested
At Kent State Tuesday

Am. Motors
Ashland Oil
AT.&T. _
Ford Motor..
Gen, Dynamics
Gest Motors
Gm Ilre
Goodrich
Gulf Oil
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Republic Steel
SingerMfg
Tappan
Western Union

severance tax from 4 per cent with a 30cent-per-ton minimum .to 4.5 per cent
with a 50-cent floor.
"We probably just made an
overestimate the first time around,"
Carpenter Said:
He turned over the preliminary
He also attributed the failure of the
information to the office of Gov. Julian
projection to the severity of the past
Carroll so it could begin making plans
winter - when strip mining halted for
for a cut in expenditures to balance the
weeks in many areas - and the heavy
-budget, Kentucky law forbids deficit- - floods in eastern Kentucky last spring.
spending.
The drop in severance tax revenue
But in the last few weeks, latecould affect some city and county'
Arriving receipts boosted the state over
programs which are financed by the
the $1.208 billion-estimate for the fiscal-year by $520,000.
One surprise in the state's financial
outlook - was the road fund, which
Carpenter said the five-cent sales and
finances highway construction and
usage tax collections had been expected
maintenance but has been in shaky
to generate $435 million for the year,
condition for Years.
but went $33 million above that.
Carpenter said the original estimate
The sales tax is a reliable barometer for
lag fiscal year was $300 million,
of the economy, and Carpenter said the
which was revised later to $312 million.
increase ifthe fast few months showed
A chiereveltueireached $321 million.
a new surge of prosperity within the
-We will change the road fund
state.
estimate upwards this fiscal year, but
"The collections paralleled the good
we don't know how much yet," he said.
news in employment," he said.
One problem with the road fund is the
One important category of state
fixed nine-cent state gasoline tax. Thus,
income was a disappointment.
although average gasoline prices have
The state had estimated it would
doubled in the past few years, the state
collect $118 million last fiscal year from
realizes no extra income.
the increased coal severance tax, but
Carpenter said the general fund
received only $112.5 million, Carpenter
estimate for the current fiscal year is
said.
$1.324 billion "and we think that
The 1976 legislature increased the
projection is still sound."

KENT, Ohio (AP) - The
Associated Press reported
erroneously that Arthur
24%
Krause the father of one of
,•.
four students,, „killed by,
IS% .44,
National Guardsmen At Kent Zenith Radio
LAKE DATA
State
in 1970, was
Kentucky Lake,7 a.m i57
among more than 190
-#
protesters arrested on the down 0.2.
Below d'am 302.6, Lino 2
campus
Tuesday.
,
A university spokesman. Barkley- lake, 7 asru. 357 8,
identified one of those down 0.2.
Below dam 303.7, up 02
arrested as Krause, but it was
1 later learned he was not on the
Sunset 8:18 p.m. Surirl•,e
5:47 a.m.
campus at the time.

University

practice, was bringing him
home when she heard the
news.
Her easy smile faded when
asked how she has managed
during the mnre than four
years that her husband has
been in prison.
"I don't know how I
managed," she said. "It's
hard to be the only parent. But
Gordon has been a big help.
He kept in constant contact
with the children through
letters. And they would go to
visit him regularly."
The Liddys live in a twostory brick house in a middleincome housing development
in suburban Oxon Hill, Md.
Numerous kittens played in
the pink petunias and blue
ageratum in the flower box on
the front stoop. A sad-eyed
mutt called Hound Dog
patrolled the neatly groomed
front yard.

1 Weaken
4 Man's nicknarrT
7 Foot lever
12 Exist
13 Frozen water
14 Place in line
15 Ventilate
16 Fiveiine - verses
18 Speed contest
20 Openwork
fabric
21 Afternoon
parties
22 Refined grace-

4
5
6
7
8

Puzzler

Answer to Tuesday Puzzle

Yellow pcher
Frosting
Degrade
Equality

QUO 0121UU0 DUO
MU MOURN UMW
UMUMOU 01210000
QUIROU OMB
BMOC IBUO Mad
DUO OUMUUMOUO
MO 0011 000 00
0000001300 BOO
UGUO BBB ORM
MOO MUM
OMMODO MOU000
IMAM MOM MU
UOU UUUEJE 600

Choice part

8 Gaming cubes
10- Singer Paul —
11 Smaller
17 Small stoves
19 Otherwise
23 Weird
24 Chicken
25 Peer Gynt s
mother
26 Recent
28 Sprinkling
_ with flour_
29 Meadow
39
fulness
30 Unusual
40
25 Aromatic herb 32 Take Wavy-27 Airassocia, - fully •_
41
t labbr
34 Region
2Odad letter
37 Beg
42
office(abbr )
1
2 3
31 Cuts
e.
v.,
33 Showed
12
35'Female sheep
36 Negrito
38 Mountain
nymph
39 Made deeper
41 Ursine animal
44 A month
labbr )
45 Matures
48 First-class
51 Anger
52 Asian
peninsula
53 Succor
54 Pinch
55 Ciltuc'meter,
56 French plural

article
5/ Obtain
—DOWN
1 District in
Germany
2 Solo
3 Understand

Melancholy
Man's nickname
Girl's nickname
Way Out
5

6
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Hog Market

Federal State Market News Service July
13, 1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 722 Est 400 Barrows &
Gilts 29-50 higher Sows 50 lower
$46 00-4629
US 1-2 200430 lba
$45 50-46 00
US 1-3 2710-2401bs
$44 75-45 50
US 2-4240.290 11w
144 00-44 75
US 3-4 26o-2so,lbs
Sows
534 56-35 00
US 1-2 770-350 lbs
$35 00-3600
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.
$36 0437 50
US 1-3 •50-f.50 lbs.
533 50-34 50
US 2-3 30D-5001W
Roars 24 00-2700

UNDERWRITERS
The Murray Association of
the. Life Underwriters will
meet Thursday at noon at the
Triangle Inn. A guest speaker
will be .present. For information call David Travis at
753-4140. •

, •.53
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k::56
latr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc

Begins Friday, July 15th
We will close at noon
Thursday, July 14th
to mark our prices down
•
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A few weeks ago, as the June 30 end of
the fiscal year approached, Carpenter
said it appeared the state would fall $10
million short of meeting its anticipated
income.

rl?S‘sNord
Gordon Liddy To Be Released -----d'
From Prison On September 7

Elvis Hicks Dies;
Rites Are Today

SPICE JAR

Inmates attacked each other along
corridors in the prison's north and west
wings with makeshift knives and clubs
before guards firing rifle shots quelled
the disturbances.
The deaths and injuries came in two
separate attacks by members of the
American National Socialists on
members of a Black Muslim prison
sect, officials said. The fights took
place in the prison's west wing "honor
block," which houses 364 men, as
prisoners lounged outside their cells
after meals, officials said.
The first fight, two white inmates
attacking a black prisoner, was broken
up in the morning when guards spotted
them and fired a warning shot.
Prisoners were ordered into cells, but
Charles Jack Captain, 31, a black
inmate from San Francisco, was
stabbed in a stairwell. Captain, serving
a two-year-to-life sentence for assault

Administration Surprised That
Tax Collections Over Estimate

South Pleasent Grove To
Hear Rev. AdanisAt Meet

Edward Farmer Dies
Mrs. Washburn Dies With Funeral Today
Tuesday; Funeral-

with a deadly weapon, died a few hours
later of wounds in the back and side.
Some nine hours later, at about 5:30
p.m., members of the Nazi group
"made a move against the Black
Muslims, who were superior in arms
and numbers. Violence resulted,"
Luxford said.
A white inmate was hurled to his
death from a third-story prison tier and
a second was stabbed to death. Neither
was imniediately identified.
, Two whites and three blacks were
injured, three of them seriously. One
injured black, identified as Jimmy
Louis Hunt, 24, of San Francisco,
sufferea superficial stab wounds,
Luxford said.
The prison by San Francisco Bay
holds, 2,308 inmates, about 33 per cent
black and 41 per cent white, Luxford
said.
Prison _officials said there were two
other fatal stabbings at San Quentin
this year.

and fear."

46 47_

1
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COOKING CORNER'

\

Teen At Home In The Kitchen
Kathy May, daughter of
Sandra and Charles May,is an
accomplished cook. She loves
to spend time in the kitchen
creating variations of recipes
she has tried and experimenting with ideas of her
own. Kathy, now a senior at
Murray High, has been
cooking since she was in the
third grade.
Her mother has a couple of
rules to be followed in the
kitchen, namely that Kathy
follow a recipe exactly as
written the first, time it is
prepared. Secondly that
Kathy must clean up the
kitchen when she is finished.
Sandra May is credited by
her daughter for her interest
in trying. new things. Mrs.
May, the director of Head
Start in Murray, is an excellent cook who has always
set a good example. The
May's have cultivated international friends over the
years who have introduced the
family to the very best of their
natit7e cuisines.
When a new dish was
prepared in the May home
both Kathy and heir brother
Randy, a freshman atalkirray
State, were expected to try it.
They knew that if they didn't_

30eat
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The American Indians
knew the advantages of
using the sun as a source of
heat for their cooking. The
rayi helped brew their hertn
and beverages without
boa% away the natural
flavbr.
Now you can use the same
-naturat Method - Wed- 'to
many years ago.
Get your jar and instructions
aL.

•

ich
Ind
Lky

care for it they would not be
forced to finish. However, if
they were invited to another
home for dinner they were
then to eat everything.
Helen-Corbin; chief menu
plannee-party giver for
Neiman-Marcus and the
Green House Health Spa in
Dallas is Kathy's mentor and
inspiration. Corbitt's "Helen
Corbitt Cooking For Company" has long been her
favorite author's best work.
Continental food is Kathy's
favorite both to prepare and
eat followed by middle
Eastern, Indian, and her
mother's Tex-Mex cooking.
Kathy's parents are originally
from the Southwest. Her
father, Charles, is chairman
of the Child Studies Department at Murray State. The
family has lived in New
Mexico, Texas, Ohio, and
India before moving to
Murray three years ago.
When not cooking Kathy
likes to spend her time outdoors. This summer she is
assistant coach of the swim
team at the city pool and
lifeguards. In her spare time
she sketches, practices
karate, weaves, and jogs.
Eventually she would like to

FACTS ABOUT SUN TEA
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Services To
Blind Removed
From Bureau
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Traffic pattern made it necessary to keep one wall free Octagon
table extends out from angled counter. which contains dishwasher
There is.plenty of flair in this plan and the neat work triangle
makes for feweNteps

)
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Dream Kitchen Portfolio
is filled with lots of kitchen ideas.
Just like this one Your Portfolio
will be on its way to you once you
fill in and mail the coupon below
Make your new kitchen one you
rcalls want, with the help of a
professional kitchen planner
Step into a world of creative
kitchens, designed with ailz,„
-

•;•,.•

••••
47.

try mountain'climbing in the
Serves tele
frosting according to package
Alps. She has tried some
- directions. Grease 10 inch
for hors d'.oeuvres
mountain
bing
in Crust: (recipe makes three) bundt pan. Place two-thirds
Colorado and says e found it 4 c. flour "
batter in pan. Add half of
very
challenging , and 1 t. salt
frosting. Place remaining
pinsurgbie.
c. butter
batter on top. Bake at 350
Cheese is Kathy's favorite - 2 eggs
degrees for 40 minutes or until
food and she likes most kinds
c. cold water
done. Cool for 10 min. Remove
she's.tried. She likes it plain, Mix all ingredients with from pan and frost top when
to use in her cooking, and for hands until smooth dough cool. For a 'Variation use
garnishing. She also enjoys all forms. Roll into a ball and almond butter frosting and a
fruits and vegetables. Meat is refrigerate for one hour. Roll chocolate cake mix.
something she eats to enhance our on lightly floured surface.
PEANUT FILLING
her favorite foods and because Fit carefully into 9 inch quiche FOR DESSERT CREPES
her parents insist on a pan or pie pan.
Chocolate crepes
balanced diet. Therefore, all Filling:
1 c. cool %tip
kinds of crepes were a 8 strips bacon fried crisp
oz. cream cheese
natural.
(country ham can be sub- 3 T. peanut butter
Her favorite restaurant is stituted)
Hot fudge sauce
"The Magic Pan Crepre"
c. diced Swiss cheese
crushed peanuts
which is located in many ltz c. cream
Blend cool whip with cream
larger cities and her favorite 1'2 t. salt
cheese, peanut butter. Fill
cooking utensils are her crepe 1,4 t. white pepper
each crepe. Top with fudge
pan, wisk, and blender.
4 eggs
sauce and crushed peanuts.
Kathy derives a great deal nutmeg
Serve immediately.
of satisfaction from having
Crush bacon on bottom of . TOFFEE FILLING
other people enjoy her efforts. pastry shell. Sprinkle with
. Serves 12
She works very hard at Swiss cheese. Blend cream, 12 small health bars
0.
making sure that she gets spices, eggs well. Add this 1,e, chocolate chips
enough exercise to offset any mixture to crust. Bake at 425
c. chopped nuts
special dinners or dishes she degrees for 15 min. Reduce 2 c. Cool Whip or whipped
prepares. Therefore she temperature to 300 degrees cream
maintains her trim shape.
and bake 30-40 minutes longer 12 crepes
The recipes today reflect until knife inserted,in center Fudge Saute
Kathy's varied interests. She comes out clean. \Let. sit 5 Grind candy bars, chips and
does advise that the first time minutes before serving.
nuts in blender. Fold into- 2
you makretses" that you
cups :cool --Whip or- whipped_
CHICKEN ELEGANT
allow yourself a couple of _
_ _ IN POPOVERS
_crearu_Lea.ving_ crepes _flat._
extra hours more than you
stack with whipped mixture in
Serves 8-12
MHS Senior Kathy May is right at home in her mom's kitchen.
think you will need, just to Fillingt
between, layers, leaving
insure that you won't be 1 Qt. poached diced chicken enough to "frost" like a cake
panicked or rushed.
1 c. light cream
and dribble with fudge sauce.
That is a good rule for trying 2 c. white sauce
May be used as filling for
anything the first-time. After
c.-gratatt cheese _
---rotted-crepes-tapped with
practice you can create crepe 1 c. sliced mushrooms
fudge sauce and more
wonders while guests'are in
Wednesday. July 13. 1(177
.ection Two — Page 1.3
chopped nuts. Very good used
c. sherry
the kitchen watching.
1 T. minced onion
with chocolate crepes.
PEASANT OMP.I.FT
Simmer- -chicken
Serves 4
cream over low heat. Mix
3 eggs
white sauce and cheese
c. cottage cheese
together over low heat until
1-2 chopped green onion
cheese melts. Saute onion and
1,2 c. corn or peas t any leftover
mushrooms. Add onion,
vegetable will do)
mushroom and cheese sauce
c. hash brown potatoes or together.'Mix with chicken
cooked rice —
and cream Fill popiavers_and
Pinch of thyme & rosemary sprinkle tops with more
c. leftover meat
cheese. Run under broiler for
chopped mushrooms, optional a minute until bubbly.
Combine vegetables and Popovers:
saute in 2 T. butter. Add meat 1 c. flour
and potatoes or rice. Next add 2 eggs
the eggs, slightly beaten with
t. salt
herbs, cottage cheese. Add 7,8 c. milk
salt and pepper to taste. Cover 1 T. melted butter
and cook over low heat üMiI
Mix flour and salt. Beat
set, about 3 minutes.'
eggs until light. Add milk.
QUICHE LORRAINE
butter, and eggs. Add this
Serves 6 for lunch
mixture slowly to flour. Stir
until well blended. Beat 1
minute with electric mixer.
Butter muffin tins well. Add
mixture to tins one-third full.
Bake 20 min. at 450 degrees
then reduce treat to 350
TRAINLOAD PRICES MEAN EXTRA SAVINGS FOR YOU
degrees and bake an additional 15 min. DON'T OPEN
OVEN TO PEAK. PISTACHIO CAKE
Gov. Julian Carroll has
1 gold cake mix
issued an executive order
'2 t. almond flavoring
removing services to blind
1 box pistachio pudding III1X
Kentuckians from the Bureau
3
eggs
Rehabilitation
Services
for
1 and one-third c. buttern.ilk
and placing the services in a
1 box pecan frosting mix. .
new independent agency, the
Blend all ingredients except
Bureau for the Blind. Charles
M. McDowell, Frankfort, was frosting mix. Beat 4 minutes
with an electric mixer,
named executive director.
medium speed. Prepdre
According to the executive
order, the bureau will assume
all. responsibilities to persons
who are blind or "primary
visually impaired," or persons whose visual impairment
is their primary -handicap to
employment.
The new bureau, placed in
the Education and the Arts
Cabinet wal. authorized by
legislation in the 1976 General
Assembly.
Services to the "secondary
visually impaired" - those
with a handicap which imSAVE MORE ON
pedes their employment more
"IN-SEASON" FOODS
than their sight - will remain
ASK ABOUT OUR FREE
the responsibility of the
5-YEAR FOOD SPOILSPECIAL
BUYS
AND
Bureau for Rehabilitation
AGE WARRANTY.
Services.
The'executive order also
requires that funds for the new
bureau be transferred from
SAN ANTONIO - Airman
the Bureau for Rehabilitation, James H. Green Jr., son of kir
15 cu.ft. CHEST
9.1 cu.H. CHEST
11 cu.ft. CHEST
7.2 cu,ft. CHEST
Foam insulated, basket,
since the 1976 General and Mrs. James H. Green Sr
foam insulated, ease es
F.09 M 413tilated, 1 btu.
foam irtsviated, witfri
Assembly mild net budget the of 261 Riviera Courts
light,
reach asleet and signal
ket, sigriql.light, interior
basket Reg. $229.95
and security locic. Reg.
then-nonexistent agency. The Murray, has been selected
light,
Reg $259.95
tight. Reg
89.95 as As
45
53-21.93 at 210
bureaus must also indicate the for technical training at
division of program respon- Presidio of Monterey, Calif
sibilities.
in the Air force languagf
McDowell, 40, taught social field. The airman recentl%
studies at Previdence High
completed basic training at
School from 1964 to 1969, then
Lackland AFB, Tex., and
at Webster County High
studied
the Air Fart.
School from 1969 to 1976.
and
28 cu.ft. CHEST
23 te.ft. CHEST
19 cu ft. CHEST
16.5 cu.ft. UPRIGHT
During that period, he also mission, organization
recei%ed
customs
Foam insulated, 2 hosand
'Poem insulated, 2 has-' Foam insulated, 2 basfreezing shelves, 4
taught general psychology
kets,
kets, divider,Signallight,
kets, divider. Signal light,
Signal light,
door shelves, inferior"'
and child .psychology at special instruction in human
interioi h91tt, & tektutify
light, lock
this
interior light, & security
friterior
bght,
security
of
lock.
Completion
Reg.
relations.
'
Madisonville
Community
light, Reg. $429.95 so rid
lack. Reg, $389.95 '6216
$359.95 ti,t.
S-154.95tell' I
training earned the irCollege.
towards
dividual
an
credits
McDowell earned
his
bachelor's degree from associate in applied sciern.
Murray State University in degree Ahrough the Com
1962, and his master's degree munity College of the Ai.
S00% •nd Sev0,w•st
Selo Pr.cfes Geed Al Ov•, 600 S.ef•s Thvewgke.•
from George Peabody College Force. Airman Green is a
9-6 Mon. urs.
Bel-Air
Center
for teachers in 1963. He is a 1973 'graduate of Miura.
11••• II.,•
9-9 Fri. & Sat.
753-8391
native of Crittenden County.. High School.
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SAVE *30 SAVE $30 SAVE $30 SAVE $30

EASE SEND
MY OREAM KITCHEN PORTFOLIO
er PapPS 57 D,Iferent K r(eIPTS
ilWstrated \VIM '4 . Scalpc00, Plans
NAME

10987 22987

ADDRESS

ZIP

CITY
...101. 107

ENCLOSE 17 00 PLUS SOc FOR HANDLING

TREAS
BUILDING

CENTER
1313 Poplar Benton, Kentucky.

299!

SAVE $35 SAVE $30 SAVE $40 SAVE $50
.p.g.

1987 32087 349" 379"

OTASCO

1.0/04
1,

AYa.

••••

- 110C'•

4-31ft
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Prices

COST CUTTERS
MEAN LOWER PRICES

-

'
l

%441P/0101

eltOrg-l
41.1
ix

II

R

I
,
114.1
111e
l

\\I

Fox Deluxe
'.r4

Pizza

79'

Co,

WE HAVE WHAT WE
THE IF AT AU POSSIBLE If dm to
conditions beyond our control we run out of on advertised
sOleciel. we substitute a comparable broad at a similar
savings or give you a Rain Check for the advertised speciol
ot the sperm' priCe onytiene within 30 days WE GUARANTEE
*NAT WE SELL If you ore ever dissatisfied with a Kroger
purchase we will repioce your item or refund your money

ea.

U.S.D.A. Choice

U.S.D.A. Choice

SHOULDER
ROAST

BONELESS
BRISKET

te611
lb.

U.S.D.A. deice

Fensily Pak

CHUCK
STEAK

CUBE
STEAKS

BOMNRou:
ROAST

9118

99c

88`

lb.

e.

Country Style

ROUND
STEAK
,
a-NZ sin 38

•

$179

FRYER
LIVERS

BACON
Family Pek

I
Kroger

Ark

..39c

$129
I

TURKEYS

BONUS
BUNDLE

STOCK ME ftEEZER!

JUMBO
BOLOGNA

4-

FRYING
CHICKEN

S lb. lox

U.S.D.A. Choke

lb.

RIB
EYES

6.$299

lb.

U.S.D.A. Choke

//Catfish
Steaks

Whole or
Half

98c

88c

U.S.D.A. Greek 'A'
oily Was Mixed Parts of

U.S.D.A. Choice

5 UM. ROUND STEM
SIRS. POMI SEGE
5 US. GROOM MU
5 LES. FREER WARMS
5 IJS. MGM WIENERS
5 US. SAVIAGE
30 lbs.$
(Circle LI or Hunters)

lb

ib.79C

ell for

10 14 lb.
erg. 49c

b.

26
"
Z ECOST-CUTTER COUPON

A

rt

.4o. Ago •
,
4,1•144, 4
,••
11444

Kroger Sandwich or

Cokes, Sprites,
Tabs, Frescas

3

$100

8 Ct.

For
I
No Deposit

KROGER REG. OS INITTERANUI

$

2002.
LOAVES

White Bread

Bing Cherries

Agiow

1

Kroger Biscuits
CROW

Brown 'N Serve Rolls

White Grapes

3

1102.
PKGS.

mass

American Cheese Food

$1

orrehituot

CLOVER VALLEY

CAESAR MEAL
BREAD

Red Plums
TEXAS FARCE NMIO S SIZE

ICE CREAM

ivy one 16 oz. leaf...594
and get another 16 oz. loaf

Honeydews

11111
•1111

lb.
"
b
with this coupon and 110 00 purchase excluding
items prohibited by
lop and in addition to the cost of the coupon
to opokable taxes limo one Expires July 19thmerchondise Subic.°

1111111111111111M
WORM VARTETIO

6 ex. 754
99'
24:

979

111
/
2oz. L94

G&W Pizza

PKG. V

ASSORTED KROGER FROZEN

2L1.$1

Easy Dinners

Frozen
AVONDALE
FRENCH FRIE

Cantaloupes
CALIPOINOA MEOW,BM OR

mor
Noe
eme

me

NOMESTTU Of INTTERIMUI

KROGER
111014.1011SEEDUSS

KlivrocadER
SUGAR

28 Oz.

HOT DOG
BUNS

19

PIG.

Ai*
*
- Kroger U.S.D.A. Grade A

LARGE
EGGS

65c

s499c

doz.
HAMM BASKET GRADE AA

Gerflf
2201.
ItTl

Ivory Liquid
ASSORTED FLAVOM

46 OZ.
CAN

Hi-C Drinks
KROGER SMALL
OID, RIM

Early Peas

Watermelons

11115111 MISEI

MOM OR MOW

Summer Squash
Bell Peppers

3
5 Ks $1

Blackeye Peas
111001k

Pork and Beans ,
EDOGRI EMU MK VAC PAC

Golden Corn

3

79(

EATMORE SOFT

49(

FROM

1702.
CANS

4
4
3 'IL%
15 02.
CM6

Bowl Margarine

_

sit MOM MIMI MU OR

I

Green Beans

1

NES. MAIM APPU OR

$

Dutch Apple
Pie
_

$

1

iww

$1

NEB

-

11.
NeM

MOU1OX
$1 43

mom

with this r wow Levet one

ico3er

‘.

lECOST

(unit coupoN]lille

Rio
m. DRINK AID MIX =
an
IS oz.
im

69c

MIMI
'Mr

.D1104 JUN 19th

on
mg

Expires luly 19th

missimmiemel

STORE HOURS:

with this coupon Limit one
hires July 19th

OPEN 14 HRS. EVERYDAY
-

....44•1•44.4

•

4444 wee

69'

roma AISFAMAT

BRECK
HAIR SPRAY

AIM
TOOTHPASTE

11 oz. Can
hobo
4.6
el.66
c
24/2 Q.

CANDLE LITE
CITRONELLA

PLASTIC
PITCHER

2foi 9"
$

aoa

Sunbeam 3;4 HP

TRIM CHAMP

"$29Reg

They

95 Lost,

INIII

5H1111111111111111145 Fail= 11111imiiia

▪ TROPICANA
- ORANGE JUICE
• with Mrs coupon linut one

.4.-- •
.1r1111)44,---.441111401.40eMIL.4444

120a

-

"Xi$239

DOZ

69c $107

44=4149
PRO.

Pampers Diapers

PURINA DOG CHOW =
mi
▪
.1
)toward the purchase of en S oz. be:
.
ino
25 111.
599
▪ hog
BLACK PEPPER
with this coupon limit one
Expires July 19th

TYLENOL
TABLETS

3 '6,11 $1

Larsen Veg-All

for

toward the purchase
gol on

Extra Strength

DAYTIME EXiRA MORS=

WORTH 20' OFF =

me

.
5 soz $1
3 ILL $1

MIXED VEGITADUE

1402.
CANS

11:11ECOST CUTTER(OUPOP]iiiiep:1[COST U1111 couPotglille

r WORTH 101 OFF :::

ANNUM SAMS NI

Kroger Waffles..

$

Large Eggs

1 LB, 55,

low

S49 95

CLOSED
11 MIDNIGHT -; SU1iDAY
-r-,9•=4.--1
"
1 "
1 14
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David O'Daniel Named

Museum Of Historical Society
Captures Mood Of Early Days

For National ATQ Award

David O'Dsunel, a Murray
Established in 1935, the
State University Political award honors the late Dean
Science major from Wickliffe, Thomas Arkle Clark, national
Ky., has been selected as the president of ATO in 1918-23
The museum of the KenNational Co-winner of the and 1929-31. He was America's tucky Historical Society not
Thomas Arkle Clark Award, first dean of men, having only contains the largest
given annually by the Alpha served in this capacity at the single collection of artifacts
'Tau Omega Fraternity (ATO) University of Illinois from 1902 and documents which reflect
to recognize exceptional until his death in 1932.
the state's history, it also
scholastic excellence,
An outstanding leader, captures the mood of early
fraternity and campus- O'Daniel has been honored pioneer days and other
community leadership and with scholarships from ATO colorful eras in Kentucky's
service, and manly character. National Foundation, Hurley
He was honored for the Scholarship, Alumni Past.
The Old Capitol, which was
award by his chapter at Scholarship, National Elks restored two years ago, was
Murray State one of the Club, Bookstore Scholarship, designed by Gideon Shryock in
Province's four in the states of and the Patrick Wilson 1872 and completed two years
Tennessee, Kentucky, Illinois Scholarship Finalist. He was later. At that time, it was
and Missouri.
,
the Interfraternity Council considered one of the most
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Highest GPA of Pledges remarkable buildings in the
Robert F. O'Daniel of Winner as well as being on the country and it is still regarded
Wickliffe.
• Dean's
List
of
High
National award-winners are Scholarshiis
for
seven
1:11e ../'eternity's semesters.
outstanding seniors from the
Awarded the Outstanding
34
Province
winners, Senior Man at Murray State
representing 148 ATO chap- University and Outstanding
ters throughout the United Economics Senior, he was the
States. Earning national winner of the Undergraduate
honors this year were: Economics Research Paper
National Co-winners — Award. He has been listed in
O'Daniel, and Thomas R. Who's Who in American
Accidents at Camp
Jones, a Southern Illinois Universities and Colleges.
University student from
A National Merit Scholar, he
It was Activity Hour at a
Geneseo, Ill. Runner-up - was recognized with mem- summer camp, and a group of
Gerald S. Papazian, a bership in Omicron Delta boys were having a water fight on
University of Southern Kappa., Alpha Chi, Murray the grass, One youngster, making
California student from State University Ideal Fresh- a quick turn, skidded and hit the
ground with tis, thud. Upshot: a
Sherman Oaks, Calif., and man Man, and Pi Sigma damage suit against the camp.
Honorable Mentions - James Alpha. He was recipient of the
L. Haywood, a Birmingham- ATO Richard A. Port's
Southern College student front Congressional- -Internship
Jacksonville, Ala., James R. Winner, the national contest
Wefso, a Nebraska Uriiirer—sIty for the dutstanding junior year
student from Rushville, Neb., ATO member.
and Danny R. Howard, a Active on campus, he was
University of Oklahoma involved as president of the
student from Antlers, Okla. Student Activities Board, V.P.
of the Student Senate and
MISS YOUR PAPER)
Student Government
hiesalbers vie burn art
Asaciation, Homecoming —7
received their beee-dellyered
chairman for two years, and
"Grass is slippery when wet,"
copy of The 1111111111, Ledger a
student member of Murray noted the boy attorney in -a
Nees by 5:30 p... MeatisyState Board of Regents. court hearing. "The counselor in
Frit* a by 330 p... es
President of the Sophomore charge had no business allowing
Satordsys ere wiped te cal
Class, he served on the such a dangerous game."
753-1116 betimes 5:36 p. a.
University Council and Dr. But the court decided the game
ad 6 p. a., Idesery-Fridwy,
Cuiris' Inauguration Com- was not unusually dangerous, at
or 3:30 p. a. rd 4-,. a.
least in terms of the camping life.
mittee.
Holding the camp not liable, the
Sstordeys, 5. Isere delivery
Within
the fraternity, he judge said he did not want to "so if the anniveper. fee west
was president and served on sterilize camping activities as to
be paced by 6 p. a. weskthe Special Hazing Committee render it sedentary."
it". er 4 p. a. Waders is
This is the law's usual attitude
as well as chairthan of the
peones delivery.
—that recreation at camp is exScholarship Committee.
include some degree of
pected tosimilar view
risk. Courts ek.t
with fegard to the 'condition of
camp grounds. Thus:
At another camp a rustic trail
led from the bunks to the social
hall. Walking there one night, a
boy strayed off the trail and
collided with -a tree. Could the
camp be held liable for having
failed to string lights along the
pathway?
A court said no, because darkness was appropriate to camping
atmosphere. The judge commented:
"Floodlighting the woods would
be unfair to (campers 1 who peek
the adventure of living closer to
nature, participating in astronomical study at night or bird study
before dawn."
Still, hazards must be kept
within reasonable limits.
A girl camper, swinging on a
ladder bar, lost her grip and fell
onto some rocks. In these circumstances a court ordered the camp
to pay damages for injuries suffered.
-The court said tolerating the
.presence of rocks, right where
campers were likely to fall, showed
a disregard for sensible standards
of safety. The rocks, said the
court, added nothing to the sport
except danger.

FRIENDLY FOLKS
TO SERVE YOU

EXTRA 10%SALE
on=WIZproducts

and other
automotive purchases
Shop our EXTRA10% SALE and
save up to $2.00 off our
regular low prices
67MIVIZZ
will mail you a
10% refund on up
to $20.00 of your
total Automotive
purchases when you 31
264
buy SLIMIVII
Pre-Softened Car Wax
or any other S7MONIZ product

A public service feature of the
American Bar Association and
the Kentucky Bar Association.
,

177

Get the details at the A
Special SI20112 display when you shop at

Lilith, in Jewish folklore, is a
female demon of the night, who
was believed to be eager to injure or destroy mothers and
their infants.

•

GOOD AT ALL OTASCO STORES-

as one of the finest examples
of Greek Revival architecture.
"The one feature which is
most impressive and still
fascinating to visitors is the
famous self-supporting
Carol
stairway," said
McGurk,chief guide."With no
visible support, the marble
stairway is maintained by one
keystone, the upper landing."
Carol said the stairway is
one of only a few in the world.
"Some people come to see
the Old Capitol to make before
and after comparisons," said
Carol. Since the restoration
was completed in 1975 there
have been about 119,300
visitors, she added.
The figures compiled from
the guest register average
around 1,500 visitors each
week.
"The most visitors we have
ever had in one day was on
LIMIT 2

LIMIT ONE

Plus

RAPID
SHAVE

INFANT
FORMULA

NEW
IRISILSPRING

FEED

mtioe_c
.1i_
rA,44/14J

TAMPAX -

REG. OR
WITH IRON
LIMIT 6'

BOX Of 10

laimirodak film

C125- 20

READY To

TAMPONS

KODACO LO R
FILM

OZ

REG. OR SUPER

54 974
UtANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED

BEGLEY'S
DRUG STORES

SALE ENDS JULY 18
PRICES GOOD WHILE OUANTITIES LAST

10 LBS. KINGSFORD
k!) CHARCOAL

Wait a minute.
Save a moment.

CD

8.88

FOLDING GRILL

0 32 QT. HARDSIDE n nn
COOLER
0.0

a

®
With MinuteMaker,
Polaroid's versatile, low-priced
60-second color camera

PACK OF 100

Super 20- Carry About

• Electronically controlled Shutter
• Automatic exposure control
stance)
• Viewfinder(you se!

Poisroid Type SS
Polocesor 2Flern

52 IN

Polaroid Type 10e
Polacolor 2 Film
Super color 3A.pictures in 60 seconds
Single Pack

Rich. vibrant 3le" ain"
economical color pc
lures in 60 seconds
&notPad'

4.99

3.99

17.77

FAN

18.88

484

2 RING

DONALD DUCK

FUN SHOWER

O SAND PAIL &
SHOVEL SET

®

•

440
2.57

111101 r
et
gi
ghille

BEGLEY'S
BABY
SHAMPOO
16 OZ

LEMON

414

0
,,••••

8 OZ

40Z

$100

9 IN

® TENNIS BALLS2.25

CUTEX
POLISH REMOVER
REG, on

3.19
880

3.66
1.17

Q.) INFLATABLE POOL

PANASONIC X-LONG LIFE
•TROPIC SUN
BATTERIES
DARK TANNING OIL
SIZE C
4 PACK

I' GAL.
PICNIC JUG
® PAPER PLATES

The Minut•Maker Land camera.
1
4 3V8
• Takes big 3/
1
4" x Ale" and economical 3/
60-second super color pictures

Spring and Summer Shoes

for ths price of

ENFAM I L

PALMOLIVE

Clearance
Sale

2

May 12 this year when 1,050
People came to the Old Capitol
and Caxitol Annex," Carol
said.
May is usually the best
month since schools plan field
trips around the end of the
school year. "We usually get
from eight to 10 school groups
each day, but Only about half
of them make reservations,"
said Carol. "The busiest days
are usually Tuesdays and
Thursdays when the Governor's Mansion is open to the'
public."
The OldCapitol is open 9 a.
m.-4 p. m. Monday through
Saturday, and 1 to 5 p. m. on
Sunday.
Groups who wish to make
reservations for tours may
HIGH SCHOOL SPEECH INSTITUTE—Studenti enrolled in the speech institute at
contact Carol or Gen. William
Murray
State University receive experience in performance and research and are
Buster, executive director of
by their instructors. Mrs. Ruby )(rider (at right) discusses a student's percritiqued
the 4entucky -Historical
formance
with the class during one of last year's sessions. She wil instruct again this
Society, at (502) 564-3016 or
the workshop held July 2430.
(M.SU photo by tarry Johnson)
year
during
564-7318.

63C
BEGLEY'S
BABY OIL

PROFESSIONAL
TREA TMENT
FOR AlHLETES
FOOT

BORIC
ACID

—AlSales Rnal-Entire Stock NotIncluded—
,

Nancy's
, House
of Shoes
IC W. Washington
Paris, Tann.

Lucy's
Shoe Box
lins.lest. ,
Onion City, Tom

MOVIE & SLIDE

We Work With Your Doctor

SPECIAL

We follow doctors orders to
the letter Your prescriptions

8MM AND SUPERS MOVIES
OR 20 EXPOSURE
1.39
SLIDES
36

SLIDES

2.39

And your health depend on our
reliable and accurate service

Call onus

ALL
CHEWING GUM AND
LIFE SAVERS
MINTS

KODAK
TELEMATIC
CAMERA
OUTFIT

94

-0•":41V
r

•

A

r

Ht MURRAY

5,

LEUlAk 41. liMiS

Wedr.esdur

iuly 1 3 lSJ'

BIG JOHN'S FRESH BAKED
TREATS ARE
MIXED & BAKED RIGHT

tillititi
HURRY
ON DOWN
TO BIG JOHN'S

BEFORE YOUR REV

LEMON
PUFFS

all•qtt

Tor49s

02.

PE

DONUT
HOLES
12for3P

Banquet Frozen

I mee
802111. r

Qt. Bottle
,t
Pius Deposit
Forir

French or Vienna

59

ANIMP•501M'
Big John's Mix'en-N-Fix'ens For Chicken
3 Lb. Chicken,cut up
cup Pompeian Olive Oil
8 Slices Onion,1/8 Inch Thick
4 Medium Tomatoes, Cut Lip
1'h cups Riceland Uncooked Rice
2 Cans College Inn Chicken Broth
2 Tablespoons Mckomick's Paprika
rtablespoons Salt

Wash chicken pieces and patdry.In dutch oven or heavy kettle, brown chicken in oil:remove chicken, pour off oil.
Add onion and tomatoes;cook and stir until onion is tender.Stir in rice, broth and next 4 seasonings. Add-chicken. Cover tightly; simmer 20 minutes.
Gently stir in shrimp,fish, lobster and peas. Cover;simmer 15 minutes longer. Carefully stire in artichoke hearts and pimento; heat through.
Serves gathering of eight.

BIG JOHNS
HEALTH & BEAUTY
AIDS ARE

DISCOUNT
PRICED

_Libby',
Libby)

TOMATO wits
JUICE

Reg'
:4IW$2.06
k
.
0001,00
l
'‘

"5 Teaspoon Pepper
'. Teaspoon McKomick Cayenne Red Pepper
16 oz. Booth Peeled Deveined Shrimp
1 Lb. Booth Haddock Filets, Cubed
8 Oz. Booth Lobster Tail
10 oz. Package Green Giant Forzen Peas
15 oz. Can Artichoke Hearts, drained
14 oz. Or Dromedary Sliced Pimento, Drained

_
APIACIII-

TOMATO

Pyrex

BLEAC,Hias49'

JUICE
‘i!
•

fAsr,;..----..'

Jeno rozen

r • '
• •1:4re

24 oz

139

e
AN41 •
.4
4
.
411
'
k41:

CORN 790
FLAKES

6

.110

13 oz. Pkg.

4;0
'

Lipton Assorted

Hot Shot Fly &

MOSQUITO SPRAY

11 oz. Can

s1.29

23 4 Oz.

MAKEA-BETTER BURGER

39'
CLIP & SAVE

Hot Shot Roach &
Reg.'1.60 Trac II

RAZOR BLADES

sct.O9

Reg.'1.59 Breck

SHAMPOO

7 Oz. .

79'

Reg.69' Bear Brand

KNEE HI & ANKLE HOSE

39'

Reg..1,79 Bear Brand Tummy Control

PANTYHOSE

s1.09

„,,„„ 4.19

ANT SPRAY
Perfect Reg.75'Pkg.

POTATO CHIPS

Twin Pack

59'

KOOL-AID

GLASSWARE
THIS WEEKS SPECIAL
COOLER
6LASS

34 Oz. Can

$1•79

GRAPE JELLY

GOLDEN CORN .16 Oz Can 3 For Sti. *—

32ounce '

39,
poA

16 Oz.Can

3 For'10
• 0

'tibby's

POTTED MEAT

3 oz. Cam f9C

Libby's Deep

BROWN BEANS 14 Oz.Can 4 For $1.00
Hyde Park

PANCAKE MIX

21.b. Box

69
'

Wishbone Deluxe French,Italian, 1000 Island

SALAD DRESSING ...... .

89'

1607.

Lipton Onion Soup with Mushroom And

ONION SOUP MIX

2C* Box

59'

en,

Gravy Train

DOG FOOD
$q29

30z. Can

3 For $1.00

Welch
Puritan

WE RESERVE
THE
RIGHT TO MT

20 oz. Bag

Deviled

Libby's

SWEET PEAS

3for$1•00

POTATOES
SPAM

Handi-Cans

Libby's

Sherwood Spicy Brown

Lynden Farm Frozen Shoestring

2 Lb. Jar 994

251b.

••'

3. Tor appleuble 19 rog. p.n. Unit woi mow ow fewer w
911; NMI Wry kit I. 1977.

414t4t.tem0001110CD00131414,11.4b,

69

OIL

32 Oz.110. 1*

Van Camp

11102112Mgoill

PORK-N-BEANS 15 oz.can 3

For $1000

Van Camp

—31

Bath Size

BEANEE WEENEE
Lemon-Lime Or Orange

GATORADE

8 oz. can

3 Fo.$1.00 di

si
300
`.• for •

Ot Be 494

maw*to no. wno. Li* we nom pot twilr0
'••• 919 AIM On kly 19, 1497.

$1.49

il,41,1i,11,110031111130C11314141.11,0

Purex

DETERGENT

DIAL SOAP

72 Oz.Box

Hyde Park

EGG NOODLES
Chip-A-Roos
COOKJES

u.oz.Pki.2 For 89
!

-

894

14% Oz.

Dove 22 oz.

DISH LIQUID

79'
ur wire* a me.p4.s. Wit ow gown.per
PSasor.hit 19, irrr. •
44b44.11,4tOOMMIND001316;1141 I

JOE COUNTY FAIRS ME
;OMB* AND BIG JOHN IS
FAIR
FOOD
A
HAVING
This Ad Coed Joh13Aro July19
RAM OF HIS OWN

914 John's
Economy Pak

PAK RWERS

PORK
St

WHY PAY MORE

Equals A Chicken
And A Nall

3

3lbs.
or more

THERE'S ALWAYS LOTS OF

IN BIG JOHN'S

FREE
CASS

CASH
POT $2800.00
NOW WORTH

Reelfoot
12oz.Pkg.
SLICED
BACON

Hakes
9WAIER
MELONS
IN Cad

99'

Maurifori-BeiuTT
ROAST Lb.

Fancy Large Fruit

As

4

41

or
:
D

Cartfornia
LEMONS
I2for69s
Size 235

CaliVornia Sweet

For The Grill
,Savory Whole Boneless

HAM

Half $1.49 lb.

Lb $1.39

SPLIT BROILERS

CHICKEN BREAST

Frosty Mom Reg. Or Beef

Economy Pak Lb

99C

FRANKS

Kuntry Fresh

Fresh Lean

PORK CUTLETS

19
Lb $1.

CHICKEN DRUMSTICKS

Economy Pack lb 89(

Lb

79`

CHICKEN THIGHS

Economy Pack Lb

Frosty Morn

HAM HOCKSN

th:494

'

CHUNK BOLOGNA

Lb.

794-

Eckrich Slender
SucE

MEATS '

PEACHES
3 in

CANTELOUPES

lb

39'

Bag

69"

falai

59' •
lb

79'

&jusbiton State

(MtkRIES
Tender Sweet

YELLOW CORN
..... 2 Pkg.'
For 994

3 fart for 69

Red or Pink 4" Pot Plant

II
.:11112110W4t..

59'

California Sweet

GERANIUMS

7DM A WEEK!!

Lb

Nediurn Yellow

ONIONS
Vac Pak 1 Lb. 994

79
' Smoked
Reelfoot

OPEtt7 AM toll PM

NECTARINES
California
12 Oz.Pkg. 694

SLICED BOLOGNA

Kuntry Fresh

Market Made Country Style

PORK SAUSAGE.

Kuntry Fresh

1.1(h.39e

P

'S
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Smith Pleased About Crime
Prevention Programs In State

Your Individual
Horoscope

Barn Rock Stonehenge
Of Eastern Kentucky

FrauesDrake

FOR THURSDAY, JULY 14, 1,77
What kind- of day will
pleasing, you may feel likely to
tomorrow be? To find out what
explode. But DON'T vent your
say,
read
the
forecast
stars
the
Ul humor an associates.
given for your birth Sign.
SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov. n) MeV
By Helen Price Stacy
country school. "It was the rock to thresh wheat and bers considered themselves '
. 21 to Apr. 20) TA
(1 jasi
11lES
A day calling for the utmost
always coriihrtable and open oats. "You talk about an ideal caretakers of the rock and Don't be too sure that your
discretion. Tattles issue with
It's been used as a
blacksmith shop, millhouse, on two sides and didn't seem place to thrash grain," Skaggs several years ago when interests are not progressing. _ associMes— even if you KNOW
again.
you are right — could have a
said, "was on that large bare roadbuilders wanted to make Look over the picturedelaying
church, school, hog pea, bear like a school."
a proper
bitter ending.
Dana Lyons writing in The rock. It also was the passway a road in the area they were There issome
peri,\\road and just about
areas. Don't give
action in
SAGITTARIUS
Paintsville Herald a few years for all our neighbors when warned not to harm the rock. up.
anything such a formation
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 141
0
ago said Barn Rock might be they passed our house. Little damage was done as the
could be used for, including a
Certain situations may
may
1Sto
2
U
rarest
natural Everyone rode their horses roadway was built through the
disturb during the a.in. —
barn. It's Barn Rock, an "the
21) tioie;?
especially since you can't seem
phenomenon existing in under it."
unusual natural bridge in the
opening that since those years Planetary influences are
to put your finger on the cause.
In appearance, Barn Rock-- has been used as a place to. fairly generous, but you may
Johnson County community of Johnson County today."
Try to get a little privacy and
Alonzo Skaggs in the 1960s looks like an elongated hang tobacco to cure.
the same name.
run Into some complex
THINK! The answer will cane
like
and
Barn Rock is well known said his father acquired Barn Stonehenge
Hill described the rock as situations which will require
— seemingly "out of the blue."
Rock from the Stenson family Stonehenge, figured in wor- "beautiful and unusual and exceedingly good judgment to
locally, but not, too rilany
CAPRICORN
alert!
solve.
Be
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 10
travelers are aware of this well over 100 years ago when ship services. "Church has similar to Natural Bridge in
Some new events in the
rock that is 63 feet long and 37 "my father swapped his place been. held off and on at the Powell County in looks." He
making, perhaps a new contact
feet wide - wide enough for a at Red Bush for this one," rock ,from about 1900 till the said local people were
Give.rein to your liveliest hopes
con
jfutZio2n
1) Indicated
elth
SoYmn
road on top and high enough adding, "people used to swap 1960s."
familiar with Barn Rock and EMINSla
now. Do not antagonise those
the
early
during
hours,
but
it
An unusual feature of the its uses through the years. clears up.
...:41;uudItirough the opening farms like they swapped
who are really well disposed
WITHOUT your inknives."
rock is a hole which leads to an -Skaggs used to have a tervention, so don't get inbeneath.
toward you.
As a flailing floor for grain, underground cavern. "It's millhouse on one side of the volved. Evening
Lloyd Hill of Flatgap
AQUARIUS'
favors
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
(Johnson County) remembers Barn Rock was unequalled. called the Bear Hole," Skaggs rock and beneath one part he romance, social activities.
Avoid a present tendency
that the rock served well as a Years ago the Skaggses used. said. "It's so big it would hold operated a blacksmith shop." CANCER
toward lethargy. Gear efforts to
30 or more hogs. Whenever I
Sixty-six years ago when a June to
achieve objectives more
go in there to feed the hogs in school was wanted in the
needed
ere oj
eul
led23) irlEl°42th
quickly.
Improvise• octhe winter, it would be so neighborhood it was decided budgetary and domestic
casionally: This day can be a
matters.
Also,
avoid
would
be
stanwarm steam
helpful challenge.
to hold classes beneath the
and changeability
PLSCES
ding just inside."
rock. "Pupils had the outside restlessness
C—
both
tendencies
now.
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
The giant formation also world as part of their
A
good
day
for
launching
shelters trees, one an ash that classroom," Hill said. In 1911 LEO
plans for the future, giving
is considered somewhat rare Barn Rock School was built. (July 24 to Aug. 23)
careful consideration to new
someone
deserves
your
If
in the county and another an
Barn Rock has served well time and talents, give where it
ventures. Do not let the
old fashioned chestnut.
pessimism of others disturb
as a natural formation, will help, hit refrain where too
you.
According to Lyons, "The sheltering untold scores of much is expected. And don't
view of the rock from the woodland animals and birds. promise more than you can
YOU BORN TODAY are
Skaggs' yard is like one from a When mountain ingenuity took deliver.
endowed with a warm per-,
sonality, great dignity,
storybook." The yard slopes hold more than a century ago, VIRGO
graciousness, a sense of humor
gently 41 a dip that goes the big rock found new life. ( Aug. 24 to
. Sept 23) NP%
and immense practicality. You
Day calls for the utmost
beneath the formation and on Who knows what the future
are more outgoing than many
"top a well-tended layer of lush will bring. In years ahead; discretion. Be sure you do not
other Cancerians and could
family
or
friends
by
offend
grass extends over-the edges, Barn -Rock might still have a
make a great success on the
thoughtless words. Work out
tapering out to bare .rock. , few chapters to add to its disagreements, if any, with
stage — especially in musical..
comedy. You could also succeed
The Skaggs family mem- ancieht past.
logic — and graciousness.
in literature or in the legal field.
Magicolor
LIBRA
Also, unlike most others born
/Seri/. 34,10 Oct.
under your Sign, you tend to be
If you hear certain news or
high-strung
and
temreceive some mail that's not too . peramental.

(,rApAUr.R

Justice Secretary Jack
Smith said he is "very pleased
about the new
Crime
prevention programs" slated
to be put into effect around the
state soon.
Smith said, "To have )a
public involved with law,
enforcement officials before
crime is committed is the
realistic way to stop crime —
both
economically
and
practically." The programs
Smith was referring to are
part of the Crime Prevention
thrusts in industry and rural
areas.
"There are two very unique
parts to Kentucky's approach," according to Lt.
Norman Bryant of the Office
of Crime Prevention.
the
past we have left engravers
(for
'Operation
Identification') with local offices
and left the responsibility with
the citizen to contact them."
Under the new system, each
Kentucky state trooper will
have several engravers with

Samuel V.
Duvall D.M.D.

.124;sk

Announces
the opening of his
office
for the practice of
General Dentistry
on Monday, July 11

915 Coldwater Rd.
753-9479

AO.

Latex
Exterior
House
Paint

Married Students Must Be
Allowed In School Activities

MAGICOLOR
LATEX EXTERIOR

HOUSE PAINT
Warranted one-coat coverage.
Resists excessive blistering
and peeling. White only

MAGICOLOR
SATIN PLUS

FLAT LATEX
97 GAL.

7R

EG. 9.97
One coat covers. Warranted
washable, fade and stain resistant. Dries in 20 m-inutes.

MAGICOLOR

BARN
& FENCE
97 GAL.

6

Fence
..
•

Barn &

Reg. 7.97

Weather-resistant. No,, lead
pigments--safe for use around animals.

Any board of education district and also the governing
policy denying a married of the conduct of the pupils
student the right to participate attending those schools."
in extracurricular activities
He cited several cases in
associated with the school Ohio, Texas and Utah that
interferes with the married upheld participation by
student's civil libertils, ac- married students.
cording to an opinion from the
Chenoweth added, "local
Attorney General's office.
school boards may not
The opinion was in response establish
policies
or
Nita
letter from
to
regulations which serve to
Weissinger, Franklin, asking discriminate against married
whether ."school officials" students. The state right to
have the right to. deny her attend school should include
daughter participation in high the right to participate in
school extracurricular ac- extracurricular activities."
tivities upon her marriage.
She also asked the Attorney
General's .office to consider
whether a child is being
denied his or her civil rights in
such a matter. '
According to Weissinger,
her daughter had served one
so to.'
year of a two-year term as
cr''
••
band field commander at her
••"1
0.
'
11
°I-twil
:
l.
high school. When, school
officials learned that the
daughter planned to marry
before'the- start of the second
year, they said she could no
ore
Adverl.tsers
longer be field vommander,
requested to check the
Weissinger said.
first ihsertion of ads for
In answer to Weissinger's
correction
This
question, Assistant Attorney
newspaper will be
General Robert F. Chenoweth
responsible for only
one incorrect insertion
said, "...we are quite certain
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
that only a local board of
REPORTED IMMEDIATE
education has the power and
LY SO PLEASE CHECK
authority to adopt rules,
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
regulations and policies afAND NOTIFY US PROM
PUY IN CASE OF AN
fecting the management and
ERROR
control of the schools in the

et,

Noon: Nom & Wed. 1-5 11 5-9 p.m.
1-Spa.
Sat. - 5-12

731.11-_ri

THE FRIENDLY FOLKS AT OTASCO
BRING YOU...

IM

-----,............._...„

1

CAR CARE
AVERS
Your
Choice

Check
Your
Ad

.111111WIL

him at all times. The troopers
will visit h9mes during their
regular patrol to offer and
encourage rural dwellers to
engrave their valuables. -"In
this way," Bryant said, "the
state trooper is put in personal
contact with his constituents,
and we hope it will help
decrease the spiralling crizni
rates in rural areas."
The program in industries
rose out of the crime
prevention project for state
employes in May. Each state
government employe was
given access to an engraver.
Lt. Bryant said the response
was so high that the office
decided to reach people where
they are five days a week,
rather than after working
hours or on weekends.
So far, the program is in
effect in the Frankfort area,
and is meeting with success.
The supervisor at one firm
here offered $100 to the first
section to obtain 100 per cent
participation in the program.

HICAPACITY

OF FAMOUS
BRAND OIL

Oil
Filter
REG. $1.77

QTS. FOR
Choose between Havoline,
Pennzoil or Quaker State.
20 Or 30 weights, 19-1702 3.
19 174,174-2 19 172 2 3

LIMIT 10 CITS.
Gunk Motor Flush I].

S1.19 OT.

117
Screw-on type for most
Ford, Chevrolet and Oil Change Kit
7C1V-1' .
Chrysler cars. 3 1 is !is

Coolant Saver Kit
Splash Guards

Save
9.65

99E.

3

Protects your
car's finish. Fits
front or, rear.
'378 6

REG. $3.98
•
..
Simple to install. Prevents loss of anti-freezer
coolant due to overflow. 1

199

Snack Tray
HYDRAULIC

REG $1.39

Jack

•

09C

88

Save

Holds drinks, snacks,
etc. -135?

2.11
REG. $11.99
P/2-ton capocity; for cars, trucks,
heavy machinery.

21-pc.
Socket Set

Here's the Diamond Sole you've
been waiting for! Choose from gver
300 Blazing Gents' or Ladies' Clusters
ond Sove 30%. Buy now with easy. terms
,
orj_ayaway for Christmas.

STANDARD or METRIC
/s"-V.Combination ,
drive; 15 sockets, reducer, 2 extensions,
etc.
0 3806 •

MICHELSON'S

77

'

AVIP cifyielt4

gsowpioNteess
•

mid Stores Throughout the South and
Bel-Air Center
9-6 Mon.-Thurs.
USIAV
CDiT
ffi
•
' 9-9 Fri.& Sat.
753-8391

Prices Good Thru.Soturday at Over
Multi-purpose high pres•
sure washer attaches to
hose; cleons cars, windows,etc Pint of "Magic
Suds'' IncludiPd. 3' Se 3

OTASCO

Southwest

AI

•
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yers
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and
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help
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ime
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was
ver.
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4?? Vii

Dnse

ifice
here
eek,
king

ii

GILLETTE

s in
irea,
ess.
firm
first
cent
'am.

QUDOjJ
0110[ER) AflhI

ri
Qtips

Head ik Shoulders

a

Shampoo

T oz. Tube
or
11 oz. Lotion

ENTER & WIN FABULOUS PRIZES
Official Entry Blanks Available

Cotton Swabs
400's

$1 99

$188

Tame
•

Creme Rinse
8 oz.
Regular
w-body

- Awoke*.

• Adorn
Hair Spray
13 oz.
Regular
X-Hold

•40,

Maalox®
Plus
At

turad Bandages

—
culTm`

last
-a great tasting
Anti-Gas/Antacid

All-Wide 30's

99c

HLE
piaStIC bandageS
---

MaalOX
PIUS
alkirr

ot

a*Ims2169*

$148
•
NOM'MUCOSA

•

.000stwio %SKITS

Sure

FREE COUPON OFFER — 9.00 VALUE

Antiperspirant
5 oz.

Sure

Roll-On Deodorant

Regular
Unscented

,

1.5 oz.
Regular
Unscented
ONLY

Suspension

Tablets

12 oz.

100's

948

96g

$132

Medi-Quick

Feen-A-Mint

First Aid Spray

Laxative

5 oz.

ONLY

'

ffennne

5 Tablets

18c

00411111.4E SEDATIVE

Nervine

06,1000 *CC 05140 •••••
0 WWI 01(10/0,010 050151•40.0

Daytime Sedative
Nighftime
Sleep-Aid

16 Tablets

44C

54c 99c

MOW
- !TOMTIT

30 Tablets
$156

Petroleum Jelly

1

78c -

OUR
LOW
PRICE

Hartz

.5 oi.
_ONLY

2 in 1
Collars
4 Sizes

96C

rit

10
10•11•5•10.
4{,10
.
1,•• 500.
5 5•11WC0

58c

•

let

18 oz.

Pt US

ummiaralle.

60Ps

Vitamins with Iron

Fob

1.54Y

$1,18

OneDay
A

ONE A DAY

;10

$1188

Scope Mouthwash

20's

7.5 oz.

12 Tablets

Murine

48 Tablets

• Alka Seltzer
Alka- •
Gold
Seltzer

Vaseline
annoti

OUR
PRICES

10 Tablets

100's

96 1
$288

KNOW YOUR

WO.

•

PHARMACIST

1.

OWMPARE
U-40 $1.77
NPH Or Lente
OUR
U-80 $3.19
Lilly Insulin U-100 $3.91
LOW! LOW!
PRICES
o)ts_opmalo)=:(o)0 rzi ojdtic OThLc.ifcirfarle<O)04

r

•

t

Your Pharmacist at SAVrite is a
Specialist, Experienced and
Carefully_ Trained to Fill Your

Proscriptions Effectivoly-bairtalW —
vise You About Your Health Needs:

010 PL2Lal.)1L2Li[C)), tWc

•N
.7 .
••
II •

le • II
•N 11, ••

•

To I S t•
0

•• •
•

:

PAY MORE?

IT 911111

woo

9.

'

:
•

r-NITP4r#-N\

4
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n
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1 Legal Notice
Notice To Creditors.
Donnie Clyde Gorgan,
Dee'd, Robert Gregory
Grogan and Jerry P.
Grogan,. CoAdMinistrators, 1627
Loch Lomond, Murray,
Ky. ,

2 Notice

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

lkwe I.. Erwin, Dec'd,
• Lurhne B Johnson, 835
Hurl St . Murray, Ky,
Executor
Nell Tubbs, Dec'd. I.. G.
Tubbs, Jr . Route 1.
Brookport,- Illinois.
Administrator-

s

Ann Stallons, Dec'd,
Marsha S Horton, E-3
Murray
• Manor. Murray,
Ky., Executrix

If You
Need Them:

Altie Mae Harris. Dec'd,
Marvin Harris. 1640 W.
.Murray, Ky.,
Executor

Fire
Police
Rescue
Ambulance
Hospital
Emergency
Humane Society

Maggie Newberry, Dec'd,
. Huners. Newberry,
Route' 1, Almo, Ky.,
Executor

7531441
753-1621
753-6951
753-9331

Comprehensive

I.. Roy Gordon, Dec'd,
Virginia Morgan &
Roger S. Gordon, 1307
Airkwocsd Dr.. Murray,
Ky.. (.'o-Administrators

!Filson Control
Senior Citizens
Needline
•
Learn To Read

753-6622
753-7588
153-0929
753-NEED
153-2288

oci& Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger 8,
Times

l

Henry E. Elliott, Dec'd,
Mary W. Lassiter, 1313
Wells Blvd., Murray,
Ky., Administratrix
All Iper-SonS having
claims against Said.
estates are notified to
present them to the
Administpator
or
-Executors verified
according to- law, same to be presented to said •
Administrator or
Executors in due course
of law.
This 7 day of July, 1977.
Marvin Harris, - Clerk,
By Judith Ainley; D.C.

JESUS says in Mark
13:13. And ye shall be
hated of all men for my
name's sake: but he that
shall endure unto the
end, the same shall be
saved." And in Luke
9:62 "No man, having
put his hand to the
plough, and looking
back, is fit for the
'kingdom' Of God." For
further
information
consult your Bible. For
assistant call 753-0984.

753-5131
753-3994

Sam I. Wilson, Dec'd,
Rubih James, Route 7,
Murray, Ky., Executor

All display ads,
classified displays
arui regular disolay,
must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day
before publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the day
before
publication.

COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 82.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.
YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE;
753-6333.

A phonecalltous can
SAY,
you several
DOLLARS
on your

TV Towers
and

Antennas
IV Service Center
Central Caner

753 SW

6 Help Wanted

2 Notice

OVERWEIGHT? Lose up
to 30 lbs. in 30 days!!
New milk' shake weight
loss program - no
exercise, no drugs. Or
become a distributor
and earn extra money.
Send replies to Shady
Oaks Trailer Court No.
19, Murray. Will contact
you personally.

ADVERTISING DEADLINES

News Society or
753-19 1 t:
Sports
Retail Display or:
vertising 753 191 9
Classified Display
Classified, Circulat
on and the Busines,
Office
may
13,
reached -on 75j
1916 and 753.19!!

Tina Elizabeth Shelton,
Dec'd. Peggy Shelton,
Route 2. Murray. Ky.,
Administratox

3031:,

-3Taa Mdlik
2 Notice
2 Notice

DIVORCE EVIDENCE,
missing persons, child
custody, etc. Gibson
Detective
County
Agency. Write to: Box
644, Milan, TN 38358.
Nights after 7 p.m. 7539514.
FOR
WATKINS
Products.
Contact
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone. 753-3128.
4 In Memory
IN LOVING memory of
my dear Dad (Jake
Borders) who was called
from this earth 50 years
ago-on July 13, 1927.
Oh, Its been such a long
time ago since you were
called away.
I was so very young almost nine to be exact.
I recall how happy we all
were-you, Mama and
us children.
Mama is growing older
now and cannot walk:
Her hair is silver but her
smile is still the same.
She had many hardships
trying to rear us
children.
But,,we never forgot you
dear Dad for you are
alive in our memory
Way.
For the seed of friendship
you sowed among-your
friends,
During the short life you
• lived while on this earth,
T32. years)
Still lives on today, for
when we meet your
friends ,On the street,
they say, "I knew your
Dad."
Thelma Jake Nanney

BELTONE FACTORY
fresh batter.v, Wallis
Drug Store, NI..11 ay, Ky.
Call 753-1272

For
Sale!
55 Gallon
Drums

Thornton
Tile &
Marble
Ph. 753-5719
5 Lost

And

Found

LOST - COWS 'strayed
from Murray Livestock
Company going south of
stockyard down railroad
tracks. Contact Billy
Morgan, 753-9815 or 7531466.

LOST
2Dogs
A white and tan
short-haired mixed
breed dog, also a
small long haired
solid white dog. Both
lost in the New
Providence Church
tbrist road area.
If seen please call
753-7618 after 5:30
•.m.
6 Help Wanted
FULL TIME and part
time sales persons. Must
be able to run a cash
register. No phone calls,
apply in person to
Vernon's WeMern Store,
Olympic Plaza
-WANTED
AN
experienced plumber in all
phases of residential
plumbing. Halteman
and Puckett Plumbing,
__Mayfield, Ky._ Phone
247-5636.
PADUCAH

THERE'S Nti.1) ExCi.15E
THE MOONS OF SATURN
FOR ,i1155Itsi.; A SALL
EqES!
GOT IN
LIKE THAt! T,HERE"5
350LOTELY NO EXCUSE.,

I TAKE IT
THAT WA5N T
BAP EXCUSE }

I. I ••••-‘,0-1.Nancy

1

1

vvA NT YOU
- SHE NEVER
TO MAIL THIS
TR uSTs ME
iM PORTANT
WITH MAIL
"LETTER,NOW DON'T
1
poRcIET IT
OR LOSE IT
•

'

OH, MISTER-WILL
k_____
YOU PLEASE SNAP
MY PICTURE ?

t

F1.77

SUN

Democrat is looking for

carrier in this area.
Reliable person, good
profits
and
transportation atiowance. If
interested please contact Circulation
Department, 443-1771.
WANTED
REMODELING carpenter. Must be experienced, all phases of
work. Apply in person.
Roy Harmons Carpenter
Shop, South 4th Street
next to Murray Drive In
Theatr
MECHANIC. Apply at
Murray Muffler and
Automotive Center, 7th
and Maple

MALINGERER
7

Y

WHAT PCES
REuGiON

HAVE 10 00
WITH JT?

DENTAL ASSISTANT over 21. Experience not
necessary. Send complete resume to Box 32C,
Murray.

Part Time
Male Help
-'--Mornings
Si
-N1ghts

The Rliontom

I AT THE 6A7E5O TAAL ..
THE EASTERN OlgIRK.„

ON IT THE RHANTGAV5
MARK .
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NO MAN,!WEEP!
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$200 WEEKLY POSSIBLE stuffing envelopes. Send a selfstamped
addressed
envelope to Fischer
Enterprises, Box 127,
Eureka, South Dakota
57437.

Cook..

FOR SALE used air
conditioners. We also
buy used air con
ditioners. Dill Electric,
753-0104 or 753-1551.
MOVING SALE, living
room, dining room,
bedroom furniture,
_appliances, table saw,
work bench. Good
quality,
reasonable
prices. Call 753-6163.

20" BICYCLES, boys and
girls. Call 453-74112.
TWO USED 24'Pontoons
for pontoon boat. One
needs repair. Call 4362289 after 6 p.m.
5 H.P. SEA KING outboard
motor.
Guaranteed, $125. Call
436-2753

24 Miscellaneous
1972 FORD TON truck. 12
ft. bed. Duals. Power.
Cattle reek, $2750. One
single and one double
water tank. Two pieces
of glass, 72 x 36,
Polaroid, one of the
first. Call 474-2297.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for an-'
tique beds or campers.'
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
Also see their elegant
gallery of furniture,
Bamboo, Wicker and
Brass. WISES WEST
KY. MATTRESS AND
FURNITURE
113;
South 3rd, Paducah.i
Phone 1-443-7323.

DIVING EQUIPMENT.
SHINGLES$13.50 sq. Roll
Health Ways, back pack
roofing $6.50 ea., 15 lb.
tank and regulator.
Opportunity
10 Business
felt $5.00. Plywood 34"
Pressure monitor plus
at $9.00. 2 x 4's at 65
more. $150. 55 lb. 58"
MONEY TO LEND.6 per
cents ea. Paneling 4 x_8
Ben Pearson break
cent simple interest on
sheets over 80 selections
down bow and aclarge farm-business
cessories. $50. 18 h.p.
starting at $2.95 ea.
loans, signature loans.
Johnson motor and
Wood Spindles at 5 cents
Call 502-885-1795 betinch.
per
Paint.
tank. Call 436-2538.
27. Mobile Home Sales
ween 5 'and 9 p.m.
Styofoam insulation /
1
2"and 1" 4 x 8 sheets.
14 Want To Buy
1974 12 x NI 2 bedroom
FARFISA mini-compact
Doors starting at $5.00
-trailer, central air,
-gu.s trassrnan 50-tinp.
ea. Bathroom vanities
WOULD LIKE to buy
underpinning,tie downs,
Call
$350.
for
Both
and
wall
board.
Tomato
haired
registered wire
metal storage building,
753-9309.
evenings,
stakes at 6 cents per ft.
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
washer and dryer inNew
shipment
of
safes
753-5669.
cluded. Clean and nice. THOMAS ELECTRIC
from $25.00 and up.Used
$6500. Call 753-3903.
organ, double key
WANT TO BUY - good
ray. desks starting at
board, automatic
used mobile home. Call
$40.00, used office chairs
1976 14 x 52 NEW 91009;
features and rhythm
527-8322.
starting at $10.00. Steel
mobile home. Extri
sections,
8
months
old.
pipe several sizes at 15
Lived in 8 monclean.
condition.
Perfect
Call
GOOD USED BICYCLE.
cents a lb. Closet cedar 4
753-7645.
ths. Party is moving.
Call 753-0268.
x 8 sheets for $3.75 to
Call 753-4034.
$6.00. Fiberglass at 12
BALDWIN PIANOS and
SMALL BUSHOG, nercents to 27 cents per sq.
organs. Rent to putt,'
ferably pull type for
ft. for green houses,
chase plan. Lonardo
Allis B Tractor. Call 436MOBILE HOMES and
patios, carports, skirPiano Company, acres&
2124.
ting for average trailer,
mobile home spaces for
from Post Office, Paris,
$60.00. Ross & Tuck
rent, at Riviera Courts..
Tennessee.
GOOD USED 15' or 16' • Salvage Mdse. Inc. P.O.
Call 753-3280.
chest type freezer. Call
Box 88 Martin,Tn. 38237,
YAMAHA
12
,
String
31 Want To Rent
437-4155.
phone 901-587-2420. Open
guitar. Only 6 months
on Sat. until 3:00.
YOUNG
COUpLE wants
old. Excellent condition.
house
in
country within
WANT TO
Call'7534260 after 5 p.m.
SPRING SPECIAL
10 miles of Murray:.•
BUY
PAINT SALE. Hanna
Willing to do minor
Three bedroom 2 bath
first quality Latex Satin
repairs.. Call 753-6947.
home in or around
Sheen, regular $8.25,
Murray.
sale $6.00 per gallon.
PROFESSIONAL MAW,
Phone
Hanna semi-gloss
needs house in countrr:
753-3717
enamel regular, $10,
Call 436-2533.
sale, $8.00 per gallon.
Cortirod Ay I P
Murray
Lumber
15 Articles For Sale
Avoid Cos* Nom Upon I
NICE HOUSE for middle
Company, 753-3161.
age couple. Call 436CAMERA,35 m.m. Petri2415.
Kelly's Termite
FT-1. Like new. $75, Call USED PINE bedroom
753-6213. .
suite,3 weeks old, chest
& Pest Control
- THREE
BEDKOOM;;:
of drawers, dresser,
U
Nor rionod ad oponood
house or duplex fiiitily.
.
FLUFFY SOFT and
night stand, queen size
vows.P.Imo
moo cooliser mom la
of four. August 1st.
bright are carpets
Is Hided.
Serta mattress and box
100 South 13th St.
cleaned with Blue
References. Call 502-442- ,
springs with convertaPhone 753-3914
2267, collect.
Lustre. Rent electric
rails. Call 753-0915:
Roaches,Silver Fish
A
shampooer. Western
and Shrubs
2. Apartments For Rent
Auto, home of "Wishing
ANTIQUES, oak furWell Gift Shop."
niture, lamps, china,
1600 WISWELL ROAD
glass, also junk at Paris
MATTRESSES: full set,
across from ,West View
Landing Country Store,
$65. With frame. Twin
Nursing Home. Carpet,
Highway 119, across
set, $75. (Headboards_ from Paris Landing
air condition, stove,
24 Miscellaneous
$20.00) Call 75.3L1981.
oven, garbage disposal,
Park. Open 7 days a
• • Early
FOR SALE:
refrigerator and dishweek. Until 8 p.m.
A GOOD BUY...give, it a
American sofa and
washer. Two bedrooms,
try.
BlUe
Lustre
Needschair.
utility room and bath.
AVAILABLE
NOW.
America's. Favorite
reupholstering. $25.00.
$175
per month. Call 753Urethane
foam.
All
Carpet Shampoo. Big K,
Phone 1-354-8217 after
3865.
sizes, all densities. Cut
Bel Aire Shopping
4:00 p. m.
to your specs. West Ky.
Center.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
EXTRA NICE 1 bedroom
1975 15' RUNABOUT with
Avenue. 753-6767.
TOBACCO AND tomato
furnished 'apartment
70 horse Mercury. Sears,.
sticks, 13 cents each.
near campus. Couple or
dryer and 1973 Pontiac
16 Home Furnishings
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
a .single only. Available
Le Mans, 5,01* BTU air
ANTIQUES - iron beds,
now Call 753-2967 after 2
conditioner. Call 437English washstand, wall
SALE - AIR Corr;
p.m.
4889 or 753-8940.
tile, Aladdin lamp,
ditioners. While they
quilts, and rocker. Call
last all deluxe models
MOVING MUST SELL. ONE ROOM efficiency
753-8761.
with variable speed
apartment, 1602 Olive-4-`.::
*
;
15' fiberglass tri hull,
fans, 9 position therStreet. Close to campus.
swivel seats, 6 troll 20
mostat, 5 year gua- DINETTE SET, •Round
Furnished. For .inh.p. Motor, new battery.
table and 4 chairs. Call
rantee on compressor,
formation ca,11 753-4451.
New trolling motor. Tilt
753-6592. .
6,000 BTU, 169.95,
trailer, $800. 22' Chest
10,000 BTU, $239.95, MAPLE LAMP
freezer,$175. 1973 24 x 60
ONE
BEDROOM '
table.
17,000 BTU, $319.95
home,
mobile
3
apartments for rent at
$35.00. Call 753-7430.
20,000 BTU, $329.95.
bedroom, on acre lot.
207 N. 12th. Phone 753- ,
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Will sell with or without
3744 days of 753-0614
MEDITERRANEAN
Tenn.
.
lot. Call 489-2787.
nights.
style lighted china
cabinet $150. Five piece
LARGE SWEET corn,
silver tea set, $125. 489also tame plums and
2755. .
apples. Call 7534725.

TRUCK.,LOAD Tire Sale.
4 ply polyester, white
Porker of....
wall, premium" -grade,
12-32 tread deiith,
A78x13", $16.06 plus
$1..74 FE Tax, E78xI4",
$19.42 plus $2.30 FE Tax,
F78x14", $20.15 plus
BURGER
$2.44 FE Tax, G78x14"
QUEEN
or 15", $21.38 plus $2.60
FE Tax, H78x15", $23.32
plus 82.85 FE Tax,
North 12ta St
4 1.78x15", $25.76 plus
$3.13 FE Tax. Wide ones
with raised white letWEEKLY
$200.00`
ters, G70x14" or 15",
possible stuffing en$28.85 plus $2_87 FE Tax,
velopes. Send a selfG60x14" or 15", $32.48
stamped
addressed
plus $3.08 FE Tax,
Fischer
envelope to
1.60x14" or 15", $33.85
Enterprises, Box 127*,
plus $3.58 'FE Tax.
Eureka. South Dakota
Truck
tires - Hi way
57437.
treadr 700x15", 6 ply,
$24;03 plus $2.83 FE Tax;
750x16", 8 ply, $31.10.
WANTED
plus $3.59 FE Tax,
Experienced
H78x15", 831.13 plus
$3.25 FE Tax. Tractor
type, 700x15", $28.04
•2 Coolt
plus $3.16 FE Tad.
MOW"
•2 Good Waitresses
750x16", 8 ply, $37.45
•l Motel mod
plus $3.95 FE Tax,
L78x16"; 8 ply, 841.25
Slior WORK
plus $4.12 FE Tax.
ARV! AVERAGE PAY
CAR FOR AmpUllal
Prices good
while
present stock lasts.
474-2259
Wallin Hardware, Paris.

See Richard

(7
46
.

it 2 t-4.11

Apply in
Person Only
No Phone Calls

$25.80 PER HUNDRED
stuffing envelopes. Send
self-addressed, stamped
envelope. TK ENTERPRISE, Box 21679,
DENVER, CO. 80221.

20 Sports Equipment

15 Articles For Sale

DONALD R.

WHITE STOVE, $15Q.
Call 435-4516 or 753-6132.
19 Farm Equipment

UCKER

WILL SELL or buy used
Or-new farm machinery
on Hardin 80 East. Call
437-4801.

LISTINGS•SMES•MANAGEMENT•APPRAISALS

REALTOR

MURRAY'S ONLY CERTIFIED RESIDENTIAL BROKER

26 Sports Equipment
1972 MARK TWAIN 16 ft.
tri hull, 115 h.p. Mercury. Excellent condition. Call 753-2228.
BASS tracker; trolling
motor and 7 h.p. Sears
outboard motor. $150.
Call 753-7595.

EVERYTHING YOU WANT

30' MAHOGANY Antique
Cruiser. $2500. Can be
seen at Cypress Bay
Resort.
_

This brick ltorne in Pine BLuff Shores has a
magnificent lake view, with lake access and boat
ramp right across the street. Two bedrooms,two
baths, 12 by 24 living room, 18 by 24 kitchenfamily room. Priced in the low thirties.

SAILBOAT •- IRWIN
Yachts, AMF Alcbrt,
Venture, Sizzler. See at
Ky. Lake Sails, Highway
62, Calvert City, Ky.
Phone 1-395-7844 or 1362-8585.
14' FIBERGLASS 28 h.ri.
Johnson, trailer and
accessories.
Good
shape. Must sell! Call
753-9400.

DOWD R TUCKER A FUR SERVICE REM ESTATE FIRM -

502 Maple, Murray, Ky. 753-4342
4 Professional Salespeople to Serve Vol
NIGHTS WEEK ENDS, HOLIDAYS
Joe L. Kennon
7
43
56
3-.4
56
57
60
6
Chuck Shuffett
Patricia Miller
753-7550
Donald R. Tucker, C.R.B. . 753-1930
Member M:11,1 r.,rq So•rvre
Muffar Calloway County Board of Realtor
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43 Real Estate
12
er.
hie
ble
Les
36,
the

FURNISHED
APARTMENTS, 1
or
2
bedrooms. Zinunerman
Apartments, South 16th
Street, 153-6609.
FURNISHED Apartment
for rent Close to M.S.0
.•
Call 7534564.
EXTRA NICE 3 bedroom
borne near University.
Furnished
or
unfurnished. Available
August 15. Call 753-7575
or 753-0669.
TWO BEDROOM furnished• house. Two
blocks from campus.
Call 753-5375.
37 livestock Supplies

on)
iir,

rns,
ng,

inIce.

FOR SALE - Registered
quarter horse, 3 years
Old. Priced to sell, $550.
Call after 7 p.m. 901-2475304.

FIVE PARTY Yard Sale,
Thuraday, July 14th,
7:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
1624 College Farm
Road. Furniture, antiques, stone jars,
bedspreads,
rugs,
drapes, new dishes,
glasses, pressure
canner, new material,
Chevrolet pickup truck,
children and adults
clothes and plants. Lots
of miscellaneous.
43 Real Estate
78 ACRE FARM just
listed
with
approximately 62 tendable
acres. Also 25 ACRES
just listed with over 1300
feet of highway frontage
and priced at $15,000.
Phone
KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222 for
good Old Fashioned
Personal Service.
337 N. Poplar-lemon

GENTLE BLACK, 15
month old quarter horse
colt. Make pleasure or
game horse. Call 753-

ALITY
QURSF
5271466 a! 7531625

38 Pets

REGISTERED ST.
Bernard puppies for
sale. Ca111-9014424075.
SIX BLACK Cock-a-poos.
$25 a piece. Ready to
show. Call 753-3197.

Lnd
for
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ay.. •
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try:'
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LAPPEL. COPE PORK

Supplies

REGISTERED female
St. Bernard. Very
lovable. I months old.
Must sell. $125 or best
offer. Call 7534054.
REGISTERED
WEEMARANER
stud
service. Call 901-24753954j Produce
CORN FOR SAI,E. Phone
753-1861.
CORN, 75 cents dozen.
Ora King, Route 4. Call
753-4789.
41 Public Sales
YARD SALE, Friday
July 159-5. At Almo near
old Almo School. Lounge
chair, baby items,
clothing, bear hunting
N bow, set of mag wheels
and tires, pole lamp and
other miscellaneous
items.

TWO ACRES with a 2
bedroom mobile home,
new septic tank and
well, also has a block
barn. $8500. Call 753-7323
or 489-2508.
APPROXIMATELY
NINE choice acres of
water front property
located on Cypress
Creek embayment of
Kentucky Lake. This
fine lake front property
has good building sites
and good access. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., Murray, 7530101 or 753-7531.
FARM - 20 acres with
modern 3 bedroom brick
and frame home. Has 10
acres tendable and a
good metal pole barn,
also a pond. Has 24 x 30
cleanup shop. Large
comfy family,room with
fireplace. }tome in good
condition inside and out.
Located on Faxon Road.
Just 11
/
2 miles off of 94
East. Priced in mid 30's:
GUY SPANN REALTY,
901 Sycamore,753-7724,

49 Used Cars & Trucks

LIVE IN ONE and rent
the other. Adjoining
properties on South 12th.
Spacious 3 bedroom, 2
bath brick loath electric
heat, family room,
carpeting,
and
fireplace. Large 2 story
frame
with
home
basement and separate
garage. This property
hat a bright future.
Waldrop Real Estate,
206S. 4th, 753-5646, after
hours 753-7249 or 7530686.
BEDROOM
FOUR
1
2
BRICK home on 2/
apacres located
proximately 4 miles
from Murray. Lovely
yard with lots of fruit
trees, grape arbor,large
garden area and small
barn for horses. Priced
to sell fast at only
$32,000. Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222 for
more information on
this choice listing.
LARGE 2 story frame
home. 5 bedrooms,
2 baths ... nicely
decorated. Near
schools. Call 753-1492
today and make an
appointment to see this
home. LORETEA JOBS
REALTORS.

Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate Agency, Inc.
202 Sow* lab Streit
Mow 713-3263

NEED A dream home
building site? 9 acres of
prime land, one-half
mile south. of Highway
-94 - in .,Lynn Grove
community. Two large
stock barns, one large
tool shed, well house for
own
well, - two-car
garage,fenced, water in
all buildings, septic
system, T.V. tower and
antenna. Priced for
quick sale. Call 435-4484
anytime for showing.

1973 CHEVROLET 10 ft.
step van. Six cylinder, 4
speed, low mileage.
82500 or best offer. Call
436-5427.
1974 DODGE CLUB
coupe, AM-FM, air,
power brakes and
steering, fifth wheel and
ball hitch, spare tank.
Call 753-1549 after 4.
1972 FORD PICKUP, 302
V-8, power steering,
extra
clean,
low
mileage. Call 436-2427.
1_13 1971 FORD F250, 14 ton, 6
cylinder, four speed.
$700. Call after 6:00, 7537458.

"HIM AM? HIS GASGLYZZLER."
46 Homes For Sale
TWO BEDROOM frame
home for sale. Located
in Pine Bluff Shores
Subdivision near New
Concord, Ky. Some
finish work needed, low
down payment and will
finance balance. To see
call John Jones at 502442-7368,
LEAVING SOON, last
chance to buy large
Adjoining
house.
University, 201 N. 16th.
Call •753-9799.
FOUR ROOMS plus bath
and, sun room. House
nice inside and out. Four
miles out South 121. Call
753-7948.
• •
WELL PLANNED home
for family living with
energy efficient heat
pump. Four bedrooms,
2L2 baths, large den with
fireplace, formal dining
room and eat-in kitchen.
New and nice. Call 7533903.
BY
OWNER
three
bedroom home with
central heat and air.
Price $29,900. Call 7539827.

49. Used Cars & Trucks
PONTIAC
1970
Executive, extra extra
sharp. See at 1111
Sycamore Street.
1969 MUSTANG Mach 1,
$500. Call 753-7667 after 6
p.m.
LITTLE WHITE 1970
Maverick car for sale.
$595. Call 767-4370 3
p.m.-7 p.m.
1955 FORD pickup, -1971
Dodge Charger SE. Call
753-4618 after 5 p.m.

Furches Jewelry

YOUNG
ROOFING COMPANY

[

50 Campefs
RITES CAMPER
SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, on
-Highway 94. toward
Kenlake. Both new and
used. Bank financing
available. Open 7 days
per week. Call 753-0605.
51 Services

Offered

CUSTOM CARPET Care.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x,10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call 753-0359.

1949 FORD 1½ ton truck.
Antique---and original -HAVIN6 TROUBLE
getting those small
paint, parts, etc. txplumbing jobs done?
cellent condition. Best
.
Then call 753-6614.
offer. Call 753-4590.

CUSTOM HAY bailing
and custom combining.
Call 7534090.
GENERAL 1BACKHOE
work, gravel hauling
and top soil. Call Joe
Beard, 436-2306.
INSULATE NOW attics
blown 16 cents sq. ft.
Walls equally low
priced. Finance
available.
Free
estimates. Call 753-3316.
YOUNGBLOOD Roofing,
or roof repair. Built up
roofing, residential and
commercial. General
carpenter work. Call
436-2712 after 6 p.m.
PAINTING, best
references furnished.
Call 753-0076.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
LICENSED - ELECTRICIAN and gas indo
will
stallation
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.
LOADER,
DOZER
backhoe work, Grading,
and
hauling,
bushhogging. Free
estimates. Call-436-2382:
PAINTING. Specializing
in small houses and trim
work. Reasonable rates.
Call anytime,

1975
OLDSM-0B4-6£ --1404t-HARMON- FOR
-Cabinets, Remodeling,
Starfire with air con- ,
Mill work, Furniture ELECTRICAL WIRING dition. Call 753-6680.
home or industrial. Call
repair, combination
Charles Cooksey after 6
windows and doors. Call
1973 FORD LTD, exp. m. 436-5896.
753-4124.
cellent mechanical
condition, air, power,
BY
low mileage. $2400. Call L&M Blacktopping, seal GUTTERING
seamless
Sears
SEARS,
753-7595. Pe.
coating and repairs.for
gutters installed per
estimates call 753-1537.
your specifications. Call
1971 IMPALA hardtop, 2
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
door, power steering, MOBILE HOME anchors,
for tree estimates.
underpinning, awnings,
power brakes, new tires,
-roots-seated; and-Alcoa
radio, air condition,
aluminum house siding INSULATION BLOWN in
original owner. Ex& trim. Call Jack \ by Sears save on these
cellent condition. $1095.
high heat and cooling
Glover, 753-1873 after 5
Phone 753-8071.
bills. Call Doug Taylor
or weekends.
. at 753-2310 for free
1964 FORD very good
estimates.
condition. Call 753-5395
FOR A FREE estimate
after 5 p.m.
on all stump removal,
contact K and S Stump FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
1965 FORD, TRUCK,
Remoyal, 435-4343 or
Taylor at 753-2310 for
excellent and original
753-9490.
free estimates for your
condition. Call 753-3704.
needs.
ELECTRICAL 'WIRING
1972 C-10 Chevy pickup.
home and,industrial, air NEED TREES
cut, or
No power or air. 49,000
conditioning, and
lieit hauling. Call 753miles. Must sell. Call
refrigeration, beating.
4107.
753-9349.
Call 474-8841.
SEGA- PAINTING. Call
1974 PONTIAC 'BonLICENSED ELECbetween 7-10 a.m. 743neville. Call 753-611i
TRICIAN prompt ef9998.
after 6 p.m.
ficient service. NO Job
too small. Call Ernest
1975
MAVERICK
White, 753-0605.
GRABBER, power
steering and brakes.- CARPET CLEANING
experienced, very
AM-FM stereo, radial
reasonable rates,
tires. Sharp. Call 437QUALITY SERVICE
references, free
4155.
Company Inc. Air conestimates. Quick drying.
dition sales and serCall 753-5827 or 753-9618.
1971 FORD F2 top pickup.
vice. Modern sheet
1971 Ford 34 ton pickup
metal
department.
WILL HAUL LIME or
camper special. Call
Lamy
Wisehart,
Call
sand.
rock
white
or
753-8500.
_
753-6763, Roger -Hutson, President. Phone 7539290.
753-4545.
1974 442 OLDS. black with
gold- stripes.
350
automatic with air
condition, . power
Save! Save!
steering and brakes. AM
20 Mile
8 track stereo radio, new
Free Delivery
white letter radial tires,
local car. See at 208
Irvan. Call 753-8533 or
Floored, rowdy to ass. Or boy • U-Sold owl woo. Complete owl
435-4351 after 5 p.m.
ready to samba Sri op to 24260 otoadanl, but will prom,soy oho

LOVELY 4 bedroom
borne located on a tree
shaded 11
/
2 acre lot just
outside city limits of
Murray. Home features _HOUSE AND 20 acres, 2
story, 4 bedroom, VI
Greatroom (29 x 15)
bath, living room,
with fireplace and
MOBILE HOME with
family, study, dining,
cathedral
ceiling,
- Floci -da
room
kitchen, utility
abundant closet space
overlooking lake with
PLANT SALE, Saturday
breezeway, game room
and storage areas.
beautiful
view located or
and Sunday 9-5. 1513
and garage. Highway.
Breezeway
connecting
two wooded lots. We also
Glendale. This is a five
121 South. Call 436-2118.
to large garage. Priced
have a "mushroom"
year old collection of
Phone
in
50's.
Kopperud
designed to Qt a rugged
Cacti 1, Succulents
Realty, 753-1222 for MUST SELL- by owner.
site. Ideal for beach
BromeliAes and various
Nice 3 bedroom cottage,
information
on this new
house. Call Loretta Jobs
exotic \houseplants,
close to lake with
listing.
Realtors
753-1492.
at
priced $2 to $30. Many
fireplace,
stove,.
I are not usually seen in
refrigerator, wall to
this area.
wall shag carpeting.
LOCATED IN quiet
Reduced to $14,500. Call
residential
neighREALTY III
PORCH SALE, 401 South
762-4288 or 7534274 after
borhood on the west side
Everything we toed
8th. 9-5. Friday and
5 p. m.
of
Murray,
this
3
toms to SOLD.
Saturday. Hanging
m
bedroom, 2 bath home
7531222
Plants and planters.
has many outstanding GATESBOROUGH year old home, 3
features including
bedroom, 2it bath, den
central vacuum,
with fireplace, heat
abundant storage areas,
*Watch Repair and Jewelry Repair
pump, central air, ineconomic central gas
*Stone Setting
tercom, etc. Shown by
heat, central electric
appointment. Call 753air, lovely fenced back
*Prompt Service
3673.
yard with brick patio,
beautiful floral garden
47. Motorcycles
and gas bar-b-que grill.
753-2835
113 S. 4th
Priced in the mid 30's.
1976 YAMAHA 80, Low
Phone Kopperud Realty,
mileage. Call 436-5359.
753-1222 or come by our
office at 711 Main Street.
1973 YAMAHA 750. Excellent condition. $700.
645 N. 4th STREET - An
Call 753-8756 after 5.
immaculate, 2 or 3
bedroom home, nicely
Residential and Commercial
1977 YAMAHA DT 175.
decorated throughout.
$600. Looks like new.
Build up roofing and roof repair. All work guaranGlassed-in sun porch, all
teed.
One month old. Call 753draperies, washer,
5543 after 4.
'
dryer, stove, and
ROBERT YOUNG Owner
refrigerator included.
YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
Call/53-4578
Situated on 1 acre
1972 YAMAHA 80, electric
Motorcycle trailer. 1975
beautifully wooded lot in
start, excellent shape,
Honda 550 four with
city
limits.
This
$235. 1972 Vega, new
753windjammer.
Call
property
is
comcltitch, $425. Double
2226.
mercially zoned. High
oven gas range, $120.
AK
twenties. Call .for a
Call 753-5206.
/977
YAMAHA
360.
Callshowing today, or come
or
...mr
436-7216
after 4:30 p.m.
I
.
by 105 N. 12th BoydFOR SALE or trade. 1957
l
Majors Real Estate, 753Chevrolet. Call 753-0356.
1976 RM 125 Suzuki.
8080.
P-.-.
Never been raced. good
•
1976 VW DASHER Hatcondition. Call 753-3557.
REALTORS
chback, AM-FM, air, 4
speed, steel radials,
CLASSIC MURRAYMOME,
OLD HARLEY Chopper,
metallic silver, still in
runs good, must sell.'
Exceptional quality home in excklent neighwarrants Under 2500
Call
753-3040
after
5
p.m.
borhood. Home is very neat and most of house
$48511. Call
miles.
has been recently,. redecorated. Three large
South 12th at Sycamore
evenings :Ind weekencls,,;,
1975
YAMAHA
bedrooms, 2 baths, large_ kitchen, living room
RD
200B,
TELEPHONE 75111161
753-6213.
and den have fireplacts,. custom-made
electric start only 1500
draperies, beautifully landscaped yard, very
miles. Moving must sell.
46 Homes For Sale
NICE 1969 LTD Ford,
reasonable utility bills. Over 2600 square feet of
Call 767-2752.
BY OWNER, 5 bedroom
$400. Riding- lawn
living area. Phone us today for an appointment ,
‘• brick home with 2 baths, 1973 HONDA 500-tour
to See this lovely home.
mower, $125. 8 x 10
2 - -.levels,
trailer typt amPer with
newly
Series. 4,000 miles.
decorated, central heat
air conditinn. $350.- C;11
Garrison Motor Sales,
and air, wallt in
753-6556
7534000.
recreation room, lot Of 49
Used Cars & Trucks
closet
space. .p1968 INTERNATIONAL
4
proximately 2600 sq. ft.
19611-'CAMARO needs
panel tru( k,
711 Main
Ph. 753-1222
of liVing space. Call 753- - work. Call 767-2512
speed, ton, runsfood.
_
8069.
between Sand 7 p. r.
Call 753-3944

®KOPPERUD

1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.
Call 5274273 after 4:00.

51 Services Offered

,

If

474,41.44

-

PAINTING interior and
exterior. Commercial or
residential. For free
estimate, phgne Atkins
Painting, 437'-4534.
PROFESSIONAL carpet
and furniture cleaning.
Servicemaster
offers
steam or dry foam
method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
"finest homes for over 30
years,and are Number 1
in the professional
cleaning business today.
For a special introductory offer for July
and August, all carpet
and furniture cleaning
performed will be
Scotchguard free of
charge. Also contract
cleaning daily, weekly
or monthly. Call Servicemaster, 753-0259
today.
FOR YOUR septic" tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning.' Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years experience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.
FOR BACKHOE and
bulldozing needs. Call
437-4533 or after 8 p, m..
354-8161 or 354-8138.
SMALL SIZE dozer-ideal
for spreading, leveling.
backfilling. Call 753-1370
or 753-0129.

94 East

aid'
Repair
753-3313

mower owl wool maws
mark. Raul, low woraws,
225.00 sod op. Ridlog
mowers,$1N owl op.
LIMN

ANY KIND of hauling
done. Garbage in county
also. Call 753-8249.
DOZER WORK,all kinds.
Call Lyons Brothers,
Jimmie 756-1062 or L W.
(Dub) 474-2264.

PAINTING, interior and
exterior. By the hour or
job. Free estimate. Call
753-8343.
GLASS WORK, mirrors,
aluminum store fronts,
auto glass, plexiglass,
plate, window glass, and
glass showcases. M and
G Complete Glass,
Dixieland Center 7530180
54 Free Column
FREE - Three parthusky puppies. 21
/
2
months old. -7Very
healthy. They hold their
tails in a curve over
their backs. Call 436-2171
or 753-3436.

FREE - Lovely eight
week old puppies. Black.
Cute and cuddly. Call
7534392.
FREE - Two ten week
old
kittens.
Very
healthy. One is solid
'black and the other is
black and, "gray tiger
stripped. Being cared
for by Humane Society
and will have to be
destroyed if no homes
are found for them. Call
753-3535_after 43il p.m.
ONE BLACK male kitten
and one black and white
free. 11
_male
weeks old. Call 753-6931.
FREE - 3 beautiful 8
week old kittens and 4
grown spayed female
cat. Sweet and playful.
Will make ideal pets.
Call 753-3535.

WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS
I., *HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
If,

Auction Sale
Every Friday eight,641 Avetion'tiovse, Paris, Team.
This week depression glass, pink, green and
amber,lot of other glass,dishes, blue stoneware,
jugs, crocks, picture frames, trunks, childs roll
top desk, Iris water set, chest, beds, dressers,
walnut knock down wardrobe,tables,chairs,lots
more.

Shorty McBride
P247 Auctioneer

DONALD R.

UCKER
REALTOR

LISTINGS•SALES•MANAGEMENT•APPRAISALS
MURRAY'S ONLY CERTIFIED RESIDENTIAL BROKER

twoolod. Sloop tat not then mem to Gahm bah awl boy tior boot
for loss.
OM BUILT MIAMI BUILDINGS 753-0004

i.

KOPPERUD
REALTY!!!

51 Seivices Offered

51 Services Uttered

REDUCED IN PRICE
MORE THAN $6,000.00!

INCOME PROPERTV
Corner of 8fli and chestnut. Brick house rented
foe $150.00 per month, apt. in basement of house
$75.00 per month. Duplex in rear rents for
$150.00. Buy this and let income pay for it.

Guy Spann Realty
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
901 Sycamore Street Phone 753-7724
Monier of Multiple Listings
Guy Spawn, 753-2587 Louise Baker, 753 2409
Jock Persell, 753-8961 Preeke Dean, 753-5725

Here is a three bedroom lakefront home on a
spacious lot with 150 feet of lake frontage. The
low price includes a boathouse with four slips
protected by canal breakwater:Brick veneer exterior, covered porch facing lake. Really priced
to move,so don't wait!

DONA1D R TUCKER A FUR SERVICE REM ESTATE FIRM
502 Maple, Murray, Ky. 753-4342
4 Professional Salespeople to
Serve

You

NIGHTS, WEEK -ENDS, HOLIDAYS
Joe L. Kennon
436-5676
Chuck Shuffett
753-4560
Patricia Miller
753-7550
Donald R. Tucker, C.R.B. 753-1930
I4ember Mull! lisimq Service and Murrav Calloway County Board of Realtor,
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FAMILY PAK

JI M
NORTHSIDE

GROUND
OUR
USUAL
HIGH QUALITY
COMPARE
PRICE & QUALITY
& SAVE!

SOUTHSIDE

6 AM- 10 PM
DAILY
Closed
Sunday

31.12,or More
LB.

7 AM 10 PM
DAILY
OPEN SUN.
NOON-9 PM

•
DMA LEAN

FRESH TENDER

$ 1 48

CENTER CUT PORK CHOPS

Lb

BEEF SHORT RIBS

P1ea8111 ou...
Pleaese8GTAI

GROUND CHUCK

LIE

99C

COUNTRY STYLE•FINE FOR B-B-Q

EXTRA LEAN MEATY•B-B-Q SPECIAL
Lb

79'

PORK BACKRIBS

Lb

119

FAMILY PAX•SLAB SLICED

BACON 3u,..N.

Lb $1 19

BRYAN'S

ALL AMERICAN
WIENERS 12 oz. Pkg. .

FRESH TENDER PORK

69'

'A PORK LOIN

U.S. CHOICE

SLICED INTO CHOPS $
GREAT FOR
COOKOUTS!
Lb.

SHOULDER CUT
SWISS STEAK Lb.99C

kNU-KRIS SLICED

118

BACON

MAKE DELICIOUS
BACON & TOMATO
SANDWICHES!

Pleasing People has
been a way of doing business at Jim Adams. To
better please you, the customer... Jim Adams
on 12th & Story is OPEN SUNDAY! That means
People Pleasers Prices & Service

1 Lb.
PKG.

LAUNDRY
DETERGENT

ribE

7 DA.A WEEK

sdo

BEEF:

r. OPEN

GiANr SIZE

BOX

SUNDAY
7

M. — 10 P.M.
FIRSI BAG

TWS
ONLY Al

PRtC.E.

BANQUET•FROZEN

DINNERS $109 FRUIT
COBBLERS
BIG 17 oz.

Check Out These Values

ARGO

.16

NO.
$23.95 NI
ONLY
NOW

$20(ff

303
CAN

99
12
11
,

SOUTHSIDE:

E.•••‘/E.1._CPt

GE-c •-/

Last Week's Drawing

OUR

REG.
PRICE: 85'

FOR

NATURE'S BEST

SAVE"

AND

MARGARINE

BOW WOW

2 89

DOG FOOD
$399
CHUNCK 25 LB.

No Winner at Southside
IGA•CRISP 'N' GOOD

KRAFT•BIG 2 Lb.

SNACK
CRACKERS

GRAPE
JELLY

CHERRY. LIME, PEACH &
STRAWBERRY 3 oz. BOX

JELL-0

FOR

CAMPBELL'S

PORK 'N
BEANS

DEL MONTE

CL1 *5 Lb BAG

KETCHUP

CUT GREEN
BEANS

FLOUR

BIG QUART

89
4 79' 3.89'

5-5C

FRESH•CRISP.

, CELERY No. 36 Size Stalk
JUICY•CALIFORNIA

RED PLUMS
JUICY.WASHINGTON

BARTLETT PEARS

$1

FOR

7 OFF LABEL•BIG ' GALLON

BO PEEP AMMONIA
PUREX•TOSS'N' SOFT

"I" BABY PRQDUCTS
)

TOMATOES

LB

99

FAMILY TRASH BAGS

FABRIC SOFTENER 40 Ct
LIQUID CLEANER

BABY POWDER 14 oz. — BABY
SHAMPOO 16 oz.—BABY OIL 16 oz.
'OA R
IHI ii, E

C.

99

PINE-SOL 15 c7

TERI
TOWEL

.79

JUMBO NU
•

good thru Tuesday,
49c PricesJULY
19, 1977
$1" Quantity Rights Reserved.
89' We Accept U,S.D.A.

4%.

Jim Adams features only U. S. Choice"IGA Tablerite"
BEEF. Fresh, tender,& juicy Iowa "Corn Fed" BEEF. All
Jim Adams BEEF is guaranteed 100%."IGA Tablerite"
BEEF, it's "Your Assurance of Quality."

29c
LB 49`
LB. 39'

c

1

EACH!

CANTALOUPES

KLEENEX

69
FOOD STAMPS

LARGE SWEET WESTERN

„Ir

$

3033
CAN

FOR

RED RIPE

GREAT FOR
BACON &
TOMATO
SANDWICHES

HEINZ•KEG'0

IS': oz. CAN

GLAD•20 CT

22 oz.

GALLON
JUG

1 LB. PKG.

E. R. Schroder Won
$200.00 at Northside

IVORY
LIQUID

69,

"WITH THE WOMAN'S TOUCH"

4 $1

ith $15 tapes
register
•
Aclaws.
Jim
YOUR
iT11101D
Al-

$400°°

12 oz.
BOX

"PACKED BY DEL MONTE"

0.

NORTHSIDE:

• 20 CT. PKG.

PUREX BLEACH

SWEET PEAS-,

This Week's Cash Award. . .

TRASH BAGS

$109

At JIM ADAMS.

Free Cash
Bankroll!

GLAD • FAMILY SIZE

26 oz.

PKG.

WIN.

tto

•

PET RITZ
"FROZEN"

"MAN PLEASER,,

59

IGA•10 oz

LOCK'S•BIG 17 oz. CAN

VEGETABLE
SOUP -

BEANS

4.89c

•

PINTO, OCTOBER,
NAVY. NORTHERN

2 73
FOR

•

•

•11;
•

•

.11_1•1.... •

